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BASKETBALL.......... 1931-32
_ News items in this scrap­
book are from the Providence
Journal-Bulletin unless 
indicated otherwise.
Freshman Schedule
 p.c. OP.
DURFEE TEXTILE 
At Fall River, Mass., Tues., Jan. 12
ST. JOHN’S PREP 
At PROVIDENCE, Sat., Jan. 30
ASSUMPTION COLLEGE 
At Worcester, Mass., Sat., Feb. 6
BOSTON UNIV. FRESHMEN 
At Boston, Mass., Wed., Feb. 10
ASSUMPTION COLLEGE 
At PROVIDENCE, Thurs., Feb. 18
DE LA SALLE ACADEMY 
At Newport, R. I., Friday, Feb. 19
BRYANT-STRATTON COLLEGE 
At PROVIDENCE, Sat., Feb. 27
ST. JOHN’S PREP 
At Danvers, Mass., Wed., March 2
DEAN ACADEMY 
At PROVIDENCE, Wed., March 9
BROWN FRESHMEN 
At BROWN GYM, Sat., March 12
Wright & Ditson, Inc.
Official Outfitters 
for aii
Providence College 
Athletic Teams
Manager
JOHN J. GLENNON, ”33 
of New Bedford, Mass.
64 Pine Street, Providence, R. I.
Providence
College
Basketball Schedules 
1931-32
Director of Athletics 
REV. F. J. BAESZLER, O. P.
Graduate Manager of Athletics 
 JOHN E. FARRELL
Varsity ! 3as
P.C.
ketball Schedule
op- P.C. OP.
DARTMOUTH
At Hanover, N. H.; Wednesday, Dec. 9
NAVAL TRAINING STATION
At PROVIDENCE, Saturday, Dec. 12
YALE
At New Haven, Conn., Tues. Dec. 15
SETON HALL
At Newark, N. J., Friday, Dec. 18
ST. JOHN’S
At Brooklyn, N. Y., Saturday, Dec. 19
COAST GUARD ACADEMY
At New London, Conn., Sat., Jan. 9
HOLY CROSS INDEPENDENTS
At Worcester, Mass., Sat., Jan. 16
HARVARD
At Cambridge, Mass. Wed., Jan. 20
SPRINGFIELD
At PROVIDENCE, Saturday, Jan. 23
ST. JOHN’S
At PROVIDENCE, Saturday, Jan. 30
COLUMBUS CLUB
At Brooklyn, N. Y., Thursday, Feb. 4
PRATT INSTITUTE
At Brooklyn, N. Y., Friday, Feb. 5
MANHATTAN
At New York City, N. Y., Sat., Feb. 6
LOWELL TEXTILE
At PROVIDENCE, Tuesday, Feb. 9
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
At Boston, Mass., Wednesday, Feb. 10
NEW HAMPSHIRE
At Durham, N. H., Saturday, Feb. 13
CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK 
At PROVIDENCE, Thursday, Feb. 18
ALUMNI
At PROVIDENCE, Saturday, Feb. 20
WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC
At Worcester, Mass., Monday, Feb. 22
SETON HALL
At PROVIDENCE, Thursday, Feb. 25
HOLY CROSS INDEPENDENTS
At PROVIDENCE, Saturday, Feb. 27
MASSACHUSETTS STATE
At Amherst, Mass., Tuesday, March 1
LOWELL TEXTILE
At Lowell, Mass. Friday, March 4
BROWN
At PROVIDENCE, Saturday, March 12
William H. Ryan Printing, 181 Canal Street
Junior Varsity Schedule'
P.C. OP.
BRIDGEWATER NORMAL
At PROV., Saturday, Dec. 12
BRIDGEWATER NORMAL
At Bridgewater, Mass. Sat., Jan. 16
PROVIDENCE BOYS’ CLUB
At PROV. Saturday, Jan. 23
BECKER COLLEGE
At PROVIDENCE, Tuesday, Feb. 9
NEW BEDFORD TEXTILE
At PROV. Thursday, Feb. 25
BECKER COLLEGE
At Worcester, Mass., Sat., March 5
NAVAL HOSPITAL
At PROVIDENCE, Wed., March 9
Varsity Captain
WILLIAM C. GAINOR, '33 
of Troy, N. Y.
Varsity Manager
THOMAS J. O’BRIEN, ’32 
of New Haven, Conn.
Coach
albert McClellan
Three Dominican Basketball
Teams Schedule 41
A total of 41 basketball games, includ­
ing a ’Varsity schedule of 24 contests, 
was announced today for the Provi­
dence College hoop forces by Graduate 
Manager John E. Farrell. In addition to 
the 'Varsity card, seven second team 
contests have been booked, and 10 Fresh­
man games, making the most elaborate 
lineup oi intercollegiate contests ever 
booked for the Smith Hill athletes.
Outstanding in the 24-game 'Varsity 
list are the feature games with City Col­
lege of New York, marking the first visit 
of the New Yorkers to New England in 
years, and home and home contests with 
St, John’s College of Brooklyn, Eastern 
college champions last winter. Dart­
mouth, Yale, Brown, Harvard; Spring- 
field, New Hampshire, Seton Hall College 
of New Jersey, Holy Cross and Manhat­
tan are Other opponents listed,
SEASON TO CLOSE
AGAINST BKOWN
Listing Harvard for a game at Cam­
bridge on Jan. 20, and Boston University, 
at Boston on Feb. 10, marks a resump-! 
tion of relations between the Friars and; 
these colleges after a lapse of four years.; 
Teams making their first' appearance on 
a Dominican court list are Pratt In­
stitute of Brooklyn, to be played when 
the locals make their second New York 
trip. Manhattan, Harvard, and Massa­
chusetts State College at Amherst. The 
doubleheader, 'Varsity and Freshman, 
with Brown at the Brown gymnasium 
Will close the season on March 12.
Opponents its Year
’VARSITY TO FACE 24 LEADING 
TEAMS OF EASTERN SECTORi
Freshmen Have 10-Game List,, with 
Jayvees Booking Seven'
One of the features of the home sched­
ule is the booking of an Alumni game, 
th8 first ever attempted, in basketball. 
Baseball games with the graduates have 
long been, a' feature of the diamond 
cards, but this winter will mark the in­
itial return of a graduate group of hoop- 
sters. This game promises to be one of 
the brightest games of the year as such 
stars as Johnny Krieger and Bill McCue 
last year’s leaders, Larry Wheeler, Stan 
ffeydla and Eddie Wineapple, aces of the 
championship quintet of 1920-29 and 
Charles Murphy, 1928 captain and Heck 
Allen, who piloted the first ’Varsity team 
will return to compete against the pres­
ent ‘Varsity.
SEVEN GAMES LISTED 
FOE JUNIOR ’VARSITY
With a wealth of promising material 
eager for competition, and with a strong 
array coming up from last year’s crack 
Freshman quintet which lost but one 
game-in nine, it was deemed advisable 
to arrange a short junior ’Varsity sched­
ule. Seven games, including feature 
contests with Bridgewater Normal and 
New Bedford Textile, both of whom were i 
opponents of the ’Varsity when the in­
door game was first started at the Smith 
Hill college, comprise this list.
The Ffeshman list contains games i 
with some of the best prep school teams 
of this vicinity. St. John’s Prep, long a 
leader in scholastic court ranks, comes 
here to meet the 1935 aggregation in a 
prelim the night of the St. John’s College 
’Varsity clash, while Assumption. College 
of Worcester Is the prelim feature when 
C. C. N. Y. visits Providence.
Prospects for successful teams are 
bright according to Coach A1 McClellan 
who Is starting his fifth campaign as 
mentor of the Black and White court 
forces. With seven lettermen, headed 
by Capt. Chick Gainor, Ed Koslowski and 
Allan Brachen, the latter all-New Eng­
land guard last winter, the first team 
is well fortified for its arduous cam­
paign.
Other lettermen working out daily in­
clude John. McCormac and Jim Welch, 
forwards, Franny Dromgoole, centre, and 
George Cody, back. Among the outstand­
ing men coming up from the Freshman,
i team, of last year are Doc Perrin, Dexter 
Davis, Ollie Roberge, Frank Reavey, 
John Morrison and George Tebbetts. Two 
newcomers pressing the regulars for : 
’Varsity assignments are Sam Shapiro} 
and Bill Hyte, rugged guards who have 
starred in the daily scrimmages of the' 
past week.
FRESHMAN SHOW 
PROMISE OF ABILITY
The Freshman team promises to equal 
the strong array which wore the Friars 
colors last winter, as Coach A1 McClei- , 
lan has a likely looking group of hoop- ' 
sters for his cub aggregation, which is 
working daily with the ’Varsity squad 
and is providing the veterans with plenty 
of opposition. Jack Leahy, a six foot 
six centre from Hartford, is the out­
standing member of the first year out­
fit and is the tallest hoopster ever at ' 
the Smith Hill college. .
Other clever performers include John 
! Madden of Pittsfield, Mass., who shapes- 
up as one of the finest prospects Mo- ,
Clellan has ever had under his wing. : 
Ed Stanisiewski of Amherst, Mass., 
whose' brother .captained Massachusetts ' 
State College last winter; i-aul Powers 
of Worcester, former St. P’R-’s high 
star; A1 Felt.of Paterson, Iwho is a 
protege of Earl Grey, mentor of Krieger 
; and McCue when those worthies were J in high school; Bert Skipp of New Haven, S 
and Paul Healy of New Bedford. Others ! 
I listed to report this week include Joe j 
Adamick, six foot two centre from South- 
bridge; Dick Bums of Warwick and Bill 
Kutniewski, former all-scholastic pivot 
man while at Commercial high.
’Varsity Schedule
(Games at home unless specified other- ; 
Wise )
,„Dao' ?artmou«i at Hanover, N1 H ;. 
mLw Tl'ajning Station; 15, Yale at
’^ -r18' Seton Hal1 College at 
Newark, N. J.; 19, St. John’s College at 
■Brooklyn N Y.; Jan, 9, Coast Guard 
; Academy at New London, Conn.; 16 Holv 
Cross Independents at Worcester, Mass • 
20, Harvard at Cambridge; 23, Sprint-■ 
field; 30, St. John’s College; Feb 4 Co­
lumbus Club at Brookyn, N. Y - 5 pT„tt 
I Institute at Brooklyn; 6, Manhattan Col- 
lege at New York city; 9. Lowell Textile- * 
10, Boston University at Boston- IS New 
Hampshire at Durham, N. H -' 17 ’ citv 
College of New York; 20, Alumni- 99 , 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute at Wor- I 
cester; 25, Seton Hall College- 27 Holv'
Cross Independents: March 1, Massachu­setts state College at Amherst?! Lowell 
Textile at Lowell; 12, Brown at’ Brown 
gym.
Junior Varsity Schedule 
Dec. 12 Bridgewater Normal; Jan 15
Bridgewater Normal at Bridgev/ater’ Mass.; 23, Providence Boys« Club®. Feb 9 ’ 
Becker College; 25, New Bedford Textile-' March 5, Becker College at WolcXr 
Mass.; 9, Newport Naval HospitalrCeSt,er’
Freshman Schedule 
Jan. 12, Durfee Textile at Fall Ri»„
Mass.; 30, St. John’s Prep; Peb r ? ’ 
sumption College a.t Worcester'
10, Boston University Freshmen’atbos" 
ton, Mass.; 17, Assumption College- 10 ’ 
De La Salle Academy at Newport-’ 99 
: Bryant-Stratton College; March 9 S’ 
John’s Prep at Danvers, Mass • 9 A fet’ 
Academy; 12, Brown Freshmen ’at Br
Gala Season 
In Prospect
For Friars
Gerald Prior
Basketball Schedule Longest 
in History of Dominican
Sports
By GERALD PRIOR
. (News-Tribune Sports Writer)
Providence College appears to be in 
for a -gala season -on the basketball 
court. Coach Al 
“General” McClel­
lan for the past/ 
tw o weeks has ' 
been working -out 
the most promis­
ing squad in the 
history of Friar 
hoop activities 
and now Graduate 
Manager Johnny 
Farrell comes 
forward with a 
sweetly arranged 
schedule that
promises to test 
aforesaid squad 
to the full limit 
of its capabili­
ties.
The '^late arranged by “Jawn” foi' 
the varteity hoopsters is the longest 
court list ever mapped out at the 
.Smith Hill institution. In all the 
Black and White tossers will frolic 
in 24 games, 15 of which will be play­
ed on foreign floors with nine to be 
staged on the Dominicans’ home sur­
face, the college auditorium in Har­
kins hall.
Besides the varsity sjate Farrell 
has also arranged junior varsity and 
freshman schedules, the Friars hav­
ing adopted the three-term plan in 
order to provide sport for more stu­
dents and to increase the oppor­
tunity of developing the plentiful ma­
terial on hand. Drawn by the 
Friars’ surge to the top in New Eng­
land ranks during the last two years, 
a flock of high school stars regis­
tered at the college^ last fall and 
they’re all working out for places 
on McClellan’s freshman team. With 
these hop efills added to the array 
of talent returning from last year’s 
varsity and freshmen clubs, it’s plain 
to see that the Dominicans will be 
well-stocked with lads to carry out 
the three-team system.
Providence College Announces
Classy 24- Game Slate
for Hoop Team
feature games
' That varsity schedule is studded ,
with feature attractions, Dartmouth, 
Tale, Harvard, Brown, St. John’s, 
City Cplleg'e of New York, Manhattan, 
Massachusetts State, Boston Univer- 
sity, New. Hampshire and the ’Holy : 
Cross Independents being some of 
the high class opponents the Mc­
Clellan-coached combination will 
meet.
One of the high spots on the sched­
ule from a local standpoint will be' 
the appearance here on Feb. 17 of the 
C. C. N. Y. array, marking the first 
time in years that the Gotham Col- ■ 
legians have traveled to New Eng- I 
laind for basketball competition. St. 
John’s, the Friars’ traditional rival, 
also will invade Providence on Jan. 
30 and this game also should be one 
for the books as the Smith Hillers 
have always found the Flatbush 
flock tough opposition in any sport. 
Newcomers on the Black and White 
list are Harvard, Pratt Institute, 
Manhattan and Massachusetts State. 
The Harvard clash will mark the i 
first athletic meeting between the ■ 
Friars and the Crimson since 1928.
Another interesting feature of the | 
list is the booking of a game with 
the Alumni on Feb. 20 when such for­
mer Black and White brilliants as 
Eddie Wineapple, Stan Szydla, • 
Johnny Krieger, Bill McCue, Charley 
Murphy and Larry Wheeler will re­
turn to show their wares in the 
scene of their past triumphs.
The Dominicans have a home-and- 
away arrangement with the Holy 
Cross Independents, meeting the 
Purple at Worcester Jan. 16 and* 
here Feb. 27. Holy Cross at the 
start of the current scholastic year 
dropped basketball from its schedule 
but a number of the students, in­
cluding practically all of last year’s 
great team, decided to carry on the 
sport themselves and were given per­
mission by the college to use the 
frame Holy Cross Independents. Both 
these games should provide real tests 
for the Friars.
Opening with the Dartmouth gamer 
at Hanover next Wednesday night 
the P. C. schedule will ■ continue 
through January and February and 
wind up with the inter-city classic 
between the. Friars and Brown in 
Brown gymnasium, March 12. This 
is one of the several double-headers 
on the Dominican bill, the Friar frosh 
being scheduled to play the Bruin 
yearlings on the same evening.
Just now McClellan is pushing the 
learn hard for the Dartmouth opener. 
Daily practice sessions,, featured by 
scrimmage, are being held and the 
athletes are rounding into shape rap­
idly. “tyild Bill" McCall, Dartmouth 
football star, and Mackey, whose 
sterling play enabled the Green to 
edge out the Dominicans, last year, 
are the men whom the Friars will 
focus attention upon Wednesday.
VARSITY SCHEDULE i
Dec. 9. Dartmouth at Hanover, N. 
H.; 12, Naval Training, Station; 15,; 
Yale at New Haven, Conn.; 18, Seton 
Hall College at Newark, N. J.; 19, 1 
St. John’s College at Brooklyn, N. Y.; 
January 9. Coast Guard Academy at 
New London, Conn.; 16, Holy Cross 
Independents at Worcester, Mass.; 
20.. Harvard at- Cambridge, Mass.; 
23, Springfield; 30, St. John’s College; 
February 4, Columbus Club at Brook­
lyn, N. Y.; 5, Pratt Institute at 
Brooklyn, N. Y; 6, Manhattan Col­
lege at New York City; 9, Lowell Tex­
tile; 10, Boston University at Boston, j 
Mass.; 13, New Hampshire at Dur­
ham, N. H.; 17, City College of New 
York; 20, Alumni; 22, Worcester Poly- ' 
technic Institute at Worcester, Mass.; 
25. Seton Hall College; 27, Holy 
Cross Independents; March 1. Massa­
chusetts State College at Amherst, 
Mass.; 4, Lowell Textile at Lowell, 
Mass.; 12, Brown; at .Brown gym.
JUNIOR VARSITY
Dec. 12, Bridgewater Normal; Jan­
uary 16, Bridgewater Normal at 
Bridgewater, Mass.; 23, Providence 
Boy’s Club;' Feb. 9, Becker College; 
25, New Bedford Textile; .March 5, I 
Becker College at Worcester, Mass.: ; 
9, Newport Naval Hospital.
freshman
Jan. 12, Durfee Textile at Fall 
River, Mass.; 30, St. John’s Prep; Feb.' 
6. Assumption College at Worcester, 
Mass.; 10, Boston University fresh­
men at Boston, Mass.; 17, Assumption 
College; 19, De La Salle Academy at 
Newport, R. 1'.; 27, Bryant-Stratton 
College; March 2, St. John's Prep at 
Danvers. Mass.; 9, Dean Academy; 12, 
Brown Freshmen at Brown gym.
Friars To Be Represented
By Three Basketball Teams
Games Scheduled for ’Varsity, 
Jayvee and Freshman 
Quintets.
Basketball will be condubteil. on a 
large scale at' Providence College this 
season with the announcement. last 
flight by John E. Farrell, graduate,man­
ager ’ of 'athletics, that three teams— 
’Varsity, Junior ’Varsity and Freshman— 
will he fielded.This is" the first time In 
history'scheduled games for three Friar 
hoop teams will be played.
There is an abundance of good basket­
ball material at Providence College and 
capable candidates for all three teams 
will be available. There is much en­
thusiasm in the court sport at the Smith 
Hill college this season and one of the 
most active, as well as most successful 
years is being predicted. The Friars 
have turned out some high class teams 
during the past four years, and Judging 
from, the pre-season work of the can­
didates this year’s team is expected to 
continue! the excellent play of its prede­
cessors, if not surpass it.'
The inauguration of a. three-team plan 
should be a “provider” for future ’Var­
sity teams, as the experence that the 
players on the Junior ’Varsity and Fresh­
man aggregations will receive will be of 
great value to them,in bids lor ’Varsity 
berths.
Open Against Dartmouth
The Friar hoop candidates have been 
going through thejr paces at a merry clip 
for the past two weeks and with the ad­
dition of players liitherto with the foot- 
„,L.„+-!,q''la'd joining the court group, prep- 
sre wel1 binder vvay for the 
Salne of the season next Wed- 
against the Dartmouth
Varsity at Hanover. I
back iriT har,aed the n‘ial's » set- 
ter team is se®son’s opener and the lat- 
back Tim *?xlous to avenge this set- 
fullv for tbi P 5’Ws have drilled faltli- 
be mT Wl”
pmrelmivirUCi1 competition among the 
sorne hPot in? m1' 7*^ b«thS,'and' 
s!nteJ it klUal ***»« b® Im­
positions ™eCn nww an<l Tuesday for
eluding tfirel of Hst TeaT’ lettel.'men' ?»- 
tbe sousd. C
of ig ^ y ''s qW*t. which won 14 out
iw aM nkKetl’are Capt' Ch!ck Gai' 
Kostowsi-P k F'W™, guards, and Ed 
showm^t 'ntre- AJ1 three have been
tg to advantage in the drills.
• Many stars Available” , yrt",
J The oilier four lettermen available in- 
il elude John McCormac and James Welch, 
I forwards. •’Franny" Dromaoole, centre, 
and George Cody, guard. McCormac anti
I Welch are Seniors. Both are capable' 
J players but their play during'the past 
i three sen rolls has been overshadowed by 
William McCue and Johnny Krieger, two 
of the best hoopsters.in Providence Col­
lage history. McCormac and Welch will ' 
make determined bids to land the for­
ward .fobs this season.
Dexter Davis, a member of ■ the last 
year’s Freshman team, and Dromgoale 
are expected to give Koslowski the most 
trouble for the 'centre job. Both Davis 
and DromgoOle were excellent boopsters 
in the Interscholastic League a few 
years back while performing for. East 
Providence and Classical respectively. 
Oscar Perrin forward, and George Teb- 
betts. guard, members of last year's base­
ball team, are other graduates from the 
yearling team, who will, make serious 
bids for .the 'Varsity, John Morrison. for- I 
ward, and Frank Reavy. are other prom- ; 
isina newcomers.
Substitutes on last year's ’Varsity who 
are with the squad include Ed Reilly 
and Ed .Derivan, guards; William Gru- 
bert. centre, and Sam Shapiro and Bill 
Hyto. forward.
Outstanding candidates for the fresh­
man team are John Lea,by, centre, who. 
is six feet, six inches tall, Ed Stanislew- 
i'aki. guard, John Madden, forward and 
.ALEeit-forward..,.
Providence College Athletes
    Turn to Basketball Now
A number of scrimmages have been 
held and the squad generally speaking 
is as far advanced as most college quin­
tets for this time of the season. A scrim­
mage was held yesterday with four teams 
participating. Team A was composed of 
McCormac and Hyte at the forwards, 
Koslowski at centre, C pt. Galnor and 
Reilly at the guards.
Koslowski at Centre
It is most likely that Koslowski will 
again hold down the centre position on 
• the Varsity but big Ed wilt receive plenty 
of competition for the berth. Capt. 
Galnor, Dick Brachen and George Cody 
are the veteran guards available for play. 
McCormac and Welch lead the forward 
candidates. McCormac was an under­
study to Kreiger last season.
There are a number of promising play- 
I ers from last year’s Freshman, team, Os- ' 
' car Perrin and John Morrison, forwards ! 
i and Walter Corbett, guard, were among 
the early ones to report.' Besides Bar­
barito and Roberge, Dexter Davis, Frank 
Reavy and George Boyle will be welcome 
additions to the Varsity.
With Koslowski,, Brachen and Capt. 
Galnor as a nucleus for his team, Mc­
Clellan has high hopes of piloting his 
team through another successful cam­
paign. McClellan is starting his fifth 
season as the Friar basketball mentor. 
He also has charge of the yearling hoop­
sters.
More Than 35 Candidates Drill 
Under Coach McClellan, 
Scrimmages Held.
With comment on the deeds of the 
football, team, gradually ebbing down, 
basketball now assumes a major role on 
the Providence College athletic slate. 
During- the past' two weeks the court 
sport has been gradually crowding foot­
ball out of the picture but yesterday 
marked the first time that if has held 
full sway.
More than 35 candidates, comprising 
players on the varsity and - freshman 
squads, drilled under the watchful eye of . 
Coach A1 McClellan yesterday afternoon • 
at the college gymnasium. Some of the 
players, who hitherto had confined their
Y;tles to the gridiron, reported for 
the ,first time yesterday while the ma- 
jon y merely continued work which was 
started two weeks ago.
Many Gridflers Report 
Among the gridders who reported for
XSSi tlme yesterday were Franny i 
& ctntre; onie Roberge, guard*
Anthony Barbarito, forward; Eda Stani- 
siewski, guard.; Ed Derivan, guard, and 
guard- Dl'omgoole and Cody 
were lettermen last year, while Roberge 
and Barbarito played on the yearling ag­
gregation last season.
With the reporting of these players,
Coach McClellan now will be able to be­
gin serious work for the opening game of 
the season against the Dartmouth quin­
tet one week from tomorrow at Hanover.
; Prospects for a winning team this sea­
son are high despite the fact that two 
of the best hoopsters to wear the Black 
and White, Johnny Kreiger and Bill Mc- 
’ Cue, have graduated. McLellan’s main 
task will be to find capable players to 
fill the shoes of Kreiger and McCue hut 
; as there is likely looking material on 
i hand, the berths are expected to be filled 
1 by capable players,
McClellan is keeping a watchful eye 
on all of his players apd as yet no player 
sfite of a position, ft is true that some 
the, candidates Have shown better 
than others but the “General” wishes to 
give the players all possible chance to
show their worth.
BASKETBALL RULES 
ARE INTERPRETED
 _____
R.I. Officials Watch Demonstra­
tion Game Staged by Friars 
at City Gymnasium,
I ------—------—
Tart evening the Providence College
i,StuonS S“RhodeIsland
■ Association and the public at larg .1
■ attended the affair held at the city b
i£XS.“
1"tags?"nd a*w^ametme netted 
several brilliant scores.
' Throughout the contest the rules wer - 
nurposely violated that the
S-‘»■£“; t?,4“,S S. 
'Spins WfJ5wH«5 «5|
The summary: «h»oiro. iprovidence- Ocdlege . V&Kt y- S. Pos.
Weck"-Gainer, Hyte, 1. 
j BrKm-idenceycoiege Freshmen:. StanUwsM, 
iXn.’ r-, «■ Referee-Fierce.
Rules Interpretation 
Game Carded Tonight
The annual rules interpreta­
tion and demonstration game of ,
the Rhode Island Board of Ap i 
proved Basketball Officials will he 
conducted tonight at the City 
High School gymnasium begin
p™ s o’clock. Teams chosen from- the Providence Coliege ’Var- 
iitv sauad,' through the co-opsra- 
rton of Coach A1 McClellan, will ,
1 the demonstration game
which vdU be refereed by Walter 
F ("Pard”) Pearce and Emory P. 
DanzeU. RoyW. Howardveteran 
Rhode Island referee,
the interpretations and explain 
We rules as the game progress^
Coaches, players and any 
others in basketball will be wel 
come. The board dhectos of 
the approved board, of which 
James P. Haughey is president, 
?s particularly anxious to have as 
many high school players and 
coaches onh and as P085^1®^0^
the board members worn is 
tone among the schoolboy teams- 
of Rhode Island and Mr. HaugW 
points out that this well be an 
excellent opportunity foi th 
boys to learn just what they may
i expect from the referees during 
j the coming season.
FRIARS HOLD FINALDRILL FOR INDIANS
McCormac and Shapiro Will
Play at Forward Against 
Dartmouth Tonight.
Lineups at Hanover:
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE. DARTMOUTH.
McCormac, 1. f.........................1. f„ J. Edwards
Shapiro, r. f..............................r. f., G. Edward;
Koslcwski, c... . .................................... .. Prince
Capt. Gainor, 1. g........'.......... 1. g., Krascewslcj
Brachen, r. g..................................r. g., Kramer
(Special to tile Providence Journal.)
Manchester, N. H., Dec. 8.—The Provi-t
dence College basketball ■ squad of 14 
players stopped here today on its way 
to Hanover and engaged in its final prac­
tice session for the opening game of the 
j season with the Dartmouth five tomor- 
: row night at .Hanover. The Friars held 
their drill at the St. Anslem's gymna­
sium here.
' Tomorrow’s game should be close and 
well played as both teams will send vet­
erans into the fray. McCormac ’ and 
Shapiro will be at the forward berths 
for the Friars, Koslowski will be at
' centre, with Capt. Gainor and Brachen 
j at the guards. The last three named 
' faced the Indians last season, hut for 
: McCormac and Shapiro tomorrow 
night’s assignments will be new to 
them. McCormac and Shapiro fill the 
(wo forward berths left open on the Do-
! minican quintet by the graduation of 
> Kpeiger and McCue.
, Captain Bill McCall and Harold 
■ Mackey, mainstays on last year’s Dart- 
. mouth five, are not likely to start the 
t game as they did not report to the team 
' until 'Monday, due to their affiliation 
, with the football squad, but both will 
! see action before the game is over.
Dartmouth won a close ,'game from
I the Providence team last season, but Jhe 
1 latter showed good form in their prac­
tice today and the Indians will'.have to 
be at their best to repeat their, 1930
triumph.
Jake Edwards, Mackey and 
Mc'CaH Star for Winners, 
Kosiowski for Losers.
(Special to the Providence Journal.) 
Hanover, N. H„ Dec.' 9.—With Jake
Edwards flashing a sensational game, and 
aided by the addition . of Mackey and 
McCall, football stars, a powerful Dart­
mouth basketball outfit scored a decisive 
41 to 28 victory over an aggressive Provi­
dence College quintet here tonight.
Play Fast Throughout 
Play was hard and fast throughout,
with the locals pounding through in the 
second half to wipe away a Friar lead 
and pile up a commanding score which ’ 
was never threatened as the game drew 
to a close. Providence more than held 
its own for the first 20 minutes of play 
and when the half-time whistle sounded 
left the court with a 14 to 13 advant—pr. '
Dartmouth; surged to the fore in the j 
second stanza when Jake Edwards, for­
mer Worcester Academy flash, raced 
through the Friar defence for a pair of 
Held goals, and Prince, who relieved 
Mackey at, centre, sank a double decker 
from under the hoop.
Strong replacements enabled the Big 
Green quintet to increase its lead as the 
period progressed. Kramer and Prince 
led in a consistent attack on the Domini­
cans’ hoop and with but five minutes 
remaining had boosted .their team total 
to 35 points to the Friars’ 21. Providence 
rallied in the waning moments as 
Brachen caged two field goals on pivots, 
from the foul line, but the locals’ lead 
was.too great to be overcome.
Koslowski Stars
Ed Koslowski, big' centre for the..
Rhode Islanders, turned in the best game 
of the evening, starring at the pivot post 
for the entire game in spite oi stem 
competition from Mackey and Prince. He 
shared the 'scoring honors on his team 
with Bracken with eight points each, 
while Edwards, of the locals, with 11, 
was high scorer of the fray.
The summary:
DARTMOUTH (41) PROVIDENCE (28) ' 
G. P. P. G. P. P.
Q. Edwards, i-f 1 0 2 Galnor, lg ... 0 0 0
J. Edwards, rf. 5 1 11 Drqmgoole, lg 0 0 0
Bruch. II .0 2 2 Hyte. lg . . . . 0 0 0
I stangle, If ... 2 0 4 Bracken, rg.. 4 0 8
I Mackey, c .... 0 1 1 Dromgoole, rg 0 0 0
i prince, c........ 3 1 7 Koslowski, c. 2 4 8
McCall, rg .... 4 1 SIMcCormac, If. 2 1 5
Krassewski, rg. 1 1 3 Welch, If ... 0 2 2
'Britten, lg .... 0 0 0 Shapiro, rf..-2 1 5
Kramer, lg ... 1 0 2
Bennett, lg ... 0 0 0
Totals 17 7 41 Totals... 10 8 28
! , Referee—Couture. Umpire—Parker. Time 
A—two 20-minute halves.
L.'-i®..... ...... .....-9.—-i—-----------
Game played: DECEMBER 9,193k.
FRIARS BOW TO GREEN
   Dartmouth Quintet Trims 
Providence College 41-28
Koslowski and Bracken Lead 
Dominicans to 62-22 
Victory.
Game played: 
December 12, 1931
By MICHAEL .1. THOMAS
Flashing an excellent all-around game 
with Edward Koslowski and Dick Brack­
en leading its attack, the Providence 
' College basketball team swamped the 
Naval Training Station quintet. 62 to 22. 
at Harkins Hall last night. With the 
exception, of the first few minutes of 
play- when the Sailors were at their best, 
the Friars had complete command of 
the game, exhibiting good team play, 
passing and shooting as its offensive 
gained effectiveness as the contest pro­
gressed.
The Sailors tried hard to stem the tide 
against ■ them but their efforts proved 
fruitless before their more rangy and 
capable rivals. This much can be said 
for the Sailors—they did not give up the 
ship without putting up a courageous 
battle. Throughout the game the New­
porters tried hard to increase their scor­
ing. but the Friar defence refused to 
crack under the determined tactics of 
the opposition.
Friar Jayvees Will
In the preliminary game, the Provi­
dence College Junior ’Varsity team'eked 
out a 29 to 28 decision over the Bridge- 
water Normal School quintet in a thrill­
ing game, which saw the lead change 
hands many times. It was only a last- 
period rally that enabled the Friar Jay­
vees to come through victorious.
In the ’Varsity game, Koslowski and 
Bracken were outstanding, scoring 19 
and 14 points, respectively. Koslowski. 
who was the. outstanding player on the 
fldor, made eight field goals and three 
foul shots while Bracken caged Seven 
field goals from a guard .position.
Koslowski played stellar basketball 
both on the offence and defence. The 
one-sidedness of the Friar victory can be 
traced to Koslowski’s play at centre 
where he continually got the'best of 
the jump over Frere, Newport centre. 
Most of the Friar plays were built around 
Kos) owski.
Galnor Plays Well
Other-players who looked good for the 
Friars were Shapiro and Hyte. newcom­
ers to the team this year. Both played 
good all-round games and fitted well 
into the Friar machine. Hyte's speed 
was especially noteworthy. The old vet­
erans -of Friar basketball, Capt. Galnor 
and Welch, also turned in gooyl games.
The score at halftime found the Friars 
ahead 25 to 10. The winners’ offence 
was at its best in the second half when 
they began to score practically at will. 
In this session, the locals had the oppo­
sition bewildered by their excellent 
passing.
„ o ,n Second Half
The Sailors were only able to score
FRIARS TRIUMPH 62-22
FRMR FIVE WHIPS 
NEWPBItT SAIL8KS
seven field goals during the game, while 
their adversaries, made 28 baskete. The 
Sailors caged eight foul shots to six by 
the winners.
During the first five minutes of play 
the Sailors played on practically even 
terms with the Frlgrs, but they could 
not-stand the fast, pace,I and the latter 
outfit ran away from their rivals.? Kos­
lowski and Bracken began to get range 
of the baskets and. hooped ’em lift from, 
illsaigted of.the.coiyi-t. -- •w.wu-jiiK)
After- -the intermission,- the- Sailors 
were helpless before the fast play.pf the 
Friars,'.and frpm,then on .it;.wgs.,a matj?e) 
of how high the Friar, score would soar.
PROVIDENCE1- ■ . I NEWPORT NAVAL,.
- - - TOLLEGE (C2) ' ■ TRAINING f 22)-
; ■ •. ! . G F.-'P. • G, '33V p.
Shapiro, rf., .'2 1 6Salser (O.), rf 0 1 1
arubert, rf... 3 0 B|Prere, c... ■■ 0 1 l
Koslowski, c.. 8 3 198. Walden, lg 2 , ,0. - 4
Roberfie, c.... 0 .0- ODandino, lg. • 1.1' «
Gainor (C.), lg 0 1 1|W. Walden, rg 1 1 3
Reilly, lg.0 0 0 •
Hyte, lg-------  3>0. 6| •.. .
Bracken, rg.... 7 0 11 . '
Dody, rg..........0 0 0 • ' ’
Dromgoole, rg. 1 0 2 _____ ___ j
Total ........ 28 6 62 Total ...... 7 ? 22 ‘Referee—Haughey. Time—20-minutehalve&. ■ 
PROV. COLLEGE BRIDGEWATER
JUNIOR’VARSITY (29) | NORMAL J 28} .
G. P. P. . CL F’ F.
Barbarito, l.f. 1 1 3 Ash, l.f ..a.. 2 0
Sfn’wski, l.X.. 0 0 , 0|Shockley, l.f. 0 0 0.
Reavy, r.f.... 1 1 3!Welsh, r.f.... 4 3 lit
Power, r.f... 7 1 15IE. Leahy, c.. 3 1 <
Davis, c........ 3 0 4|Ahearne, l.g.. O 0 0
B.Leahy, c... 0 0 0 Lowder, 1. g.. 1 q0 °
Tebbetts, l.g, 0 0 OiCullen, r-g... ■.2 0 4 
Madden, l.g.. 1 0 2 Teellng, r.g.. 0 0 0 
Derivan, r.g.. O- 0 0
Pelt, r.g. v.... 1 0 2
Total............13 3 29 Total ... 12 '4 28
' Referee—Schurman. Time—10-mlnute per­
iods. ,

Friars Show Mid-Season Form 
in Scoring Victory at 
Mew Haven.
(Special to the Providence Journal.)
New'Haven, Conn.,' Dec. 15.—A sjreedy 
Providence 1 College basketball team 
■which flashed the power which marked 
its mid-season play of a year ago, swept 
through Yale here tonight to score .a 32 
to 26 victory. The defeat was the first 
of the’season for the Elis, and marked 
the Friars’ second straight triumph and 
their third court victory over the locals 
in five years.
Big Ed Koslowski, rugged Providence 
■centre, was the hero of the Friars’ vic­
tory, and also the outstanding hoopster ;
I of the game. .The big Sophomore rah
wild all night, turning in a great exhibi­
tion in scoring seven, field goals and a 
foul toss for 15 of the Friars' 32 points, 
and at the same time holding the two 
Yale pivot met to one field goal.
Superior Team I'lay
Superior team play, marked by a 
speedy offence and a strong defence, gave 
the Friars the decision. Providence took 
the lead at the start, only to lose it mid­
way in the period, and then came back 
strong to claim the advantage of a 19 
to 14 score at the half time. Yale .tried 
■hard to even the count in the second 
stanza, and at one time came within 
two points of the Dominicans, but the 
latter outfit had too. much in reserve.
After Welch has started the night’s 
scoring with a successful foul toss. Reese 
put Yale in the lead with the first field' 
: goal of the fray, a hawker from thC side 
of the court. This goal starting an Eli 
■ scoring spree which ran their total to 
, eight before the visitors got their range 
of the net. With Koslowski and Brach- 
I en leading the attack, the Yale lead was 
'■ cut and three quarters of the way 
'.through the period Dromgoole. subbing 
for Brachen, caged a rebound to give 
Providence a 12 to 11 lead. Three field 
goals by Koslowski and a pretty one hand 
shot by Galnor made the count'19 to .14
as the midway whistle sounded.
Game played: December 15,1951
■ YALE.' 32-2&
Koslowski Stars os Eli Five 
Loses Lint Game of Season
PROVIDENCE DOWNS 
YALE FIVE, 32 TO 26
Blue Team Fails to Hold Early
. •• • '
Lead, Although Rallying Late 
in the Second Half.
KOSLOWSKI PROVES A STAR
Scores Fifteen Points and Combin­
ation Work With Bracken Is 
Feature.
Yale Comes. Back
Providence ran its scoring to 25 soon 
after the second half started but Yale 
! came back with a ’ counter attack to 
' make the battle a close one. Elliot, who ■
' relieved Saner, found the rim for three ; 
field goals in this attack which narrowed 
the Friars’ lead to two points. The 
McClellan men had too much reserve, 
however, and as the game drew to a 
close Koslowski and Brachen, aided by 
splendid pass work on the part of their : 
mates, piled up a commanding lead to 
claim the verdict.
The summary:
PROVIDENCE I YALE
G. P. P.l G. P. P.
Welch, If........ 0 2 2| Nikkei, If.. . 0 1 1
Shapiro, rf... 0 1 1 Saner, rf , ,.. 2 2 6
Koslowski, c. 7 1 15* Slliott, c.... 3 1 7
.Gainor. lg... 1 2 4 O’Neil, c. . . . 1 0 2
Hvte, rg.......... 0 1 1 O'Connell, lg. Oil
Brach.cn. rg.. . 2 3 7 McGowan, lg. 2 3 7
Droomg’le, l'g 1 0 2 Reese, rg... 0 0 0
Larsen, rg.. . 1 0 2 i
■ Total ........  11 10-32 Total ......... 9 8 26
Referee—Dicknon. Time—20 minute pen-1
ods. Umpire—Brenan. ’
Specialto The New York Times.
NEW HAVEN, Conn., Dec. 15 — 
Providence College trailed Yale dur­
ing the first five minutes tonight, 
but closed the half with a 19 to 14 
advantage and won, 32 to 26, giving 
Yale its first defeat of the season 
after two victories.
Ed Kolowski tallied fifteen of the 
visitors’ points and was a tower of 
defensive strength. His fellow' guard, 
Captain Bill Gainor, proved a bul­
wark which the Yale attack could 
not penetrate consistently. Acting 
Captain Ambrose McGowan starred 
in both offensive and defensive play 
for Yale, tying Carson Elliott, re­
serve forward, with seven points for 
high scoring honors among the Elis.
The line-up:
Providence (32b Yale ,,, p
Welch, rf.......... o '? 2 Saner, rf........... 2'2 6
Shapiro, If.......0 1 1 Elliott ............... . Q
■ McCormack ...0 0 0 Larsen ..............0 0 *
"Rracken .......I 3 5 Nikkei,
Koslowski, C...7 115 Karsen ............ 2
Bracken, rg....l 0 2 O Neill, c. j t
Dromgoole ....1 0 2 ° Connell 0 Q
Gainor" ig”'..-! 2 4 ™ S'?
GainOT’ S McGowan, 1S--2 3 J
Total..............11 10 32 Elliott .............._ 2 _
To.lat » 9 8 26
Referee—Brennan. Umpire—Degnan. Time
'of halves—20 minutes. ..........
^Special to The Providence Journal.) - 
Newark, N. J., Dec. 18—Continuing the 
fine play which marked its victory over 
-Yale earlier in the week, the Providence 
' College Varsity basketball team scored 
its third straight triumph of the season 
by downing Seton Hall College 28 to 24 
in, a hard fought game here tonight. 
The game opened the Friars initial Niew 
York trip which will be concluded with
the St.. John’s game tomorrow night.
Piling up a. commanding lead in the 
first half of the game, the Friars had 
their backs to the wall in the second 
20 minutes' of play as'the locals staged 
an uphill fight which narrowed the Do­
minicans’ advantage to a pair of field 
goals. Only superior pass work and abil- 
i ity to hold possession of the ball in the 
final two minutes of play enabled the
Rhode Islanders to-avert a: possible tie I 
as the local hoopsters netted field goals 
from all corners of the court.
- Coach McClellan of the. Friars pulled a 
surprise in sending Franny Dromgoole 
in at a forward, but the latter more than 
filled the berth, racing all over the court 
“ and giving a splendid exhibition. With 
i superior heighth and pass work, the 
■ Friars opened a consistent attack in the 
first few minutes of the play and within 
five minutes had a 11 to 2 lead. This ad­
vantage was maintained throughout the 
stanza and at the half time the McClel-
! lan men left the court with the count of 
23 to 13 in their favor.
( Field goals by Bracken and Shapiro 
and a foul toss by Koslowski opened the 
second half and incidentally concluded 
the Dominicans scoring-for the night. 
The Setopians, with the cause apparentJ i 
ly lost, came back strong and led by the : 
splendid floor work of Captain Single-;
! ton and the accurate foul tossing' of 
i Madigan closed the„.v.isitorsl__bie_. lead.
^ame played: -^ecembex* 18,1931 —
WllARS DQWNEETON HALL
28 TO 24
Dominicans Check Late Rally ] 
of Rivals to Score Triumph\
Friars Hold 23-13 Lead at 
Half Time.—Bracken Leads 
in Scoring.
Witt-1 three minutes to play Singleton - W1L11 bmu m corner of
X'court Madigan was fouled by Welch 
and made good on %0WSs^ton
.«3;
fouled by Gainor, but at this juncture , 
+lie Friars garnered the leather and p - 
ceeded to hold close possession until the . 
final whistle sounded. !
Dick Bracken, Providence guard, came 
into his own for the first time this sea- 
ton stottng 13 of the Friars’ points, 
while KosloSwski was second ^ scorer 
!of the night with nine points to his 
credit. ...
The summary: '
’ PBOYmECM)p0L' SETO™A<24> p ;
11
FS1? t i «n,cis:
. Joslowski, • • Q- ! l Reiss, rg... • 0 0 0
Sto, rg. , 6 1 ^Byrne, rg.-.J- J> J
Totals........12 '_4'28| Totals 7 10 24
Beferee—Schneider. Time—20-minute pe-
BROOKLYN QUINTET 
DEFEATS FRIARS
St. John’s Is Winner 33 to 25; 
Koslowski, Bracken Star 
for Providence.
The Dominicans were unable to cope 
with the faster and rougher game of the 
locals and as a result were at a loss to 
halt the ensuing barrage on their net 
Poliskin, ace of the Indians crack 
Freshman team of last year, raced 
through three times to score spectacular 
goals on one-hand tosses at the hoop 
Koslowski and Bracken kept Providence 
in the battle, however, with field goals 
| as the period drew to a close with St 
John's on the long end of an 18 to lo 
score.
Welch opened the scoring In the sec­
ond half by converting on Lazfer’s foul 
and then added to the Friar cause with 
a pretty' hawker from the side of the 
court. Lazar scored a goal after a drib­
ble the length of the court, hut Bracken 
kept Providence in the running with a 
double-decker on a pivot from the foul ■ 
line. ’
At this juncture St. John’s uncorked 
a scoring spurt with Neary and Poliskin : 
as the spear heads of the attack and i 
pulled ahead by 12 points before Provi- 
dence rallied. The final lo minutes 
produced some fast action with the 
Friars trying- hard to cut down the 
,locals' lead. ■ n tlle
The summary:
'ST. JOHN'S COL. U33L PR.OV (25)
Slott, If...... 2 0 4Bromgoole Ifl P-i
McGuiness, If. 0 0 0 Welch If ’ ? • 1 J
Lazar, rf........ 4 1 9 Shapiro, rf" i i i
Neary, c........  4 1 9;McCorm'k rf o <1 n
Hill, c...0 0 0'Koslowski,'c 4 0 a
Poliskin 1st.. 4 0 SGainor, lg... b X "
McCutcheon. Ig 1 0 2 Hyte, lg £ o £
Smith, rg.... 0 1 1 Bracken,"re" 4 ? £
Carroll, rg.... 0 0 0 1 9
Totals ..... 15 3 33 Totals ... ,*io $25
Referee—Murray, E. j. a. Umnirp jB. I. A. Time of halve.s-20Umtot7s Io11'
/ .........
(Special to the Providence Journal.) 
Brooklyn N. Y„ Dec. l9._St. John's
College, Eastern basketball champions 
last year, continued in lts winning rec­
ord by downing Providence College here 
tomght by a 33 to 25 score in a hard- 
fought game. Both teams flashed some 
fine defensive play, with the locals fea- 
turing the entire contest by their su­
perior pass work.
,t^pWfanDV° COpe with the JoLnites 
hack t I hal'*' Providence came
back strong to battle on fairly even
ondmstXtheAgreater part * the sec“ 
the lncaie i 1 ®Pirited rally narrowed
' Indians had f°1Ir points’ but the
Indians had too much reserve and as 
a result were able to pull a wav t„ « 
comfortable advantage. y
th? bestBrbetee? “J? Ed' Koslowski were 
some fine flwr 7 “
the locals’ offence1: SPSedy Iorward' led
hop wiiachCTnS tah^\On rrriar
to““athe1prlead- With th°e oouutPsix 
of accuratpP+°'ldenCe Points the result 
ShapTro I t ,S6S by KosloWski and 
-FSP“°e^'^bms went ahead on La- 
foul line. d goal on a pivot off the
^mei pi „
** ' • Th
* December 19,1931
y 5> >
\fow/ard'.
McClellan "shifted his offence, sending 
Hyte, Drbmgoole arid McCorniac into ac­
tion. Hyte put the Friars in the lead, 
10 to 9, on an easy shot from under the 
basket, and Welch and. Shapiro scored 
seven more points in short order to boost 
the lead. ■
In the final minute of the period Hyte 
iscored a hawker from deep court, and 
Koslowski sank a field goal from the 
corner of the' court to give Providence a 
21 to 9 lead at the half.
As in the opening stanza, both teams 
battled evenly at the. start of the second 
period, with the Cadets pulling up on 
the Friars as the result of accurate 
shooting By Fabik. Ferney and Rea. With 
the score 27 to 23 for Providence, Coach 
McClellan rushed Capt. Gainor and 
Bracken, his star guards, back into ac­
tion to halt the Cadets’ scoring spree
Gainor counted on- a shot from in 
side the foul line, and this goal started 
the Friars’ rally. Koslowski and Mc- 
Cormac found the hoop for scores and 
in the final five minutes the visitors 
pulled away to a commanding lead 
which assured them of their fourth vie 
torv of the season.
PROVIDENCE rtriJCOAST GUARD ,'27)
Welch, If....... l' 0 2'R'ea. If , Q- p;
McCorjmac, If 1 3 3iNSe.ls=on n n a
Perrin; If ... 0 0 OlFornev, rf A V 2
Shaniro. rf ... 3 4- lOiZittel. ~c . ' r, Z 
Grubert. rf ... 0 0 OlW^Her, e ... i n o 
Koslowski. c.. 2 2 fi Fahik. Ig.,’ ’ i •? r
Roberge, c. . . . 0 1 t’Corsi. rsr .. ’ n i ?
Gainor. Ig.. . . 3 0 2’Crotty. rg . .. i n A
Dromgoole. Ig 3 0 2!
Reilly. Ig....... 0 0 Of
Bracken, rg .. 3 0 61
i Hyte. rg .. . • 2 0 41
iReavey, rg .. 1 0 21
Totals........ 3.5 8 381 Total .. 11 oy
Referee—Ahern. Time—20-minute periods'
anie Pla^0(j; Janua-r
anuary 9,1932
(Special to the Providence Journal.)
New London, Conn., Jan. 9.—The 
’ strong Providence College quintet proved 
'too formidable for the Coast Guard 
I Academy five in a hard-fought game here 
I tonight, the Friars coming through with 
i a 38 to 27 decision. The game was the 
first court tilt staged in this vicinity for 
the benefit of the unemployed and at­
tracted the largest crowd ever to wit­
ness a basketball contest here.
Superior team play, featured by the 
individual efforts of Sam Shapiro ran°y 
right forward, and. Ed Koslowski, rugged 
centre, provided the Friars with the 
needed power to overcome the aggres­
siveness of the locals.
Providence led at half-time by 13 
points, but was forced to battle for the 
tilt m the second 20 minutes of play 
when the Guardsmen unleashed a fast 
running attack which at one time cut 
the Dominican lead to four points
With the verdict assured. Coach Mc­
Clellan rushed his reserves infraction 
in the final minutes of play aUd this
ute^of’X on? •f°r the flrst 10 mln" 
teams even inW”5 Perlod> with both 
found It (Hffient,te.SCOrlnS’ Providence I 
CadX fivf ? ' to break through the ’
Cadets five,-man defence until Coach
Koslowski and Shapiro Star 
| As Friars Triumph 38 to 27
Charity Game at New London 
Attracts Large Crowd. 
Play, is Fast.
dependents MeetStrong 
Providence Quintet
FRIARS FAVORED TO 
END PURPLE STREAK
Invaders, Victorious Over Yale, Boast
Powerful Team—Locals Confident—
St. John’s Will Meet Bartlett
By BARNEY MADDEN
Aroused by the long succession of defeats handed them by provi­
dence College when they were the official basketball representatives 
of their collegfe, the Holy Cross Independents will make a spirited 
fight for vengeance tonight when they encounter the proud, polished
Powerful Friar forces in St, John’s gymnasium.
* Never has a Holy Cross court team 
repulsed.' the Friars, and never has 
the opportunity to do so been bright­
er, The Independents, last season’s 
varsity with a year’s added experi­
ence, present a strong, swift and 
shrewd organization that is well con­
ditioned and spoiling for a chance 
to terminate the Providence rule.
The Dominicans, although twice 
defeated this year by outstanding 
quintets, are as formidable, if not 
more so than ever before. True, they 
fell before Dartmouth, and St. John’s, 
but the Big Green is considered the 
cream of New England and St. John’s 
ranks with New York’s best. Since 
bowing before Dartmouth in the 
opening game of the season, Provi­
dence has come along well, toppling, 
among others, Yale’s capable quintet. 
The Friars were six points better 
.than Yale whereas Dartmouth later 
,'beat the Blue by a solitary point.
Thrilling Game Expected
In years past Providence and Holy 
Cross have staged thrilling, spectacu­
lar battles, with the' Friars always 
winning out by a very slender mar­
gin. Tonight may be another story 
entirely, for the Independents have 
proved their class and seem capable 
of holding their own with virtually 
any college or club quintet in New 
England.
Capt. Ted Leary’s Independents 
' have triumphed impressively in all 
seven starts this season and are con­
fident that they can'make the visit­
ing quintet Victim No. 8. The Inde­
pendents have progressed steadily all 
season, displaying better form and 
greater speed in each succeeding game 
until, in the latest start against the 
re-iirforced Worcester Y. M. H. A., 
they played at a sizzling clip until 
victory was a foregone conclusion.
, Providence, like the Purple, de» 
pends mainly upon, clever teamwork, 
although each of the Friars is a star 
in his own right.. Tonight’s game, 
which is likely to develop into the 
fastest and most exciting of the local ' 
season, should also -toe one of the ; 
most artistic seen here in some time. 
The Independents also boast a smart 
passing game, with speed and agility, 
as added features. The Dominicans* 
style of play is virtually a duplicate, 
which leads to the expectation that 
the 1932 Providence-Holy Cross series 
will overshadow those of the past ia 
brilliance.
The Independents have worked, hard 
to ht. tberriselvpB for this battle.' ant® 
have a fine chance of snapping the 
; Friars’ streak. With such speed mer- 
chants as Donovan and Schoenrock to 
I pace them, the Independents expect 
! to win, principally because they think 
■ they can cover more territory and 
i cover it faster than their opponents. 
Hickey, Donovan’s front court run­
ning mate, while not as fast as Don­
ovan, is very shrewd, an accurate 
shot, a superb floor-worker and a
clever defensive player who drops ‘ 
back to protect his own basket when ( 
Schoenrock speeds down the floor.
As usual, tonight’s game will place 
a heavy burden on the shoulders of 
Luke Driscoll, but Driscoll can take 
good care of himself in any com­
pany. The willowy Holy Cross star is ' 
really the backbone of the Indepen­
dents’ attack, being middle man in 
most of their pass Plays. He is es­
pecially valuable under the basket, 
where his exceptional ability as a 
ball handler asserts itself most.
As stationary guard, Holy Cross 
boasts one of New England’s ■ best 
hoop protectors in Ted Leary, who is 
as omnipresent as a stiff neck ana 
as hard to shake as a Summer cold.
Although the Independents are 
decidedly clever and powerful, the 
Dominicans will give them all they 
can handle. The visitors, as a matter 
of fact,, are generally favored to win, 
and not without much good reason, i 
They will have a big advantage in 
height, have been playing together ! 
as long as the Independents have, 
and in addition, they enjoy the beh- ! 
efits of coaching, while the Purple 
is struggling to keep intact the sys­
tem expounded by Jack Reed "When 
he was their coach.
Providence has lost a. couple of 
brilliant performers since they were 
here last, but still is ranked with 
the four leading college quintets in 
New England. Needless to say, things 
should hum in St. John’s gym this 
evening.
Henry McGuiness, veteran Brigh­
ton official, ,and Dick Roberts of 
,Fitchburg will handle the main game. 
Roberts will referee the schoolboy 
contest which starts at 7.30 o'clock.
St. John’s High will oppose Bart­
lett High of Webster in the- first 
game of the double feature, the game 
starting at 7.30 o’clock. This will be 
St. John’s third encounter of the 
week, having beaten St. Louis High 
and been beaten by Commerce.
■ Maintaining a blistering pace, the, 
contending teams waged a bruising 
battle all the way, keeping the crowd 
that jammed, the hall and literally 
hung from the. girders, in constant 
uproar. The game was spectacular In' 
every respect, terrifically fast, rugged 
—too rugged at times—and studded^ 
with feats of individual brilliance and 
team, achievements that left the play­
ers exhausted at the finish.
So heated was the game and so. 
excited the throng that booing, al­
most unheard of In Worcester, broke 
out spacmodically and once in the 
second half when the pace was par­
ticularly hot, the crowd, incensed by 
what it construed a faulty officiating 
by Referee McGuinness, caused a 
hault by jeering the official steadily 
for eight minutes.
Crowd Rides Officials
Both Referee McGuinness and Um­
pire Roberts were subjected to the 
wrath of the crowd on occasions, but 
when McGuinness called a personal 
on Donovan for blocking MacCormack 
bedlam broke loose and the efforts of 
the players and officials to still the 
gathering were unavailing,
Providence, with a team of six-foot-
■ ers, subjected the Independents, who 
were almost tiny in comparison, to 
considerable roughing,' although it 
was evident that the speed end close­
ness of the game, rather than any ran­
cor on the part of. the players, was re­
sponsible, Luke Driscoll, lanky but 
lean Holy Cross center, was reeling 
about the floor, virtually exhausted, 
through the last 10 minutes of the 
game, having been, .badly .buffeted as 
he turned in the greatest game of his 
colorful career.
J- MpV
providence College Nips
H. C. Independents
in Overtime
FRIARS SCORE 35-31 
VICTORYINTHRILLER
Lead Shifts Often as Luke Driscoll Paces 
Smaller Worcester Team in Hectic 
Battle-Crowd Boohs Referee
' ' “ “• By BARNeFmADDEN
,,nf w t r^’ ^ectic and hair-raising a struggle as the toil-worn
’.apS 31 bt. John’s gymnasium ever has housed, the sensational giants 
nnMoti e?ce. Coilege conquered a fighting Holy Cross Independent 
tiirnnoh + 1 to 31> but only after the weary rivals had fought
B two regulation periods and one five-minute overtime session.
As the game'nearerf fever, pitch Ijt 
the waning minutes, MacCormacis 
and Driscoll nearly ' came • to blow* 
but quick work on the part of the 
players effected a change of heart, 
Driscoll had emerged successful from 
a tugging match, with. MacCormaek 
for the ball and. as he walked away- 
MacCormaek pushed him ahd Dris* 
coll immediately signified-his wil« 
lingness to do battle, ' THS incident, 
however, was the, only . evidence of 
toad blood in the nerve wracking 
skirmish. ; ., .
Score- Always fcios'fe
The game was almost a deadlock 
from start to finish, Holy Cross 
scored first, and led at the half, but 
the superiority of size and number 
in the Providence camp prevailed in 
the end. ft was, however, as satisfy- 
; ing and spectacular game -as Worces- 
i ter ever has witnessed. 'v 
I Eddie Hickeyl scored the first bas- 
| ket of the game, less than five esc* 
ends after the start and froii -that ■ 
point until near the end of the first 
half the lead ch'faged almost, con­
stantly. Bracken deadlocked ' the,
, count with .a short flip and Koslow- 
ski, the Hriars’ huge center, put his 
team ahead by successfully shooting 
J a free try. Hickey tied it up again, 
with a shot from the charity line 
and Gainor, Providence’s amateur 
■boxing champion and captain, swept 
the Briars ahead by a heave from the 
center of the floor. Hickey succeed­
ed with two free flips to tie the score 
again but once more Gainor fired 
from afar and Providence again was 
in. front, now 7 to 5. Driscoll, hurled 
to the floor when he attempted to 
break out of a mass of Providence 
players, scrambled to his feet to 
shoot and now the count again and 
Capt. Ted Leary gave his mates the 
lead with a long shot,
• New Men Rushed In
Driscoll and Schoenrock scored 
again and with Holy Cross in front, 
13 to 7, the Providence bench de­
cided upon replacements. Red Mac-. 
Cormack. a. small, wiry performer,, 
whose specialty is floor work, replaced:1 
Gru-bert, the Friars six-foot, four- 
inch starting forward and Hyte, an­
other six-footer was injected, to re­
place Captain Gainor.
Koslowski and MacCormaek scored! 
shortly but Driscoll looped a pretty 
basket to keep the Independents lead 
intact. Koslowski converted a free, 
try and Leary scored from the floor 
as the half ended.
Shapiro and Koslowski scored as the 
second half opened to again tie the 
score before Driscoll broke it with a 
beautiful shot from the side court 
a free try- Koslowskl and Shapiro 
again repeated for four points,
Schoenrock regained the lead with a 
sparkling shot and then Dromgoole 
and MacCormaek fired long heaves to 
give the Friars a new, margin.. Dono­
van tore madly down, the court to 
take a fast pass and score but Bracken 
regained the Friars’, lead with an 
overhead pop. Driscoll disentangled 
himself from a mass of arms and 
legs to score and Hickey deadlocked 
the count just as the period ended 
by caging one of the two free tries 
he had been alloted. The weary 
Driscoll had scored on the play but 
a foul had previously been commit­
ted and instead of the field goal 
Hickey was accorded the charity shot.' 
Lose in Overtime
Weary, almost exhausted the small 
Independents returned for the extra, 
period and fought with all their fury 
but Shapiro, Koslowski and Shapjro 
again scored in rapid succession be-' 
fore Schoenrock looped, a thrilling 
shot from the. corner. Eddie Dono­
van was. ejected for oversubscribing 
the personal foul quota shortly there­
after and Shapiro cashed in on both 
free flips, Schoenrock scored twice 
from the foul stripe as. the game 
elided.
Koslowski and Shapiro topped the 
scorers with 10 points apiece but it 
was Luke -Driscoll, the wounded vet­
eran of the Independents, who gave 
the greatest exhibition. ■ Roughed, ', 
pushed and tripped. Driscoll, his leg 
• incased in tape because of a malig- I 
’ nant charley-hprSg, .played superb- : 
ly. He rescued the ball off both, back- : 
boards countless ■ times, broke up ' 
Providence offensives, held the bril- : 
liant Koslowski well in check, and all : 
this despite a weakened leg that three 
times caved under him.
PROVIDENCE
Grubert If .'...................f<f *o *0
MacCormaek If ..........2 l 5
S rO,rl ' • ’' V f 2 10Koslowski c ...iitvZ..... 4 2 10Gamer Ig- .............. 204
Hyte Ig ................. 0 0 0
Bracken rg ............. 2 0 4Dromgoole re ...........T 0 2’
-Totals.,....................ii "K
H.: C.' INDEPENDENTS,
Donovan If ........................1(j 121
•Tim Nicholson It ............ 0 0 o'
•Toe Nicholson If / ,o u 0
Hickey rf .. . . . ......... 1 4
Driscoll c .........  4 1 0
Leary Ig .....................................'2 0 4
Schoenrock rg .......... 4 2 10
Totals ...................,.^2 31
-Keferee,- McGuinness. Tinier. Roberts.
Friars Win Overtime Game 
from Crusader Independents
Providence openeu strong m the sec­
ond stanza, with Koslowski knotting the 
count after Shapiro had caged a goal 
from mid-floor. Holy Cross surged 
ahead due to the efforts of Driscoll, but 
after seven minutes of spirited action 
which had the crowd in a constant up­
roar, Shapiro flipped in a one-hand 
shot from under- the hoop to give Provi­
dence a 21 to 20 lead.
Tile Friars pulled ahead to ft 27 to 24 I 
advantage, but In the final minutes of i 
play the Crusaders caused a near riot as i
Schoenrock slipped an easy score 
through the hoop on an easy shot from 
under the, rim, and then Hickey con­
verted a foul shot on a personal by Kos­
lowski to tie the score at 27 all.
Superior power enabled the visitors 
to sweep ahead in the extra-period. Fpur 
players, Koslowski and Shapiro of the 
Friars-, and Driscoll and Schoenrock of 
the Independents, tied for the high 
scoring honors of the fray with 10 points 
each. The Crusaders meet the Domin­
icans in a- return game at the Rhode 
Island Auditorium on Feb. 27.
The summary;
' PROVIDENCE I HOLY CROSS
COLLEGE (35) (INDEPENDENTS (311 
G. F. P.l G. F. p
3rutbert. lt... 0 0 OlOonovan. If. 10 2
McConnac, If. 2 1 5,Jos Nicli n, if 0 0 o
Shapiro, rf.,.. 4 2 WHickey, rf... 1 3 5
SoWwski, c.. 4 2 lOJta Nifc'n, rf 0 0 g
3ainor. lg... 2 ° 4,Driscoll c.. 4 2 10
Hvte lg.......... 0 0 OiLeary, lg.... 2 0 4
Bracken, rg-- 2 0 4-3choen'ck, ig 4 2 i0
□romgoole. rg.J. J)
Total ■ • ■ ■ 15 5 35i .Total .... 12 7 31
Referee—H. McGuiness. Time—20-min- 
ute periods. Umpire- -R. Robert!.
Game played: January 16,1952
(Special to the Providence Journal.)
. Worcester. Mass., Jan. 15.—The Provi- - 
dence College basketball team smashed 
the eight game victory streak of the 
Holy Cross Independents in a thrilling 
overtime tilt here tonight, winning an 
exciting game 35 to 31. The victory 
was the fifth of the season for the Friars.
A crowd of 1400 was in constant bed­
lam as the lead see-sawed throughout 
the game with count deadlocked at 27 
apiece after 40 minutes of play. Su­
perior condition and teamplay enabled 
the Dominicans to take the lead as soon 
as the overtime started and to pile up 
an advantage which the locals were un­
able to erase.
In the overtime, Shapiro, one of the 
Friar heroes of the clash, gave Provi­
dence a two point lead when he drib­
bled down the side of the court and 
made a difficult basket. A moment later 
Koslowski sent the Friar rooters into an 
uproar when he tallied on an overhead 
shot, from under the nets. Bracken 
made it a six point lead a minute later 
when he took Shapiro's pass from out 
of the bounds and tallied.
Schoenrock roused the Crusaders with 
a field goal from the corner of the court, 
but Shapiro evened the score when he 
made two foul goals for the final Friar 
points. Providence resorted to freezing 
the ball as the time waned, and held 
the Crusaders to a brace of foul shots 
which Schoenrock made after being 
fouled by McCormac.
Play was nip and tuck from the start, 
with the rival centres, Koslowski and 
Driscoll, leading the offences., Midway, 
thiough the period the Crusaders pulled
13,.to 7 Ieaci’ but the Domin- 
pnm’t v .MCk stron’ to narrow the
t to 17 to 13 as the half ended.
Half Eight-Game Victory Streak 
of Worcester Team by 
35 to 31 Triumph.
Game played: January 16,1932
BRIDGEWATER FIVE 
VICTOR OVER FRIARS
(Special to the Providence Journal.) 
Bridgewater, Mass., Jan. 16.—The
strong Bridgewater Normal quintet de­
feated the junior ’Varsity quintet of 
Providence College, rallying in the final 
minutes of play to claim a 36 to 33 de­
cision. The victory avenged a one-point 
setback sustained at the hands of the 
Friar Seconds in Providence last month.
Eddie Welch of the locals, was the in­
dividual star of the clash, making 15 
points, while Ed Stanisiewski, guard, 
with 10 points, and George Tebbetts, 
Dominican leader, with five points, were 
the best for the losers.
Play was cldse throughout the first 
half, with Dexter Davis, lanky centre 
of the Dominican junior ’Varsity, fea­
turing, with his all-round play'. The 
local aggregation broke an 11 to 11 tie 
as the period drew to a close, and with 
Welch leading the way pulled ahead to 
an 18 to 11 advantage at halftime.
In the second half the Friars sent Jack 
Leahy, six foot six centre, and A1 Felt, 
aggressive guard, into active. Leahy pro­
ceeded to garner the taps and Ed Stani- 
siewsky brought the large crowd to. its 
feet with his spectacular scoring, caging 
three successive field goals, which were 
followed by a counter by Leahy which 
gave the Friars the lead again.
Play continued close for the remainder 
of the tilt. Providence moved into a 
three-point lead only to surrender it a 
few minutes later when ■ the Normal 
School 'hoopsters found their range and 
boosted their lead to 32 to' 25. Capt. 
Tebbetts returned to the game and the 
Friars spurted to the fore again, with 
Power, Leahy, Feit and Stanisiewski 
scoring tp give the Dominicans a one- 
point advantage.
Lowder, local guard, sent the court 
into an uproar when the tallied a spec- i 
tacular hawker from the corner of the 
court to regain the lead, and then Cul­
len duplicated with a two pointer from 
the opposite side'of the playing surface. 
The final gun sounded with the Friars 
striving desperately, to erase the three- 
point margin.1
"PROVIDENCE COL. I BRIDGEWATER 
JUNIOR VARSITY (33) NORMAL (361
G. F. P.l G. F. P.
B&rbarito, If.. 0 0 Oij.Morey, If...'2 0. 4
Stanisiewski, If 5 0 16 Welch, rf.... 6 3 15
Morrison, rf.. 1 0 2 Leahy, c.... 4 1 0
Power, rf..... 2 0 4iChlllen. lg.... 2 1 5
Davis, c.......... 1 ■ 0 2 Lowder, rg... 1 13
Leahy, c...... 2 2 6
Tebbetts, If... 2 1- 5 •"
Felt, lg........... 2 2 n
Reavey, rg.... 0 0 0
Madden, rg... 0. 0 °l
Total........ .15 3 33] Total..........15 33^
Referee—Cogan. Time—20-minute periods.
Front row, left to rigid: Edward liellly, guard; John MvCorinac, for­
ward; George Tebbptts, guard; James Welch, forward, and Oscar Per­
rin, forward. Middle row, left to right: William Hyte, guard; Edward 
Koslowsfci, centre; William Gainor, captain and guard; Allan Bracken, 
guard; Wilbur Grubert, forward, and Samuel Shapiro, forward, Back ‘ 
row, left to right: John Glennon, assistant manager; Frank Eeavey, cell- 
tre; George Cody, guard; Albert McClellan, coach; Oliver Eoberge, cen­
tre; Francis Droingoole, forward, and Thomas J. O'Brien, manager.
IlMKWH 
VICTORY TONIGHT
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Providence College Five to Play 
Harvard in Cambridge, 
in Good Shape,
The Providence College basketball 
team will be after Its sixth victory of 
the season tonight at Cambridge when 
it meets the Harvard basketball team. 
The Friars defeated the Holy Cross Inde­
pendents last Friday, exhibiting a fast 
brand of basketball in winning, and as 
a result are favored tb down the Crim­
son tonight,
! This will be the eighth game of the 
season for the locals, who have been 
downed only twice. Dartmouth and St. 
John's are the only teams to lower the 
colors of the Friars this season. They 
will have an opportunity to avenge the 
defeat received from St. John’s’ in a 
return game to be played here.
Coach A1 McClellan has put his 
charges through two hard drills for the 
Harvard game. There will be changes 
in the lineup. James Welch, veteran, 
will be able to use his speed to advan­
tage in the large Harvard gymnasium. 
He will be at one of the forwards with 
Sam Shapiro, who was one of the heroes 
in the triumph over the Holy Cross 
Independents.
. Reliable Ed Koslowskf, will be at cen­
tre. Koslowski has been a big factor in 
all Friar games this season. At guards 
will be Capt. Chick Gainor and Dick 
Bracken.
Harvard lost its last game to M. I. T., 
14 to 12, and the players will be anxious 
to get back into the victory column 
. when they fade the Friars. Providence
■ College has a good team and at present
■ is in top form. Thus, Harvard will have
, to be at its best to eke out a triumph. ;
Following are the players who will ■ 
leave this afternoon after classes for 
Cambridge:
Capt. Chick Gainor, Dick Bracken, 
Rd Koslowski, James Welch, Sam Sha­
piro, Oc Perrin, John McCormac, George 
Cody, Francis Dromgoole, Wilbur Gru- 
bert, Ed Reilly, Ollie Roberge, William 
Hyte, Frank Reavey and George Tebbetts.
Providence College Five Ahead
20 to 11 at Halftime in 
Slew Game.
(Special to the Providence .Journal.) 
Cambridge; Maes.. Jan. 20,—The strong
Providence College ’Varsity basketball 
team scored a decisive 37 to 25 decision 
over Harvard here tonight in the first 
.court tilt- to be staged between the two • 
colleges. The victory was the sixth of 
the season and gives Friars the unique 
honor of being the only quintet to down 
both' Tale and. Harvard this season. A : 
crowd of close to 800 witnessed the 
clash. I
Sam Shapiro, former Lynn star, pro­
vided the fireworks ip what was a slow 
and rather listless game. The rangy 
Friar left forward was the high scorer 
of the evening, collecting 14 points, as ■ 
the result of six field goals and two'
1 successful free tosses.. His individual'
; play was the best of the game 
j Friary Gain Lead
1 The large floor slowed the usual strong 
offence of the Dominicans, and only at 
i the close of the first half did they flash 
' their strongest attack when 11 points 
I were chalked up in four minutes of play 
,to give them a. lead'which was never 
; threatened during the remainder of the
Harvard's best bets were the rangy Pat­
tison at centre, who led his team’s scor- 
‘hg With 10 points, and Carl Hageman, 
football captain, who played a smashing 
game on the ■defence.
orfenit’ +?ree Of play Welch
!ihe eZ,enihg's scoring when he
Ol2, Beyerville’s personal, and 
meiit ia"t2 ac ciF-,<i another marker a mo- i 
the J,,5 ?,oen B’uled by Pattison. For 
was Slow minutes of play the action,' 
real n®!ther team showing any,'*i 4'% Hll lead changed three
; Ul thc Friars coring but one
is&sva? *
Game played: January 20,1932
ilAR QUINTET VICTORIOUS 
OVER HARVARD FIVE
37 TO 25
.  • < „-x_ . . —_   : :,    
Sam Shapiro Leads Attack 
For Friars With 14 Points
: With the count 9 to 8 'against them 
j the Rhode Islanders suddenly came to 
■ like and unleashed an offensive attack 
j which completely bewildered the Crim- 
j son hoo-psterp. and. gave the large crowd 
its only excitement of the evening, Hyte 
scored a hawker from the side of the 
court to start the barrage, and a min­
ute latir Shapiro Sipped a one-hand 
shot through the rim from the corner 
of the playing surface to increase the 
Providence Head.
Providence Leads 20 to 11
Bracken took a pass from Koslowski 
under the hoop and tallied?, and Sha­
piro caged, a goal from beyond the foul 
line a few seconds later to boost the 
total to 16. McCormac scored from mid­
floor, and Koslowski tapped a rebound : 
back' through the meshes to give the ' 
Providence outfit a 30 to ,11 lead as the I 
half-time gun sounded.
In the second half Harvard rallied and 
at one time closed the gap in the scor­
ing to 25 to 19, but the visitors had too 
much reserve, and as a result managed 
to keep a comfortable lead. Toward-the 
close of the game accurate tosses by 
Cody, Shapiro and Bracken sent the 
Friars far out in front to'assure them 
of the verdict.
The summary:
PP,OV. COLLEGE (3.71 ! HARVARD (25)
G. P. PJ .G. p. p.
Welch. If .... o 1 1 [Baskerville. If 0 0 0
McCormac. if, 1 0 ,2!schroeder, if. 0 0 0
Shapiro, rf .. fi 2 14jMatur'vich. rf 1 J 3
Perrin, rf .... o 0 OIRduh, rf. \ . . o 0 0
Koslowski. c.. 1 2 TPattison. ci.. 4 2 in
Roberge,c .... o 0 QiOpton. c nil 
Gainor, l,g .. . . 0 0 'hReisner. le . . 2 2 6
Hyte. lg ......... 2 i 5|Huppuch, rg. l o 2
Bracken, rg . 3 1 7iHa.geman, rg 1 I 3
Heavy, rg ... 0 0 0!
Cody. ]g ......... 1 i 3(
Dromgoole, if. 0 1 ij
Grubert, rf .. o o o:
Total ... . 14 9 37! Total.........~9 ~7 25
Releree-—H. j. McGuiness. Umpire—G. 
Clark. Time—20 minute.s. '
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FRIARS VICTORIOUS 
OVER SPRUCFIEID
Dominicans Rally in Second 
Half to Win 34 to 31; Vic­
tory Is 7th of Season.
! The Springfield College basketball 
team threw a real scare Into the Provi­
dence College camp during three-quar­
ters of the route of last night’s game at 
Harkins Hall but the Friars got their 
scoring range midway in the second half .' 
and finally emerged victorious 34 to 31.! 
This was the seventh victory in nine’ 
games for the local team this season. Inj 
a preliminary game the Providence Col­
lege Junior ’Varsity five defeated the 
Providence Boys’ Club team 35 to 24/
It was the excellent Jong range shoot­
ing of Bill Hyte, John McCormac and 
Sam Shapiro that stemmed the tide 
, which had been surging against the 
Friars. All three of these stellar players 
came through with beautiful long shots 
at most opportune times during the 
game.
Both teams played good basketball. 
Springfield had the advantage during the 
first half, piling up a 19. to 12 lead but 
the visitors could not match the last 
play of their adversaries in the second 
half when the latter staged a fast pass­
ing attack that had the opposition be­wildered.
Show Strong Defence
Springfield showed an exceptionally 
strong defence in the first half. The 
Friars were kept .from getting within 
scoring distance most of the time and 
when they did, the Springfield defence 
hurried their shots. in the second half 
the Friars mixed brilliant individualistic 
play with teamwork and met with suc­
cess on both ends. Most of the long 
shoe efforts of Hyte, McCormac and Sha- 
net with success and Bracken was
,nd to hoop the short ones, 
i a game was well played and a fairly
it , ,,crowd was kept on edSe through- 
oi , the contest by the close play.
Springfield started in whirlwind fash­
ion. Wells opened the scoring for the 
visitors but Bracken tied the count at 
2-all. Field baskets by Quirk and Sea- 
wagen and a foul shot by Meyers in 
quick succession gave Springfield a 7-2 
lead. Wells counted on a fine pass from 
Seawagen to put the count 9-2 for 
Springfield. Wells and Crutch made the 
count 12-2 on a field goal and a foul.
Game played: January 25,1932
i' Friars Add Speed ""
I The Friars put on added speed here. 
Bracken made two field goals and a foul 
shot and Hyte came through with a foul 
shot to put the count 12-8. Quirk of I 
the visitors made a field goal but Sha- ! 
' plro scored a basket for the Friars to 
put the count 13 to 10 for Springfield.
Seawagen added a basket to the 
Springfield cause and Meyers came 
through with a foul shot to increase 
their team’s lead to 16 to 10. Shapiro 
scored a field goal on a brilliant one- 
handed side shot. Quirk and Seawagen 
added three points to Springfield’s score 
to make the count 19 to 12 at halftime.
McCormac made the count 19-14 by 
scoring on a side shot for the Friars. 
Shapiro caged two fouls and Bracken on 
, a pass from Hyte caged a "two pointer" 
to put the score 19-18. Seawagen made 
a brilliant one arm shot to put Spring-
field ahead 21 to 18.
Dominicans Forge Ahead
- A long field goal by Hyte and a foul 
shot by McCormac tied the count at 21 
all. The Friars went into the lead for 
' the first time when McCormac caged a 
long one. Shapiro put the locals fur- 
i ther ahead, 25 to 22, on another long 
i shot. Seawagen scored for Springfield 
I but Koslowski retaliated for Providence. 
Quirk scored for Springfield to decrease 
i the Friar lead to 27 to 26 but McCormac 
scored another long tom and a foul shot 
to give his team a 30-26 advantage.
Two foul shots by Dromgoole and an­
other long tom by Hyte gave the Friars 
their 34 points total while during the 
remainder minutes, Springfield could 
add only five points to its total and vic­
tory went to the Friars.
The summaries:
PROVIDENCE (34) I SPRINGFIELD (31)
G. F. P.l G F P
McCormac. If. 3 2 SlCrutch, If 10 2 
Shapiro, rf... 3 2 8lWells, rf.... 2 2 6
Dromgoole, rf. 0 2 2lRandalI, rf.. 0 0 0
Koslowski, c.. 1 o 2'Seawagen, c. 3 4 10 
Gainor. lg.... o 0 OlQuirk, Ig.... 3 3 9
Hyte. lg...........2 1 5lMeyers. rg... 0 2 2
Brachen, yg... 4 1 OlHoJmstead, rg 1 0 2
Total .... 13 8 341 Total.........10 U 31
Referee—J. S. Parker. Time—15-minut» 
halves. Umpire—J. P. Haughey.
PROV COLLEGE PROVIDENCE
JUNIOR ’VARSITY (35) BOYS’ CLUB (24)
G. F. P- G. F. P.
Barbanto, If.. 3 l 7 Jronin, If.... 2 1 5
Power. If..... 1 o 2 lubiago, If.. 0 0 0
Wright, rf.... 0 0 o iTawski, rf... 8 1 17
Stamewski, rf 5 0 lOPardbza, c... o 0 0
Reavy, c......... 3 0 6 ’hilibosian, lg 1 o 2
Leahy, c........ 2 o 4’arker, rg... o 0 o
Derivan, lg... 0 l l ’erry, rg..........o 0 0
Madden, lg... 0 1 1
Tebbetts, rg.. 1 o 2
Felt, rg,........... 1 0 2
Total ......... 18 3 35 Total .... 11 g 24
Referee—Etter.
___. , , ; ......     —
McClellan Pushes Friar Five 
Hard forVengeance Victory
liver St, John’s
High-Scoring 
Shapiro and
Mates Set
Game at Auditorium “Rub­
ber” Contest Between 
Old Rivals
Gerald Prior
By GERALD PRIOR
(News-Tribune Sports Writer)
A leg-weary gang of athletes 
leaves 'Harkins Hall at Providence 
College every flight this week after 
two hours or so or strenuous running, 
twisting, jumping, shirting and what-
hu miner from whistle to gong.
The St. John’s brilliants are one
of the two teams able to boast of a 
Victory over McClellan’s Friars this 
scaspii. They tripped the Dominicans 
up on Dec. 19 when the Providence 
■forces invaded Brooklyn, home 
■■Camping - grounds of'the Redmen. 
Dartmouth is the other club which 
lias lickel the Friars but the Domini­
cans won|. get another shot at the 
Creen this season and so they're con­
centrating all their vengeance on the 
fat. John’s crew.
that st- John’s defeat “Gen- 
ciai McClellan has pepped'the Friars 
mi considerably. They’ve whacked 
nui opponents in a row and none of 
um'iw opp°"ents Were exactly cream-
AThe quai’tet included Coast 
/ "'a . AcTacl6rny> Holy Cross'Inds-
nl ca,mhiHarVara a,ld Springfield, 
pastime eX1’°nents o( tIle hoOP
not under the 
eyes of a stern 
taskmaster. This 
h a l- d-working 
crew is Coach A1 
McClellan’s Prov­
idence College 
baskedball squat 
which this Satur- 
d a y evening 
moves over to the 
Auditorium to 
entertain the 
Redmen of St. 
John’s in a court 
conflict that is 
expected to be a
ATTA'Cic: AltltANOKD 
, The Friars during their post- 
Ciiristmas campaign have altered 
Ilieir style of attack somewhat. In 
their pre-Yuletide start most of the 
scoring punch was centered in husky
Ed Koslowski at centre and Dick 
Brachen who does the right guarding. 
Mow McClellan has concentrated the 
major part of his attack in his for­
wards, being moved to thi^ change by 
tlie shrowing of S.am Shapird, a slip­
pery, elusive lad from Lynn, who is 
sporting a Friar jersey for the first 
lime. In the last four Friar starts 
this Shapiro has chalked up somb 42,1 
Tellies, which isn’t at all bad. He’s ay 
sweet passer, too, pairing in .elegant 
fashion with either, little Jimmy 
Welch or Johnny McCormac, who- 
share the left forward role in 
the Dominican hoop-up. Saturday 
night it'll-probably be Shapiro and 
McCormac at the forwards when the 
whistle toots.
Koslowski will be in there at cen­
tre as usual. Big Ed, despite the fact 
that he has run behind ■ Shapiro in 
i lie scoring of late,' is still heading 
Hie Friars tallying parade with a to­
tal of St points for his season’s 
work. Brachen is second with 77. 
Then comes Shapiro■ with 59.
For guards against St. John’c Mc­
Clellan, will use Brachen at his regu­
lar post pairing with Capt. Chick 
amor, but Bill Hyte, a new comer 
this year,'is slated to see plenty of 
service at this end of the, court. Hyte
was a ball of fire against Springfield: 
last Saturday night hooping in sev­
eral long ones which aided the Friars i 
greatly ill .carving out their 34-31 j 
decision. r'
STILL ON COMBINATION
This combination of first string ' 
talent represents one of the finest ar- , 
rays in the East and one that from 
nil appearances will have to be fig- 
i'"Cd in when the experts start pick­
ing out' an Eastern championship 
ledm at the end of the season. Be­
sides’these first stringers McClellan 
is able to count'upon the services of 
such capable reserves as Franny 
Dromgoole, that hard-trying pro­
duct of local schoolboy play;, big Ol­
lie Roberge, George Cody, Ed Reilly, 
Will Grubert and George Tebbets. all 
well fitted to step in there and show 
with the ’varsity.
Hopes of a revenge win over the 
.Redmen are running high at the col­
lege and the student body will be out 
in fores at the Auditorium. Old rivals 
in all forms of sport, Providence and 
W. John’s are, particularly close foes 
in basketball, They've been fighting 
Il out on (lie court since 1 927 ami i 
during' that limo, each-has won three 
games, making' Saturday’s fray here 
a “rubber” engagement. St. John’s 
lias been stopped only ohee this, sea­
son. that defeat coming at the hands 
of C. C, JST- T. which will be the guest 
of the Friars at the Auditorium later 
on this season.
The game will mark the first time 
a basketball clash has been staged at 
tiie Auditorium and a special floor is 
being laid out for the affair. Preced­
ing the contest will be a clash be­
lt ween the Providence College fresh­
men and St. John’s prep. The Friar 
frosh are a smart lot this year, feat­
uring Jack Leahy, six feet, six inches 
of jumping centre and the tallest man 
ever to grace a Dominican hoop team.
Discussing Plans For Friar Game
are fjle .
" ill oppose p ,a>WS °” f,)" st- John's College basketball team which 
flight, Geoise’m "1'"<e ColIe®el»t tt« Auditorium on Saturday. Left to 
A'ean’, centre'MOtt’Ieft fQr,Vaia: Na* Lasr'ar' ri!!'lt forward: Capt. Tom 
ae I’olifkin, left guard, and Irving Smith, right_guard, ,
Thrilling Battle Expected 
Between Friars and St. John’s
The St. John's anti Providence College 
basketball teams, keen rivals since 1027. 
will meet at the Auditorium in tonight's 
major contest of the Eastern front. The 
game will have an important hearing in! 
the race for the collegiate basketball! 
championship of the East. Both quin-! 
tets are rated among the strongest in the 
East and their meeting tonight is ex-! 
pected to produce some dost; competi- • 
tion.
An excellent preliminary game also is 
on schedule. In this fray the Providence 
College Freshmen will oppose the crack 
St. John’s Prep School five. This con­
test will start at 8 o’clock and the major 
game at 9:15. - " ;
The game between the Friars and the ! 
Redmen has attracted much interest and 
it is expected that a large crowd will be ! 
at hand to watch the teams play. This 
will be the first basketball game ever 
staged at the Auditorium.
13 Victories in 15 Gaines
The Redmen will enter the fray with 
a record of 13 victories in 15 games. They 
have lost only to C. C, N. Y. and Man­
hattan. The defeat received at the hands ■ 
of the latter was a big upset and it was 
only over-confidence that enabled the 
Jaspers to win, 29 o 27. The Friars have 
played nine games, winning seven and 
losing. Dartmouth hung a defeat 
on the locals in the opening game of 
the season and St. John’s won, 33 to 25, 
in the first game between them at 
Brooklyn,
It will be this defeat that the Domini­
cans will be anxious to avenge tonight. 
The players are confident of victory. 
They have worked hard during the past 
three days for the game and the Red­
men will have to show some exception­
ally good basketball to emerge victorious. 
The count ndw stands 4 to 3 in the five- 
year-old series, with St. George’s leading.
LINEUPS AT AUDITORIUM
PROVIDENCE
COLLEGE TVlerar
Shapiro, 1. f............... ............... . !• f"'LR!ial
McCormac, or .Welch, r. f..................... r..L, Slo«
Gainor, 1. if......... . .. v. 1. SW«h
Bracken, r.4g. ..."..................L Sj- POJ-RUi ,
OfliciaW-Henry McGuipesa. referee. os' 
wald Tower, umpire.
The C. C. N. Y. five, which is rated as 
the strongest team in the East by many, 
will play the Friars at the Auditorium, 
Thursday, Feb. 18, and if the Friars are 
able to get by St. John’s tonight and 
C. C. N. Y. on Feb. 1, they will have a 
good claim for the Eastern title, provid­
ing other opponents are defeated.
Coach A1 McClellan of the Friars was 
undecided last night who he would start. 1 
at right forward. James Welch and John 
McCormac, both veterans, are in line 
for the assignment. McCormac played 
a stellar game against Springfield last 
Saturday and this performance may get 
him the starting assignment.
The four other berths will be filled 
by the regular1 players. Sam Shapiro 
will be at left forward. Ed Koslowski, 
high scorer on the team, will be at cen­
tre, Capt. Chick Gainor will play I'Sf'6 
guard and Dick Bracken at right guard,
Lazar at Left Forward
The regular St. John’s lineup will 
start. Lazar, sensational Sophomore 
player, will he at left forward and Slott 
will play right forward. Neary will be 
■at centre, Smith at left guard and Polls- 
kin at right guard.
Both teams have shown some excep­
tionally good basketball this season. The 
i fans wi}l be provided with some good 
passing as noth teams excel in this 
branch of play. St. John’s employs a 
deceptive passing attack which has 
played havoc with the opposition all
season. ,
The entire Providence College student 
body will he present at, the game and 
the Friar band will be on hand with alJ 
its flourish. ■
Providence College Five io Play 
Brooklyn Team Tonight.
at Auditorium. I
30-26
St. Johns Rallies in Final 
Minutes to Top Friar Five
Dominican Yearlings Gain 28-20 
Victory in Preliminary 
Contest.
The St. John's College basketball 
team of Brooklyn proved its durability, 
last night at the Auditorium when in!
, face of impending defeat, it- rallied its, 
forces late in the game to check a de- 
, termtned rally of the Providence Col-,;
lege quintet and emerge victorious 30' 
to 26. The Friar yearlings downed St. 
John’s Prep of Danvers, Mass., 23 to 20 
in a preliminary game.
The first half of the game found the 
Redmen thoroughly dominating the 
play, but in the second half the' Friars 
uncorked excellent basketball to wipe 
out an 18 to 12 deficit sustained in the 
first half. Not only was the St. John’s 
lead dissolved by this Friar rally but 
with only seven minutes remaining the 1 
locals enjoyed a 24 to 20 lead. But 
the strong passing game of the Redmen 
w-as* not to be denied and with Slatt 
leading a late attack, they regained their 
advantage and by a clever “stalling” 
game protected their four point margin 
until the end.
Both teams played good basketball 
and the crowd of 2000 fans which 
watched the inauguration of the game 
at the Auditorium witnessed some real , 
competition between two of the leading I 
college teams in the East. This was the 
14th victory in 16 games for the Red-
tlie triumph gave them a 5 to 
, J edge in the five-year-old series between 
the two teams. The defeat was the third 
sustained by the Friars in 10 games and 
the second to St. John’s this season.
Game played: January 30,1932
IST. JOHN’S FIVE NOSES
Many Coaches See Game
Included in the.gathering were a num­
ber of coaches of college a.nd schoolboy 
quintets. Nat Holman, mentor of the 
crack C. C. N. Y. team, which will play 
;the Friars later in the season, tsajv the 
I game.
| The Friars were away off on their foul 
shooting, making only two of 11 at-" 
tempts. The locals can trace hack their 
setback to this department of play as 
both quintets caged 12 field goals.
Sam Shapiro, Providence College right 
forward, was the outstanding performer. 
Sam, who has been playing a sensational 
-game for the Friars this season, scored 
one-half of his team’s total points and 
most of his baskets were spectacular. 
Slatt of the visitors was Instrumental 
in his team’s triumph. He was the high 
scorer of the game with 14 points and 
it was his baskets late in the game which 
turned victory into defeat for the Brook­
lynites. Slatt made four out of five 
’shots.
Friars Off Stride
The Friars were far from their true 
stride in the first half. With the ex- 
ceptiofi of the first few minutes of play 
in this session, the Redmen had things 
their own way. The fast passing attack 
of the visitors annoyed the locals. The 
Dominican defence in this session was 
weak.
Lazar of the winners opened the scor­
ing with a foul shot. Koslowski gave 
the Friars a 2-1 lead when he broke 
through the St. John’s defence for a 
field goal. He made it 4 to 1 in favor 
of the Friars with a short goal soon 
after. Lazar gave the Redmen a 6 to 4 
lead when he caged two baskets in quick 
succession. Slatt added three points to 
the St. John’s total on a field goal and 
a foul shot. Poliskin and Neary contin­
ued the brilliant offensive of the visi­
tors and each made a field goal to give 
their team a 13 to 4 advantage.
Shapiro counted on a long shot for 
the Friars but Slatt made it 15 to 6 for 
St. John’s on a field goal. Shapiro came 
through with two field goals in rapid 
order and cut St. John’s lead to 15 to 
10. Koslowski made it 15 to 12 with 
a long two-pointer but Slatt came 
through with a field goal and a foul 
shot just before the first half ended 
to give St. John’s an 18 to 12 margin 
at halftime.
Dominicans Take Lead g
Shapiro opened the second by s foO*.I 
three points on a field goal nd^ t(j 
Koslowski cut the Redmen on a
, to 17 when he caged a short o s
pass from Shapiro. Bracken on giw 
from Koslowski scored^wo pointe ,
the Friars a 19 to 18 lead _Won, 
regained the advantage lor St. Jou a)jd 
a field goal soon after. Sha^vantage 
Bracken increased the Fn0* BrElCKen 
to 23 to 19 on two field goal®' with » 
made it 24 to 19 for the Friars 
foul shot. pjjits
Lazar came through with three 
to cut the Dominican lead W -i foul 
Slatt tied the count at ide sftotshots. Shapiro made a difficult ntage
to give the Friars a 26 to 24 a Rgdnien. 
but from this P01^’. tL surgi»g 
stemmed the tide that gb with ■
against them. Slatt came Wa 28 
two field goals to give the Be" so0r- 
to 26 lead and Poliskin ended tn |
■jug with an easy shot to bring tlie 
count 30 to 26.
The summaries: „ttovNC®
ST. JOHN’SjSO) p P..
2K:::: ° ° sMccormc.g o 
McGuiness, rf. 1 0 2 Welch, If-• ■ • g 1
Neary, c..........1 0 SlShapiWi ; 0 0 «
Slatt. lg. ..... 5 4 14 Dromgoole,« 4 0 “
Poliskin, rg... 2 0 4 Koslowski, 0 0 .
Brennan, rg. . 0 0 0 Gainor. D"' g 0 ,
Hyte. lg- • • • 2 1 J_ Bracken,
Total........... 12 6 30 TotalI .
Referee — McGuiness. Time 
halves. Umpire—Towner. lOSN'3 ■PROV. COLLEGE ST. -r(20) p>
FRESHMEN (28) fi. 5
Stan’iewski, lf^' *0 4 McDermott,| 1 |
Skipp, If .... 0 0 OJorgerson, « 3 0 t
power, rf .... 2 1 5 Brooks, « • 3 0 4
Adamick, rf .. 0 0 0 Cun gham, 2 0 „
Leahy, c........  3 0 6 Canty, lg ! • ”, 0 0
Healey, c .... 0 0 0 Hughes, r„
Madden, lg . .. 2 0 4
Fairbrother, lg 0 0 0
Kutniewski, rg 2 1 5
Feit, rg..........  2 0 4 ~g 2
Total.......... 13 2 28! Total........
RTime—10-m'inute peroids.
Friars Book Three Games 
in New York This Week
Against Springfield, the characteristic 
comeback of the team in the second half 
met with success, but against the Red 
men the results were not so successful 
If the Friars are to get anywhere in their 
future major games, the players will ' 
have to show big improvement over then- 
first half performances in past games
Shapiro Star i’eiforiner
In the first half against the Redmen, 
the Friars were way off oil shootlpgl 
Time after time easy baskets were 
missed. This may have been clue to the 
tenseness of players who realized the im­
portance of the game. In the second 
half, the players were shooting baskets 
from all corners of the court.
The fans hardly believed that it was 
theh same Friar quintet which played in 
the second half so fast was its attack 
and so strong1 its defence in contrast 
with its work in the opening session.
To Sam Shipiro, one of the best bas- 
I ketball prospects to enter Providence 
College, went individual honors of the 
game. Despite the fact that he was the 
least experienced player on the court in
point of ’Varsity experience. Shanim 
proved to be the best individual nor 
former. s ler'
Coach A1 McClellan continued to ev 
pertinent with his players at the left J** 
ward position. One of the two forward 
berths left open by the graduation of 
Kreiger and McCue is being fliled 
Shapiro but McClellan is having diff7 
culty in finding a performer to feu tt,
’ other position to his satisfaction w 
used three players at that berth' «,< 
urday, They were John McCorma," 
‘■Franny” Dromgoole and James Wei™ 
Dromgoole is the most aggressive of 
.trio but he lacks polish. 1 tlle
If McClellan can get his player. + 
maintain the fast pace they dism,, , 
against the Redmen In the second h?lf 
of Saturday night’s game, Frfe 
porters will have much to cheer about 
before the season is over. “out.
The Providence College basketball 
! team faces its busiest week of the sea- 
son with three games carded in as many 
days on the road. The Friars will make 
their second trip to New York this week 
and will meet the Columbus Club five 
on Thursday at Brooklyn, the Pratt In­
stitute five on Friday, also at Brooklyn, 
and the Manhattan College team Satur­
day in New York.
The Friars should be able to chalk up 
. three victories if they continue to play 
the fast game they have displayed dur- 
i mg the past month. Desptie the fact 
that the locals have twice lost to St.
° in s and Manhattan has downed the 
Redmen, the Friars are rated as slight
f° t°Wn the Jaspers, 
o defeat received from St. John’s
last Saturday practically killed the
miE °f ,tlle PrIars for the Eastern 
collegiate basketball crown. In both 
»ames that the Redmen triumphed over
„Fllars’ t!i.e margin of victory by the 
ormer was slim. It was only a late rally 
4at enabled Recimen to win at the
last Saturday and had the i 
tars elected to play a conservative | 
e W?En they heW a 24 t0 20 lead I 
fboJr °llly S,1X hftnutes of play remaining, I
-y may have come out victorious. 
Slow in Hitting Stride 
fhc-Jipc™ °f C011centrating wholly on 
advan-fo nCe ^hile en3°ying a four-point 
wide afe’ the Friars continued their 
st i-,hJ an<l this allowed Slatt,.
ward ij15 dlminutive and elusive for- 
baskets COme through with the winning
FriarsUwa«cllcatiou of the ability of the 
half wbT? T?anifested in the second I 
bas)-’ptban\.,tlley tmcorked a brand of 
dereri mi had the Redmen bewil-
in but-116 Dominicans have been slow 
oampa ^V18' tllGir real stride during
field and %teaST°^ In boto the Sprlns- 
wei-P wnpf.m' John s games, the Friars 
defer re rf,UlJy weak on both offence and 
aWed tbp rmg ths first half- 
V.ble marliiiPP0Sltl0n to get a comfort- i
Play Columbus Club Thursday, 
Pratt Institute Friday and 
Manhattan Saturday.
Friar Five Falls Easy Victim 
Before Columbus Club 31-20
I (Special to the Providence Journal.)
' Brooklyn, N. Y., Feb. 4.—The powerful 
Columbus Club quintet proved too 
strong for the Providence College bas­
ketball team here tonight and as a result 
handed the Friars a 31 to 20 defeat In 
a slow game. The Dominicans were off 
i form and turned in what was probably 
! their weakest performance of the sea­
son. The Friars exhibited ragged team- 
! work.
The visitors took the lead at the be­
ginning of the game and held It till 
midway through the period when the 
locals rushed Ed. Keating to the breach 
and.the former St. Francis College star 
immediately pushed the Caseys t.o the 
fore. A fast moving Columbus attack 
piled up a sizeable lead.
With the count 18 to 10 against them 
at halftime, Providence rallied tempor­
arily at the beginning of the second half 
when Bracken broke loose for a pair of 
field goals, but the surge was short lived, 
as the Caseys were not to be denied in 
their quest of a victory. For the first 
time tlhs season big Koslowski, Domini­
can centre, was held scoreless from the 
field, his lone points resulting from three 
successful foul tosses.
With his first team failing to click, 
Coach McClellan seat his reserve forces 
into action in the second half, with Ro­
berge and Cody turning in the best work.
COLUMBUS PROVIDENCE
CLUB (31) COLLEGE (20)
G. F. P. (j. F. P.
McNenney, If. 2 15 McCormac, If 2 0 4' 
Garvey, If.... 0 n 0 Dromg’le, If. 0 0 O’
Lang, rf........ 0 0 0 Welch, if... 0 0 0
McDonald, rf. 0 1 1 Shapiro, rf. 2 1 5
Denzer. c......... 2 0 4 Koslowski, c 0 3 3
Mortell, lg... 1 0 2 Gainer, lg'. .000
Clugh. lg.... f 4 6 Hyte, lg.... O 0 0
Crane, rg.........0 1 i Roberge, lg. 0 0 0
Keating, rg... 5 2 12 Bracken, rg.. 3 2 8
Cody, rg. .. ■ 0 0 0
Total .......... 11 9 31 Total ... 7 8 20
Referee—]?. Kennedy, E. I. A. Umpire—E.
Shaw, E. I. A. Time—20-minute periods.
Game played: February 4,1932
Locals Unable to Hold Early 
Lead in Slow Game Played
at Brooklyn.
i
CpPP? PRPR/R&, : 
\tffr --
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Brooklyn, N. Y., Feb. 5.—Showing a 
complete reversal or form over last 
night’s play, the Providence College bas­
ketball team ran roughshod over the 
strong Pratt Institute quintet here to- 
scol’inS a 37 to 19 win for their 
eighth triumph of the season. The de­
feat was the second of the year for the 
locals, who boasted a string of six 
straight Wins, including triumphs over
ew5SX-g and Dickinson.
Big Ed Kosiowski, Troian of the Friar 
r°i'“es. again bore the brunt of the work 
and in so doing turned in his usual fine 
game from the pivot post, outjumplng 
and outscoring his two rivals. Kozzy 
tossed 12 points into the Dominicans' 
total to take the high scoring honors of 
the night. While Brafcken ran him a close 
second with 11 markers.
The smallness of the court and the 
fi®, ® ba?k boarde gave the visitors 
trouble for the first 15 minutes of play, 
w, tlCX'the McClellan men got under 
onFm®6 Has little doubt about the 
thmiwi,'’ alth°ugh Pratt was aggressive 
throughout, it took fQW mmutes of
Game plWed: Fetelarj 5>1932
play In the opening period before Sha­
piro found the scoring pit with a toss 
from close to mid-floor.
Providence surged into the lead as the 
game progressed, but was hard pressed 
to keep their margin, as Pratt flashed 
a speedy offence which enabled it to keep 
very much in the running. The superior 
heights of the Friars counted in their 
favor as the periods drew to a close 
and with Bracken and Koslowski doing 
the bulk of the scoring they were able 
to leave the court at midtime with a 20 
to 11 advantage.
In the second half;the visitors showed 
: even better form and as a result went 
far out In front. Coach McClellan 
j rushed his reserve forces into play in the 
i latter stage of this period in an effort to 
! give his first string performers some rest 
so that they may be ready for their lm 
portant tussle with Manhattan tomor 
row night. 1
The summary:
PROVIDENCE PRATT (lo, ' ’
COLLEGE 137) 1
O. P. P. Karwoskl. if 2 pt 
McCormac. If. 2 1 5 Harper, if ' n i 5
Welch, )£ .... 0 1 1 Neilson, rf n 2 0
Shapiro, rf ... 2 0 4 Otis,, e, ' ‘2 g 0
Dromgoole, rf. 0 2 2 Godbee, c ' 1 „ 9
Koslowski, c.. 5 2 12 Boem’man"lc' r> n 2
Roberge, c.... 0 0 0 Orr, re . K , 9 0
i Gainor, lg .... 1 0 2 Anderson,"rg. n ? 2
Cody, lg....... 0 0 0 * ' 1 1
Bracken, rg.. 3 5 11
Hyte, rg...... 0 0 0
Total ........ 13 11 37] Total “X ~T ~-
riodl'"*^' Degn“' Time~^-™‘nnte5pe®
. ■ ......-p‘ ' ------ -- ----------- ---- ------
Triumphs Over Pratt 37-19
Friars Snap Winning Streak of 
Brooklyn Club.—Kaslow-
ski Stars.
■ - - - • ■■ ---- ,----
Game played: February 6,1932
PROVIDENCE IS 
WINNER HERE
Dominican Freshmen Top 
Assumption Gagers 
By 37 to 17
TAKE EARLY LEAD
Friars Score 13 Points Be­
fore Blue and. White 
Tallies
Providence College’s brilliant fresh­
man basketball team gave Assump­
tion College a lesson In the court 
pastime yesterday as it romped to a 
37-17 victory at the Greendale court 
despite the brave attempts of the 
Blue and White to overcome the 
spectacular outfit that represented 
the Friars.
Not until the visiting Friars had 
run up a total of 13 points did the 
Greendale cagers dent the hoop for 
the first time, and then it proved 
more or less of a romp for Provi­
dence, although the team got but 
two more points in the first half 
which ended with the score book 
showing a 15-8 advantage over the 
Worcester five.
It was not until late in the third 
period that the Assumption five ral­
lied its forces and started to make 
inroads in the large Providence lead. 
But the team fought for a cause 
that was already lost and their ef­
forts availed them naught. ' Leahy, 
brilliant center of the Friars, did 
considerable damage in the final 
periods as he repeatedly scored bas­
kets to lead the scorers with 14 
points,
Paul Power, a Worcester boy and 
former North High and St. Peter’s 
High athlete who also played with 
the Holy Cross freshmen, gave a good 
exhibition of floor work for Provi­
dence. Capt. Eddie Lusignan starred 
for Assumption.
The summary: iQ S
PROVIDENCE JM*,« f
Stanisiewskl If ...
f g
........ 4
fr
X
tp
8
Fairbrosher If .... ........ 0 1 I 0
Power rf .......... . .. • ..... 3 1 1 8
itutnlewski rf .... ..... 0 0
TiPahy r, .................. ........ 7 14
Ada.mio o . T............. ..... 1 2
A/Tadripp 1 ®,‘ ....... ........ 1 0 2
Pkipp 1 g ............. ........ 0 0 o
Feit rg .................... ........ 2 1 5
Totals .................. ........18 ~1 37 .
ASSUMPTION
fg fp tp
D. Cyr If ................ ........ 0 0 0
Tessier if .............. ........ 0 0 0
Fleury If ................ ........ 0 0 0
Lusignan rf ............ ........ 4 • 1 s
Lemire rf .............. ........ 1 .0 2
Gaudreau rf ...... ..... 0 0 0
Aubuchon c ...... ........ 1 0 2
Rheault lg ....... ........ 1 0 2
Deslauniers Is .... ........ 0 0 0
Houle rg ................. ..... 1 0 2. •
Totals .................. ........ 8 1 17
Referee. E. Duntun. Timers. LeClerc 
and Ladouceur.
Game played: February 6,1932
MANHATTAN LOSES 
IN FINAL MINUTE
Bows to Providence, 23-22, for 
Initial Defeat on Home Court 
in Twp Years.
KOSLOWSKI’S FOULS DECIDE
Nq Vo3-r
Visitors’ Star Sinks 2 Free Throws 
to Give Team Lead for First 
Time in Closing Seconds.
PROVIDENCE NIPS 
MANHATTAN, 23-22
Friars Come Back After 
Very Poor Start
NBw YORK, Feb. 6 (AP)_ Provf
dence College upset Manhattan 23 
tonfghk a 8 *“k^ll duel here
, Com,.F!et?ly outplayed in the first 
half, the invaders put on a ron.tl1 
rally in the second period foi^Vs 
points and their one-point 18 
They were baffled by Manhar?1'7' 
great defense in the first 
the locals had a lead of n+n „an<J 
the second half opened ; asski won the gameP?or Providetto 
the last two minutes of Dlav ,nlng two foul shots P 7 by KiRk-
Llneups:
PROVIDENCE
McCormack If ........ fP tp
Welch If ..................... ’' ’ „ 2 , 2
Shapiro rf ........... ...."? J 1
Koslowski 0 ........ "y $ 4
Gainor lg ................. " f 3 7
Bracken rg .............. ‘ • i « 2........ J 1 7
Totals ....... „ ~ —
MANHATTAN 7 23
McCormack if .. In tp
Smith rf ...........   i 4 e
Hogan c ............... 3 ’' ’ n X 2Kelleher lg ........... X 0 0
Hassett rg .............. '.'."3 , 5
Totals .......... 7 —
'Referee. John NOTton,'e I a tt™ , 22Harry Bennett, E. I. A Half tUM*. 
Manhattan 13 Providence 5 1 score.
Ths Providence College quintet, led 
by Ed Koslowski, gained a 23 to 22 
last minute victory over Manhattan 
College in the Manhattan gymnasi­
um last night. The Jaspers, who led 
at the intermission, 13 to 5, saw 
their lead whittled until, with Provi­
dence trailing by a point, Koslowski 
sank two fouls to give the Green its 
first home court defeat in two years.
Johnny McCormick of Manhattan 
tallied eight points to gain scoring 
honors. Koslowski and Bracker of 
Providence each tallied 7.
Manhattan was brilliant in the 
first half, which was featured by ac­
curate shooting by Captain Kelleher 
and Hassett. The Jaspers close 
guarding held the visitors to a single 
field goal in this session.
The line-up:
Providence (23). Manhattan (22).
G.P.P.
McCormac, If..(I 2 2 McCormick, If.2 4 "
Welch ................. I) i 1 Smith, rf............j J* t
Drumgoole ....0 0 0 Leonard ............” ” „
Shapiro, rf............ 2 0 4 Hogan, ..............» “ ‘
Hyte ....................0 0 0 Kelleher, Is. ...» 1 •'
Koslowski, C...2 3 7 Hassett, rg.,,-2 3 ‘
f’ainor. IS....... 10 2 7 7 wBracker, rg....3 1 7 Total..............1 822
| Cody .................0 0 0
Total. 8 7 23
Ilefere'e—j*' Norton, E. I. A. Umpire- H. 
Bennett, E. I. A. Time of periods—20 min­
utes.
iRIARS NOSE OUT 
MANHATTAN 23-22
}d Koslowski Tallies Winning
Points with Conversions in 
Final Minute.
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
Manhattan College, New York, Feb. 6.
—A brilliant last half rally earned the 
’rovidence College quintet a 23 to 22 
detory over the Manhattan team here 
.onight. Trailing 13 to 5 at the half 
ime the Friars came back to fight their 
way into the lead. Ed Koslowski, star 
centre, tallied the winning points when 
re converted two foul tries in the final 
minute' of play.
PROVIDENCE MANHATTAN
y,„ , °5 F- P- G. P P4'Cormac, If. ■ 0 2 2 Smith. lf-c , 0 ,
Welch, if ... o 1 1 M’Cormick, if 2 i «
Shapiro, rf ... 2 0 4 Hogan? c non 
Wte, rf .... o 0 0 Leonard, c.'. o 0 0
toslowski, c.. 3 -3 '9 Hassett, lg 2 a o
gainor Ig ... l 0 2 Kelleher, rg' 2 1 sCody, lg . .. , 0 0 0 5
Bracken, rg, . . 2 1 5
promgoole, rg. 0 0 0
I Totals .... a 7 23 Totals "a M
Referee—Norton (E. I. A.); Unini'renett (E. I. A.). Time—20-minute periM? '
1 —
The Providence College basketball 
team scored its loth victory of the sea­
son last night at Harkins Hall in easy 
fashion when it scored a 40 to 24 tri­
umph over the Lowell Textile quintet. 
The Friars won in methodical manner 
and were not called upon to flash their 
best game. In a preliminary contest 
the Providence College junior ’Varsity 
five defeated the Becker College quintet 
of Worcester, 37-24.
The Lowell offensive was weak. The 
°nly Jti™e that 3he visitors penetrated 
the defence of the Dominicans was In 
the first five minutes of play, when a 
sustained offensive gave Lowell a 7 to 3 
lead. Once the Friars got started, how­
ever, there was no doubt as to the final 
result.
Bracken High scorer.
Friar g«al'd. was the 
high individual scorer with 11 points. 
He caged2°™fek’ goals and three foul 
shots. Edwaid Koslowski and Sam
S but !t°wlaynd Stellar games for thd 
•? apt- Chlck Gainor who
«nre HeenntbKSt all-ar°Uhd perform- 
w« ?.tabntea five Points toward
his team s cause ddh .. ..
doing damage to the t ,c,ont‘nuaUy
caged a foul shot a?^gone. BiackenKozlowski dim n?shedrtheT
4 to 3 by scoring a f? Lowe11 leatl t0
two baskets in quick SncnO?f acored 
the Friars ahead 8 to ~ULCassic® to P™ 
it 10 to 7 on o i I' ShaPir° made 
added two more Y’n Bra°ken
count with a field onni t°. ^ominican 
long tom for the viaitor-Y to** so°red a
s - AF 
°««<™ aV7„", „"i;
Game played-.February 9,1952
S&vard made three toul shots for 
Lowell but Bracken’s field goal and a 
foul shot by Kislowski enabled the 
Friar to lead 21 to 13 at halftime.
In the second half, Lowell was unable 
to penetrate the Friar defence with any
degree of consistency while the Friars 
scored at frequent intervals to make 
comfortable Its lead until the final 
whistle.
The summaries:
PROVIDENCE I LOWELL
COLLEGE I 40’ ' TEXTILE 124)
G. P- P.l G. >. p
Shapiro. If ... 2 0 4)Sullivan If , 2 0 4
Welch, if .... 3 1 liMoran, if ... a 0 4
McCormac, rf. 0 0 OiKokoska, rf . 2 1,5
Dromgoole, rf. 1 0 2 Savard, c . . . 1 3 5
Koslowski. c.. 2 2 6;B«rano’ski. lg 2 0 4
R.oberge, c ... 0 0 0lUamber, If .. 0 0 n
Bracken, lg. . 4 3 lliJarck, rg ... . 1 „ X
Cody, lg ........ 0 0 0(
Gainor. rg . • - 2 l
Hyte, rg........ 1 3 5J
Total . . - • • 15 15 40| Total .... IQ 4 94 
Referee—Parker. Time—lo-minute halves
Umpire—Clark.
PROV. COLLEGE | BECKER COLLEGE 
JR, VARSITY (37) | (24)
G. P. P. G. p p
Wright, If. . 1 1 3|R0gers, It .. 4 3 u-
Stanis'wski, • if 3 0 6 Hanson, rf. . 0 0 «
Morrison, It. - 0 1 ljLaruviere, rf, 0 0 n
Barbarito, rf. 0 0 0)Wrlght, c. . 2 j 5
Power, rf. .. 2 0 4’SwenSon, c. . 0 0 n
Davis, c. ... 1 0 2iGalko'ski, lg. 1 0 7
Leahy, c. .. 1 1 3:Or»g«», rg.. 3 0 5
Adamick, c. . 1 0 2,
Reavey, ,lff. • 2 Of,
Madden, lg. ■ 0 0 01
Kutniewski, lg 2 .0 4)
Tebbetts, rg. -1 1 . 3i .
Feit, rg.......... 2 J- 5
Total .... 18 S 37 Total ..,18 4 54
Referee—C. A, Schurman. Time-Tour
10-minute periods, ;
FRIARS WIN EASILY
Providence College Five 
Defeats Lowell Textile 40-24
Dick Bracken High Scorer with 
11 Points.—P. C. Jayvees 
Triumph 37-24.
Scores 21 Points.—Mazzerlla 
Best Performer for Losers 
in Game at Boston.
(Special to the Providence Journal.)
Boston, Mass., Feb. 10.—Providence 
College won from Boston University at 
basketball here tonight, 52 to 40. Brack­
en, Providence right forward, played a 
sensational game, caging seven baskets 
from the floor and shooting seven from 
tries. Shapiro, Providence right for­
ward, accounted for 11 more points with 
four shots from the floor and three from 
the foul line.
Mazzerlla, B. U. left forward, scored 
four baskets. Gainor, Hyte and Reilly 
starred on the defence for-the Friars.
The summary:
FRIAR FRESHMEN win 
Boston, Mass., Feb. 10.—The Provi­
dence College Freshmen scored a decisive 
victory over the Boston University year­
lings, beating them 55 to 21. The home 
I team cubs shot but nine baskets from 
the floor while the visiting team caged 25 
baskets and three foul line shots. The 
B. U. Freshmen made three free try 
shots. Fairbrother and Madden with foijr 
baskets each and Leahy with five, led 
the visiting team in individual scoring. 
Ten Providence players took part and 
every player scored at least one basket 
i from the floor.
COLIuTIT BOSTON
COLLEGE (o2> UNIVERSITY (40) 
G. P- P- G. F. P,
3 11 Semina, lg. .. 1 2 4
0 2 Lowder, rg.. 4 6 14 
0 6 Hart. e..... 2 3
0 2 Matzkin, c.. . 3 0
2 6 Mazzerlla. If. 4 o
„ 2 0.McConnell. rf o o 
Codv rl S" Z Z SlIMaynard. rf. 0 0 0 
RoK"w”'S 2 0Epstein, rf.. 0 0 
Tebbetts', rf'.o g g, Marino, rf., 0 1
i>! i 
n
Shapiro, rf... 4 
Perren, rf. ... 1 
Welch, If...., 3 
McCormac, If. 1 
Koslowski, c.. 2 
Droomgoole, c. 0 
Bracken. rg.. 7
Gainor. lg. . . j •
Hyte. lg........... 0
Reilly; lg.... 0
Totals .... lg i4 52| Totalf, ... i4 12
Game played:
The summary: 
PROVIDENCE
COLLEGE '35 (55) 
GPP
Power, rf .... 1 £ - 
Fairbrother, rf 4 0 8
Stani'wski, If 2 0 4
Kutnie'ki, if.
Skipp. If • ■ • •
0 4 
3 9
Leahy, c 
Adamic, c . 
Pelt. Tg .,, 
Madden, lg 
Healy, lg ..
1 11
3|
4
1 
0
0 8 
0 2
Total ...A. 25 5 55
BOSTON
UNIVERSITY '35 121) 
G. F. P.
Slavin, lg .. 1 1 3
Baker, lg . . .. 0 0 0
Manning, rg. 10 2
Shear, rg ... 0 o 0 
Sahcs, rg ... 0 0 ()
Myer, c. .... 2 1 5
Bergh, If ... 0 0 o
Davidson, If. 2 1 5
Hale.rf .... 1 0 2
Total ...... 9" 3 21
February 10,1952—

Granite State Five Scores
But Seven Free Baskets
• 1 )
12th Win of Season for Domini­
cans Dents New Hampshire’s
Undefeated Record.
(Special to the Sunday Journal)
Durham, N. H„ FPb ,, T, ,
dence College basketball ' loTce® held
6 S00reless the floor
?ke vlctOTvOXin 5 23 t0 7 ^cision. 
frS tS unydeTJ+ ®d the Wildcats 
Them gave
The Friars’ .victory is their'iJ?,? SPaLts' 
season. The Providence ™th °f ' 
n»Th nn t . ce outfit was su-feven noints all n? dins the locals to
the Dominican reserve- wh Even 
+1nn thp> ,„„_.„ ves, who drew ac­tion in the waning moments of the sec-
°nd proved capable of holding
the Wildcat cagers in check.
. The first period was very closely con­
tested with both teams fighting hard to 
break through for scores. The Friars 
tallied first with Bracken tossing the 
ball in after taking a long pass from 
Koslowski After 10 minutes of play the 
only additional score was a successful 
Koslowski foul shot.
At the end of 16 minutes Conroy, New 
Hampshire captain, was banished bn 
fouls., Welch converted on the Wildcat 
leader s fourth personal and Trzuskow- 
ski made good on a foul by Koslowski. 
score ^eELCe led at tl16 balf by a 6 to 2
Sensational' field goals by Welch and 
Koslowski soon after the start of the 
second period sent the visitors into a 
sizable load.; For the remainder of the 
stanza the Dominicans dominated the 
play, boosting their total slowly but 
surely while an air tight defence com­
pletely frustrated all attempts of the 
locals to rim the hoop for scores. 
PROVIDENCE I NEW
COLLEGE 623) _ | HAMPSHIRE (7)
G. P. p.
0Welch, If.... Perrin, If.... 
McCormac, If 
SliaPiro, rf... 
Relief, rf.... 
Koslowski, c. 
Roberg, c.... 
Reavey, c.... 
Gainor, lg...
Hyte, lg........
Tebbetts, lg.. 
Bracken, tg.. 
Dromgoole, rg
a. p. p.|
Cody,-rg........ 0
1 3|Koeliler, If.. o 0' 
0 OiPoster, if... o o 
0 OGormley, rf. o
2 SlEustis, rf.... o 
0 OjTrz’koski, c o 
3. BITarcomski, c 0 
o OiBronzst’n, lg o 
0 OlPerrini, lg. o 
0 OiConroy; rg. o 
0 2|Armstr’ng, rg o 
0 01
1' 71 ,0 0
o oi
Total ........ 8 7 23i Total • • ■. o 7 7
'Referee—J. o. Haughey. Time—20-mlnute
periods. Umpire—G. Hoyt.
Game played?l’©t':cU^-I?y 15,1952
4
LAVENDER, BEATEN OHLY ONCE 
HOLDS VICTORY OVER SI. JOHN’S
Temple Scored Only Triumph
, Over Nat Holman’s Club; 
Unbeaten Friar Yearlings 
' Meet Dean in Prelim
By ROBERT M. HOWARD
Hailed as‘the best basketball team in 
the East, the City College of New York 
quintet will risk its claim to sectional 
titular honors when it opposes provi- 
Uehce College at the: Auditorium tomor­
row night in the feature contest on the 
Friars’ home schedule.
The game'will follow a preliminary be- 
■ty-een the unbeaten Providence College 
Freshmen arid' Dean . Academy at 8 
o'clock. The ’Varsity game probably will 
start about 9 o’clock.
Tomorrow night’s game will be the 
second college contest on the new play­
ing surface at.the Auditorium. A large 
crowd, saw the Friars fall before St. 
John's '30-26 at the North' Main-street 
, arena on Jan. ,30, and an even larger at­
tendance is in prospect tomorrow night.
Coaches and officials from 
Boston and Western Massa­
chusetts will come, to Provi­
dence for a glimpse of Nat Hol­
man’s smooth-working quintet, 
and most of the. coaches are 
expected to bring members of
• their squads.
The Providence. players have new­
found confidence in their ability'to. de­
feat the Lavender quintet, as a result 
of a remarkable victory scored over New 
Kanipshire, in Durham last Saturday. 
The previously unbeaten Wildcats could 
not score a field basket for’ the entire 
40 minutes of playing time, and now 
the Dominicans are hoping that they 
will he able to'Show to as good advan­
tage this week.
Coach A1 McClellan is inclined to 
credit the unusual outsome of the-game 
as mucip. to luck as to the skill of his 
players, hut usually it'requires more 
than luck to keep a good team from 
scoring afleast once from the floor, 
i Reports from Durham indicate that 
I the1 Friars played so close a guarding 
game, and huri'ied their opponents so 
FWh when ;the better .got .within range 
°f the basket that most of the -Wildcats’ 
shots went far astray. New Hampshire 
played much, the same type of basket­
ball which' C, C. N. Y. is expected to 
use, attempting to work' blocking and 
Pivot, plays, but with no success what-

X. V. Q1INTET 
LOST-ONLY TO TEMPLE
The Lavender quintet has lost. Only 
°ne game in ll regularly scheduled con­
tests, but it^ average of points a game 
« just under that of the Friars. City 
College lost to Temple in Philadelphia' 
oy live points in a game played on a 
door which had been waxed, for a dance
But Temple-later fell before Fordham 
and City College walloped, the Rams 37- 
13 last Saturday night, after me.tropoli-
had pr?ciictecl W«t Holman's 
team had gone stale. ,
City College’s most satisfy­
ing triumph was scored over SI 
John's, the crack Brooklyn ont- 
r,t which Kaye Providence ,
lege two of (he four defeats it,
”’s THTcrerl this year. The fi ,
I score was 28-IR, with the l av 
••mler Idling „p lo points 1„ an 
overtime period after fl,
I he score tied at 18-18 at L T 
S’h " ’CgU)a1' Vlnying-
'ai'geThySlly, 
centre, is one Of in» it ?olcll»an. the, 
the-E-ftt. Holm m b ® b,efit -ihmpers In
Pa-rhug *,,«■ teamXv u°V®d- EpeEd' 
highest degree of nerreeti most tlle
overcome whatever uh^?l,1K*8lbl® to 
twins his players al WHUetf-i
- Kaismlth the tovkntn, Dr- JaMes
basketball ami«« game of 
a t Universitl of Kans--of a thletlcs 
year's ■ City College t„“s' hf>3 PAtd this 
tribute by termini it +'h ’i11" suPreme 
ball team he, ever ’sa^the best basket--
forward'nm'fldem, *7 '«K
row's game 11 tomor-
agaliut \e... 1 showing
tiling ,„>e led t(S,'li''c'Vi,s-l"s(
1,11 "f contidthe las( 
won r> of |( 7 1 rovi^ence
Ms scored a„ ?? 16 Sarnes. and 
31 Points'"r almost;
is » fraction 71,. H'' lts average 
than that of tie'i P°i”t ’,rtlel'
The Don ■ ' le Lavender,
kctbail Played fine bas-
they lost by. ?Splte the Iact that
ny. Krieger and tu tl0ll last Year John- 
acoring combinftiS M?che, the greatest 
the sport Qn the history of
Sam’ Shapiro, the speedy' I.ynn boy. 
came along just In time to fill one for­
ward position, and Coach McClellan has 
Jimmy Welch, John McCormac and 
Franny Dromgoole to choose from for 
the other berth. Welch probably will get ’ 
' the call tomorrow, but the other two willi 
see plenty of service.
At centre. Providence has Ed Kosiow­
ski. and the Frlays are ready to match 
him Against Goldman or any other pivot- 
man in the East. Robby Roberge will be 
ready for reserve duty at the tipoff po­
sition.
Cant..Chick Gainor, who Was an ama­
teur boxer of considerable renown while 
earning a regular position on the Friar 
team, and Dick Brachen will be in the 
guard positions, with Bill Hyte and 
George Cody in reserve.
Providence has been defeated this year i 
by Dartmouth, the strong Columbus club - 
of Brooklyn and twice by St. John’s. The | 
setback at the hands of Dartmouth was 
sustained in the opening game of the 
season, and since losing to the Colum­
bus Club, the Friars have won five in a 
row.
i COMPARATIVE SCORES 
FAVOR VISITORS
On the basis’ of comparative scores 
against the same opponents. City Col- ! 
lege will rule a favorite. The Lavender 
defeated Dartmouth and St. John's, and 
gained an 11-point advantage over Man­
hattan, nosed out by Providence by a 
single marker. Yet basketball is a game 
in which anything can happen, and the 
Friars have.more than an outside chance 
of winning. 1
* * *
;The preliminary game will bring to- 
' getlier the undefeated Friar yearlings’ 
iand Dean Academy, which has a record 
of 10 victories in 11 starts. Dean’has 
gotten along well without a tall man. on 
the-squad, but with Bevgin Leahy, the 
6 foot, 5-inch centre for the Domirii- 
icans in action, the prep school lads 
may find the ball going over their head 
1 most of the time.
In addition.t.o Leahy, the Providence 
Freshman lineup will Include Ed Stani- 
sewski and Paul Power at forward and- 
Captain Johnny Madden and Al Felt, 
guard, with Bill Kutniewskl- ready’ for 
reserve duty. \

C.C. N. F. Five Easily Trims 
Providence College 37 to 20
Visitors Display Brand of Bas­
ketball Seldom Seen in 
This City.
'WorbM.! brantl of' basketball that has 
in this
M quintet3!?1?6 of New yol'k basket! 
Puppets for^h?lw’aI!y ^“gthened its 
b5’ Chains thp p?aB?rn champi0nship
t°Onvtocing 37 J an h T? CoUege flve a 
torl«m last Gat at thl? Audi-
, ^hls was th g?L?efore 2000 fans- 
for thp t ',llG 12th victory in 13,0tllAo Temme^i flVS- ™ t 
binary cmt ® t ? season. m the pre- 
Pl'eshman a,?® t’ th° Pl'°vWcnce ColleX, 
ffcuhcing- the r!®alned undefeated by 
'copsters, 30 to'32,°ns D®an Academy
■‘‘Sht’s'game Son?9 
ict t game undoubtedly will 0"
S“£T’c I ?“
t0 ei,e hit SS 2t£“ coile8e Wntet 
The ilriai?welr ?*"*««
! fk by th®
^cT1^’ The nevlr °h£Jhe
xxx
«eo?tVPP0^ « X°dTh lB-
vetRnri f'he clever nii taStics were '^^tbe W« their ad! 
the PrLri^l. by wretchMiTaUSI5 Wafs 
nor from Either from +,sh°°ting cf 
fin'd Xho® aoor coulcUhe Iou> llne 
Dick S °°P wlth any co® kominicans 
many ®ra°ken was ?! nsl8tencv. 
score yiaPth'tUpnttles to g^3S+nted with
baV6 his^6 t°ul routed Vhe Friar
°ut Of 12 foo, h wlth hta ,he clid not 
^ly two „ShOts C J^t night, 
CaTiy'^^tta/X 1° BrackX d*£ 
fXptl!’6 '-Xf t£ depart'S:
eW tim?heChgGd ‘M uT8 Pen­
Points. Ha' a ha«died It K.Pf®,ctically
a» ,«»»£ ;?■» &JS5»>>
the missing of easy shots under the cas­
kets at spasmodic intervals. Had they 
caged these apparently "easy ones” their 
score would have reached the half-cen­
tury mark.
The Friars exhibited their weakest 
team play of the season. ' It was prac­
tically all individualism by the McClel­
lan’s players. They took altogether too 
many long shots. These long shots were 
continually missed by wide margins, but 
still the Friars persisted in relying on
■them for points.
Davidoff opened the scoring with a. 
long field goal. Bracken came through 
a foul shot to make the count 2 to 1, 
but It was fully eight minutes before 
I the losers could get another point.. In 
the meantime, Wishnevlte, Sphan and 
Davidoff were caging the ball with reg­
ularity for C. C. N. Y. The latter was 
ahead 12 to 1 before Koslowski made a 
basket for the Friars. Bracken made the 
count 12 to 6 on a short field goal, but 
again the fast passing of the New York-
; ers got working and then ran up a 23 
to 7 lead at halftime. Hyte scored the 
other Friar point on a foul shot.
No Rally Forthcoming 
Friars supporters looking for the
team’s customary/second half rally were 
disappointed. Shapiro raised their hopes 
momentarily with a brilliant field goal, 
but soon the heavy C. C. N. Y. artillery 
again got started and if got to be a mat­
ter of how high their score would mount.
Shortly after midway in the second 
half, Holman sent in his second team. 
The reserves did not add much to the 
N. Y. C. C. count, but they managed to 
keep the Friars from doing any damage.,
The summaries:
FROV. COLLEGE 120) 'O. C. N. Y. 137) 
G. F,
White. If ■ ■ 
Kaufman, if 
Davidofi, rf,
Gillity, rf • • 
Goldman, c 
Soloman, c 
Spahn, lg . •
Siegel, 1?Wishneuitz, rg 2
Shapiro, If , 1 
DrcrOgoole, If 2 
Welch, rf ,. . o 
McCormac, rf 0 
Koslowski, c . i 
Bracken lg .2 
Reilly, lg ... o 
Galnor, rg .. i 
Hyte, rg .... o
G. F, p.
Who oofifealfr8 ably aide?Vallled « 
team’s cause 11 Points towoi!?ahn' 
Want for the J?1686 two were’™alds his 
!man nr.ri .^hirers but w^niOst1>hn— But White, Gold '
A8auni™SVi«ngS'
■ ith precision J^bfier outfit -nr w its tcamwOrkTh^ was xifrvJt^ ; 
weakness disDW ^he OnbWy flaw
■...... -
• Totals ... 11 15 37 Totals .... 7 6 20
Referee—McGuiness. Time 15-minute
halves. Umpire—Hoyt.
PROVIDENCE COL- ,'DEAN ACADEMY (32)
LEGE FRESHMAN (39 l< o p p’L G. F. P.,Spath. If. ..3 1 7
Power, If, ... 0 0 OlGailucci. If., l o 2Staniewski, If. 4 2 lolsuinn, rf. . -
Kytnewski, rf. 3 0 6 Siegel, rf. .
Leahy, c,......3 1
Adamick, c.. ■ .0,0
Madden (c).lg. 4 2 10
Pelt, rg....... 3 v 6
Sherwood, c. 
Botucelli, c.. 
Conlon, lg, , 
Sutcliffe, rg.. 3 11 2 8
■was ! Total • •I’’’ 5 39 Total .....13 . 6 32: 
Referee—Haughey. Time—10-minute pe­
riods,* ........
Game played: February 18,1932
Nat Holman Brings Poised and Confi­
dent Team Here to Beat Friars
By,ROBERT'^. HOWARD
"We ainffqy perfection. It may be a 
one we h^ve set,
JW f©r?wMehwe are always, work- 
, Tbafe\i«|he&iby: Nat Holman sums 
up the performance of his Citv College 
^lich defeated Provi- 
las" nights3 37‘2° at the ^oriuni
7y *? tea<h the W« that , 
the „ame is not won In the first 
few minutes. They are told to 
keep moving, and not to take, 
he chance of loping the ball, 
but they are also taught to find 
out where.they will be strokes" 
before they try a lot of shots.”
asHon7anf th+ i°iSe of his lintel
W“”“
a«l,t «„,« ,h„ «« "StSS
the Lavender outfit Tho ? 7.1
“iU +aU for “"f^he 
Friars unaWet °f' 4,he 8ame’ with the 
pbnenw ba\k7 U toward their °P' 
ket from mir+or- " P&vidoff’s clean bas- 
concert Snvm * served furtber to dis-S“»fcsy“’ °“y
ADVANTAGE COMPLETELY 
BITHC. C.N.WTEAM
carefully and +EbI°ck and pivot playsSe ban bagck°d+ 6ffect’ always Po­
thers was rm r,JC - to mid-court when 
the visitors played"8' At the same time’ 
battle, an-i a sterling defensive
'verri taken\i'iic.+,S+K0'f tbe Friars’ shotsHolman had hey were off balance. 
'ntJiscriniinat d g- word to say against
Play percentatekn S,ho°tinS- “We try 
that because mn«+ basketball, knowing 
urate shots a cp+t°? the boys are ac“ 
“°nab!e attempts lulmber of rea-
"e CltvP r? result In scores.”
Pressed the • ege “entor ex- 
wei'e eapable1that the Friars
" t:tev -lisi>iav?7iter basMbaII
' 3 Sen‘8bt’ 8na'
Eleven ■
minutes of playing time had elapsed 
before Di-k Bracken pivoted around 
from tlie free-throw line and tossed 
in a. two-pointer.
Bracken also_scored Providence’s only 
other field goal in the first half, the lat­
ter coming on a pass into the court a 
few minutes after his flrst shot.
Providence did better in the second 
half, having more success in its efforts 
to hold the ball. Shapiro, Dromgoole, 
Koslowski and Gainor all had field bas­
kets, but the Friars continued to miss 
a great percentage of their shots,
Holman’s second team, which he cred­
its with having a great deal to do with 
the success of his starting quintet played 
the last eight minutes, and contented 
itself mostly with keeping possession of 
the ball, although without flagrant at­
tempts to “freeze” it.
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE 
NOT CONSIDERED ESSENTIAL
Holman made the rather surprising 
statement that only two of his regu­
lars, Goldman, the centre, and Spahn, a 
guard, played basketball in high school. 
He intimated that he does not regard 
the lack of previous experience as a 
handicap, for he said, “If a great high 
school star comes along we make him 
over to fit our system, and do not try 
to adapt our system to him.”
Davidoff is the only member of the 
team who is a Senior. Wlshnevitz, 
Spahn and White are Juniors, and Gold­
man is a Sophomore. The team has been 
practicing since about seven weeks be­
fore the start of the regulat season, and 
Holman said that in the' preliminary 
iperiod the team played practically a full 
['season of basketball.
Other college squads, club teams and 
professional quintets, including the 
Celtics, for whom Holman once starred, 
furnished the opposition in November 
and December, and the team now leaves 
the impression that it is coasting along, 
[with its strongest opposition behind.

Game playedL
FRIAR YEARLINGS 
BEAT BE LA SALLE
Newporters Lose 36 to 29 for 
Second Defeat in 16
/ Games.
The undefeated Providence College 
Freshman basketball team downed the 
crack De La Salle Academy quintet 36 
to 29 in a fast game at the De La Salle 
Academy gymnasium last night.
This was the second defeat 4n 16 starts 
for De La Salle. The homsters jumped 
into an 11 to 10 advantage during the 
fire period.
Stanlewski put the Freshmen in com­
mand of the situation in the second 
period when he made four baskets in 
quick fashion. The yearlings led, 20 to 
13, at the end of the half.
In a preliminary contest, the St. Jo­
seph’s quintet defeated the St. Augus­
tine team, 29 to 18, in a Catholic Gram­
mar School League game.
PROVIDENCE COL. I DE LA
FRESHMEN (36) SALLE (29)
G. F. P- VI' *' r-5!Connerton, If 2 5 9
0; Fitzgerald, rf 1 4
191 Cooney, rf. .
:-Maddes, If. . . 2
Adonic, If... 0 
Gtaniewski, rf 9 
• Healey,' rf... . 0
Leahy, c........ 1
Powers, c. . . . 0 
Kutniewski. )g 4 
Fairbrother.lg. 0
, Feit. rg.......... 0
Bostick, rg... 0
OiMartland, c. 
2 jDonovan, lg 
O.Harris, rg.. 
9
0 
'1 
0
Total,........ 16 4 36
' Referee—G. Lubinski.
ute periods.
Total........ U'29
Time—Four 8-mm-
♦Pittsfield Boy Elected to 
the Friars’ Club at Provi­
dence College
PROVIDENCE, R. I., Fob. 25.— 
further honors were bestowed on 
John Madden, freshman basketball 
;aptain of Providence College, dur­
ing the past week when the for­
mer Pittsfield (Mass.) High star was 
elected to the Frirars’ Club at the 
college. This honor is the high­
est that a first-year man can at­
tain aside from the post of presi­
dent of his class.
The Friars’ club is an honorary 
organization composed of 18 select­
ed members of the student body who 
act as the social representatives of 
the college. AU visiting athletic 
;eams are attended by this organ­
ization, and many of the extra-cur­
ricula activities are directly under
its jurisdiction. ,
Membership is limited to 18 ac 
tive members, proportionately di-, 
divided among the four classes. . 
Six seniors, five juniors, four soph­
omores and three freshmen. n 
winning recognition by bemg_ elect­
ed to such membership Madden 
holds the distinct honor of obtain­
ing two major awards his first year, 
as he was chosen captain of the 
freshman basketball team a. 
month.
His Team Unbeaten
Under the capable leadership of 
Madden the Friar yearling basket­
ball team has sqt a record in win­
ning five straight games, and has 
yet to taste defeat. Wins have been 
scored over St. John’s Prep, Dean 
Academy, Assumption College, Bos­
ton University freshmen _ and De 
LaSalle Academy. In scoring these 
wins the freshmen have flashed 
some brililan't basketball and, have 
! given assurance of another power­
ful varsity five for the local col­
lege another year.
The defeat meted out by Captain , 
Madden and his mates to the pow- ; 
erful team of Dean Academy was 
but the second in 13 games for the 
prepsters, who bowed to the Navy 
Plebes in their other setback. The 
: Dean game had a decided Pittsfield 
tinge when Captain Johnny Mad­
den of the Friars was pitted against 
Johnny Nilan, former Pittsfield 
High leader and at present on the 
court squad at Dean.
De LaSalle Academy of Newport, 
one of the teams to compete in the 
Catholic High School tournament m 
' Pittsfield a year ago, dropped its 
second game in 15 when the Friar 
cubs traveled to Newport a weeK 
ago to register a 36 to 29 win foi 
this fifth straight triumph. With 
four games remaining the yearlings 
have high hopes to complete their
campaign undefeated.' •-A-/. ....• ------- A-. .. '
Winners Come from Behind to 
Triumph Over Graduates. 
Sophomores Win Prelim.
hall ojh?, 7™ behma in the- second 
ton, the p,S“e ln characteristic fash- 
tea®. down/ College basketball
at Harkins H?ne, A1?mnl quintet 35-31 
barked U U. lasf; ni?ht. The game 
-’-atfohshfo befrS?W?P °f basketball re- 
teams P between Alumni and ’varsity 
■ n a preliminary contest, ■ 
’mores scored a. iq.ir
, actins. Tn „ ,7 7* v any
Dominican Snnb Prell lnary contest, 
Victory oX theh S,017 sc01'  
- ft/L ' .Freshman rivals. 
qu7rtSXeaC^^e opened the fourth 
at that time// lead' the score
Wheeler, Wlnear>nt'22' 7leger' McCue, 
yp the Alumm an7 Szydla made 
7r °£ Play and +bP 7 final <luar" 
7 break through ,7?; •flve wei'e aWe 
fence for Oniv°Lthe Fnar ’Varsity de- 
Wch were fro/7 77’ three of 
Wl);h but io/ 7 fouI Une. . 
garter remaW//"^ °t the Anal 
22 in favor of 7’ >7 score stood 30- haT. t0 *^7 7?7 In a yam
basketed tried sh/77 the "umni 
bf the fl001, . ts from all corners 
the hoop. 7 Were unable to find
7^, team drew, first
ra-chen netted an after the tap, when 
a S/roni Gainor °7rhea-ci shot on a 
f77te later /he^added another 
' e throw, Tbo'A,eu ke scored on a 
de/ 7 when Wineapni7 started their 
thenbasket on w7'7ed from un-
The1fitlea tlle score /7 pass' and 
tbS Warsity°on
WaU7f7’to
"Larry” Wheeler, rangy centre for the 
graduates, now coaching at Portsmouth 
Priory, sank the longest shot of the 
evening from mid-floor, in the third 
quarter to tie the score 22-22 Ml, with 
but five seconds to play. The third quar­
ter ended following Koslowski’s long 
shot from the side court, to place the 
’Varsity in the lead.
Kreiger arrived to play for the gradu­
ates during the final quarter. Krieger 
opened the scoring for his outfit, when 
he took the ball from the backboard 
to score. On the same play, he was 
awarded two free throws, and counted 
on both of them. This placed the 
alumni within two points of their rivals 
Wineapple tied the score for the gradu­
ates when he received Wheeler's pass 
from, under the basket, and scored.
^Played, m , _
, . * a- February 20,1952
The summaries:
SOPHOMORES (19) I FRESHMEN (161 
G. F. P.f G. p’
Lacy, If.... .. 3
F  
1 7 Shoiovitz, If .0
F. P, 
ft oMatassa, rf .. 0 0 0 Galligan. If. 0 0 nKeegan, c.. .. 0 0 0 Smith, rf.. . 3 0 6 
o nReilly. lg... .. 1 1 3 Maguire, rf. 0Doyle, lg... . . 0 0 0 Gobis, c. . .. 0Boyle, rg... .. 4 1 9 Dillon, c. . . 2 1 5Schott, rg,. .. 0 0 0 Lyons, lg. . . 0 0 0Matruska, lg 1 1 3 
0 2.____ Brennan, rg 1
Total .... . . 8 3 19| Total .... 7 2 16Time—Four 10-minute periods.
PROVIDENCE COL- * ALUMNI (31) !
LEGE (35) G. F. PG. F. P.|Murphy, If. . 0 o 6Welsh, If... . 0 2 2|Krieger, If.. 
0 2'McCue, rf.. .
1 3 5
Hyte, If.... . 1 0 2 23hapiro, rf. . . 2 0 4Allen, rf.... 2 0 4
Cody, rf.... . 0 0 0 Wheeler, c.. 1 2 4
K’sTski, o. . b 0 10 Nawrocki, c. 0 0 0
Gainor, lg.. . 1 0 2 Wineapple, lg 5 3 13
Or’mg’le, lg , 1 2 4 Szydla, rg.. 1 1 3
Brachen, rg . 3 5 11 Resnicki, rg. 0 0 0
Rellley, rg.. . 0 0 0
Totals ... .13 9 35 Totals .. . 10 11 31
Referee—McGee. Time — Four 10-minute
periods.
qsca/?
<y. P£f?RIN, 
5 U & 
FO/?WA/?C>
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE FIVE
Reilly, Stars as Friar Tearn 
Scores 14th Win of Season
sine
The second team left the floor at the 
half time with a 31 to 10 lead, and as 
a reward for their fine play Coach Mc­
Clellan sent them hack into action for 
the entire second half, given the regu­
lars their first real rest of the season. 
With Reilly, Roberge and Cody leading 
the attack, the visitors passed in and 
around the locals and had matters all 
their own.
The Engineers were on the defence 
nearly all the game, with Smith, lanky 
forward, the only hoopster able to break 
through to the Providence net for 
points. The Friars passed the 50 mark 
when Tebbetts made a sensational over­
hand shot for a score, and Perrin con- 
i eluded the damage with two success­
ful free tries a minute before the final
gun. ‘
PROVIDENCE I WORCESTER. 
COLLEGE 154^ pl POLYTECHg(24) ? ,
Droomgoole. If. s' 0 fPurrin'ton, If. 2 0 4;
Pprrin if c . 1 2 4 Smith, rf. ... 4 5 13
Welch'If 0 1 lH’hk’nsn. rf. 0 ' 0 0
SlrsDiro rf. .. 2 0 4 Skwarek, c... 0 0{ 0
McCorniec. rf.. 1 0 a SartreO hr" 1 2 4
Koslowski. c... 1 1 nit
Roberge. c. .. 4 0 8 Asp, ig......... 0 1 1
Gainor. Jg. . • - 3 0 o
Reilly, lg. .... 5 2 12 
Tebbetts. lg... 1 0 -
Bracken, rg. -226 
Cody, rg......... 1 J 2
Hyte, rg.......... 0 _£ -___ _ —
Tntnls 23 8 54 Total......... 8 8 24
Referee—Ball. Time—20-minute periods. -
played: February 22,1952
SWAMPS WORCESTER
TECH 54 TO 24
Coach McClellan of Winners 
Uses Subs During Three- 
quarters of Game.
WoSter0m2 ^klence Journal.) 
dence Col'leip *v»" T.eb' 22-—The Provi- 
ran wild here basketball team
victory of the .,on Sht to score its 14th 
cWr PolytechnimTA & downing Wor- 
24 count. The Ute by a 54 to
threatened in tn Were never even
ahd Coach scoring spree
serve forces for th? “ used ilis re- 
tilt. 1 three-quarters of the
from Bridgeport S?phomore Performer 
standing scom„„ turned in the out- 
visitors, collecting ?rtllormance for the 
started with a rush P°mts’ The Friflre 
“lock-like precision W“ked wlth
the Engineem^ & 13‘ — PefOTe 
trough8 £ B J™'6 aWe to break 
scorer of the Wlth Smith, high011 a hook 2,2 8?t’ turning the trick 
After the Provi f from under the hoop. 
UP a 21 to 3 ]e2n2 flrst team had piled ! 
bls strong reserv.C?ach McClella.n sent 
Rpberge, Reinv ,3 Io?ces, consisting of 
t'Orrnac. Jntaihtion C°dy and Mc‘
Trarasin
Sophomore Guard May Win 
Starting Berth Against Seton 
Hail Quintet.
The excellent performance by Ed 
Reilly, substitute sophomore guard, in 
last Monday's game against Worcester 
Tech, may result In a shakeup of the 
Providence College basketball team for 
; the game with Seton Hall here tomor­
row night, Coach A1 McClellan of the 
Friars elevated the Bridgeport youth to 
the 'Varsity during yesterday’s scrim­
mage and' the mentor indicated that 
Reilly may retain his tost string post 
against Seton Hall.
; In case Reilly’s promotion1 stands, Dick 
i Bracken, regular guard, will be shifted 
i to the open forward position to team 
I with the brilliant Sam Shapiro. Coach 
; McClellan has had trouble all season in 
; filling one forward berth and the shift­
ing of Bracken to the post from his back 
court position may be the solution to
the problem. Reilly will team at guard f 
with Capt. Chick Gainor.
The Friars already have scored one vic­
tory over Seton Hall this season, defeat- i 
ing the New' Jersey team on its home 
floor 28 to 24 and prospects of"another 
victory are high. Seton Hall has a, vet­
eran team and the locals will have no 
opportunity to lapse in their play if they , 
are to return victorious.
.The Dominicans have another hard i 
game scheduled on Saturday when they 
will oppose the Holy Cross Independents 
at the Auditorium In a return game. In 
the first meeting between the two clubs, 
the Friars were victorious In an over­
time contest.
McClellan’s charges came back in fine 
i fashion against Worcester Tech after 
, their setback at the hands of ,C, C. N. Y. 
last Thursday. The easy manner in 
' which the Lavender outfit triumphed 
I over the Friars has spurred the latter 
players and undoubtedly they will give 
extra efforts In their future games to
win.
In the preliminary game tomorrow 
night, the Providence College Junior 
•Varsity team will oppose the New Bed­
ford Textile five.
Providence College Quintet 
Swamps Seton Hall 51 to 21
^anie
Piayed: February 25,1932
Friar Jayvee Five Trounces 
New Bedford Textile 
Hoopsters 41 >26.
*
Edward Reilly, Sophomore guard, made; 
picious clebut as a regular on the 
j nicrut Snce College basketball team last 
I woi, a? tfle Friars swamped the Setoli 
Harv3Umtet of Few Jersey, 51 to 21, at 
of Hall, to score their 15th victory 
! 1 the season. The Bridgeport youth 
sou gT,n.a sta^®S assignment as a re- 
of his stellar play as a substitute 
anrt 5? 'Worcester Tech game last Monday 
Morn UstIfled "t'ne confidence Coach A1 
uteh , n plftced m him. Reilly contrib- 
, P°ints toward the Dominican 
r0,TWhile exnibiting an excellent all-
mind. performance.
Shift'S Prficlc<5n- regular guard, was 
Keiiivt Iorward to .make room for 
at ?ewh^eUP &nd he' alS°’ did Wel1, 
the^ri^r?1^?10* Jiven much opposition,
encountered To TT* & Unlt' Thsy 
' through 91? trouhle in breaking, 
in au thev hTtOn Hal1 deIence and all
the loser?C an Easy time in winning, 
inga much ar off form- display-thl;n,th^ did aSSst TV1 basketba11
first me/titr? 3. J? ■ the Friars in their
denncethCollTemiTlary ga“e' the Provi-
Scored a 4 to 9sJ^iW ’Varsity team
Bedford Textile t triumph over the New 
rito was the highTe Aathony Barba- 
With 16 points* °h 01 er in this game >
to use’hfs reserve?SCoafha« opPortmiity 
hi a number 5’^oach McClellan sent 
Hall. The MarsbSnitUteS a8alnst Seton 
ment on Sate,dThaVla hard assign- 
torium against tT^lhi' at the Audi" 
pendents: * the Holy Cross Inde-
' ,excXnVdefeGn™vV?TfU§l1 wlth another
the New Jersey h x’ior!nsnce' holding 
durino- the 5 ^oys to six field goals 
! was not rmfume' three in eac1' » 
half that SetonNd,the €tld of the flrst 
pointer ” d HaU scored its first “two-
The Frail’s started with a strong of­
fensive, piling upanll-to-llead after five1, 
minutes of play. Bracken, Gainor and 
Koslowski led this attack. Field goals 
by Gainor, Shapiro and Koslowski 
brought the Dominican count to 22 to 
1. At this point in tlte game, Babiak 
scored the first Seton Hall basket on a 
long shot.' Bracken came through with! 
a. field goal to put the Friars ahead 24 to 
3. With Capt. Singleton playing a major 
role, Seton Hall staged its strongest of­
fensive spurt near the end of the half 
and brought the count to 34 to 11 at 
half time.
The visitors were unable to maintain 
this pace after resumption of play in 
the second 1 half. The Friars began to 
score practically at will and during the 
remaining time it Was merely a question I 
of how high their score would mount. '
The summaries:
; PROVIDENCE I SET ON
COLLEGE (511 ! HALL (21)
1 G. F. F- G. F. P.
Rricken If ...4 3 Tl’Zdanew’cz, If 0 1 11S:T-.T ? »U?.U
~cle,rf.0.te 01BaWak.gC.... 2 3 7
Koslowski.'o'.'. 3 1 “Madigan, rg.. 0 0 o
Roberge c... 0 1 1
Gainor, lg.... 2 3 i
Hj'te, lg.......... 0 ° °
Reilly, rg..... 4 2 10 
Perrin, rg.... ° » 0
McCormac, r& • •1 _ __ _______
Total ...20 11 51 Total .. . 6 9 21
Referee—Clark. Umpire—Haughey. rime
'iik',VlipnfLEGE JO- ! NEW BEDFORD
textile ,26) p
Wright. If ■■ I'O , lf.. 2 '3 ,
Moinson. If-• Q rf.... 2 1. 5
Barbanto,: - 4icushman, c. 4 1 9
Powers, rf.... 2 0 4;yorl;> £......... 0 Q Q
Dayis. c.......... 0 2iWUliams, lg- 0 0 0
*en- «• ; .......... o 0 4!Demarest, rg 0 0 0Ssfc::: i r8.. 1 1 3,
St’n’wskl, rg..Jl _0 J ____ __  :
_ , , 19 3 41 Totals ... .10 6 26 1
Reieree-schurman. Time-10-minute pe- 
riods- .
Friars Come from Behind;• 
Top Purple Independents
Flashy Attack Gives Dominican 
Basketball Five 46 to 
33 Victory.
{••• 'A- brilliant second half offensive fea- 
: tured by excellent shooting and passing 
enabled the Providence College basket­
ball team to score a 46 t<( 33 triumph
over the Holy Cross InGepefcaejits at the .' 
Auditorium last night. This was the 
second victory of the season over ■ the . 
Independents and 16th in 21 games. In. 
the preliminary contest,'the Providence 
College Freshman • quintet scored its 
sixth straight victory by downing the 
Bryant &. Stratton Uoopsters,- 51 to 29. , 
i The Holy Cross Independents' flashed ’ 
exceptionally good basketball in the ' 
■opening half and took an 18 to 14 lead 
at halftime, but the players ■ did not 
maintain their fast pace after replay. 
The Friars also played well In the first 
naif but their second half performance 
was far superior. The Independents 
during the second1 20 minutes of play 
could do nothing with the Dominican 
defence while they were having consid-, 
erable trouble stopping the Friar of­
fensive.
Both Centres Star |
i The revamped Briar lineup' worked 
; well, and lt is 11]sely that Coach A1 Mc_
Clellan will keep Ed Reilly at guard and 
Dick Bracken at forward. Both turned 
in good performances. Bracken was the 
high scorer of the game with 13 points. 
Reilly made only three points, but he 
devoted most of his efforts to stopping 
the Holy Cross offensive drives, and he 
turned in a good job.
Both centres, Luke Driscoll of the In­
dependents and Ed Koslowski of the 
Friars, starred. Driscoll led his team in 
scoring with 11 points. Koslowski con­
tributed 12 toward the Friar, cause . Dris- 
<?oll was especially brilliant in the open-- 
ing na.lf. He was continually fed with- 
the ball by his mates and his, shots met 
with success, but in the second half he 
tired and there was a lapse in his play.'
The Friars shcv/ed. some good, team­
work, while the Independents'turned to 
individual tactics after playing well as' 
a unit during the: opening half.
. Hickey of the loser's opened the scor- 'i 
mg with a foul shot. Two foul shots 
by Bracken and a side, basket by Kos­
lowski put /the,Friars In the lead 4 to
Driscoll brought the count 4 to 3 j 
with a Held goal and a foul shot. Gainor I 
made a long tom hut Hickey-retaliated j 
for Holy Cross to make the count 7-6 ' 
for the Friars. Shapiro added three 
points to the Friar count bht Shoen- 
rock came through points to put Holy 
Cross ahead 13 to 12. Hickey and Shoen- 
rock scored Held goals for Holy Cross f 
and Shapiro made one for the Friars i 
to make the score 18 to 14 in favor off 
the Independents at halftime.
Friars Launch Attack 
During the first three minutes of the
second half, the Independents increased 
their advantage 23 to 16. Driscoll and 
Leary made the Holy Cross points while 
Koslowski scored a “two-pointer” for 
the. Friars. At this point in the game, 
the Friars staged their strongest offen­
sive. Bracken started and led this of­
fensive. The Dominicans found the Holy 
Cross defence weakening and ran un 
a 36 to 26 lead. 1 1
At this point, the Friar subs were ■ 
sent in and they added three more ' 
points to the team’s score while Holy 
, Cross was making five. I
The summaries;
PROVIDENCE I HOLY CROSS
COLLEGE (46) [INDEPENDENTS (33)1 
G. F. P.I GF e
Bracken, if... 4 S 13[Hickey, If 3' 2' r
Dromgoole. If. 0 0 OiDonovan r'f 2 0 4
Shaniro. rf. . . . S 0 lOiJoe Nich'n r'f 0 o n
McCormac, rf. 1 0 2,Driscoll, c- . 4 i
Koslowski, c.. 6 0 12iDunn, c.. . o O n
Roberge, c... 0 0 Ofteary. Ig. ’ i n ,
Reilly, Ig........ 1 1 3'Jim Nic’n, 1? 0 0 n
Cody, Ig.......... 0 . 0 OlSchoenr’k, rg 4 o a
Gainor. rg.... 3 0 61
Byte, rg.......... 0 0 01
Total.......... 20 6 46jTotaI.........I? TsT
Referee—Parker. Umpire—Roberts Tfnis 
—20-minute halves. e
PROVIDENCE BRYANT & ’ f
COLLEGE FRESHMEN STRATTON-
G. F. P. G F p I
StanisiewskI, If 6 1 13 Chase, If .,.. q A k
Smith, If........ 0 0 0 Del Santo, if 4 n a
Power, rf ... 4 0 8 Collison, rf. . 7 1 is
Fairbrother, rf 1 0 2i’Bassett, c... o o n-
Skipp, c........ 3 0 6|Kimball, c.. 1 o 2
Tesoro, c ..... 0 0 0 Parrillo, Ig , . o 0 0
Madden (C), Ig 1 1 3 Holmes, Ig... 0 ' o 0
Healey, Ig.... 1 1 3 Kirkland, rg. 2 0 4
Feit. Ig.......... 5 1 11
Bostick, rg ... 2 1 5
Total.......... 23 5 51 Total......... 14 J.J
Referee—Pearce. Time—Two 20-minute
halves. ~ -
Game played: February 27,1932
HUARS IN coin I
Dominicans to Clash with Mas­
sachusetts State Five 
at Amherst.
The Providence College basketball 
team, now on the final stretch of its 
1931-32 campaign, will play the Massa­
chusetts State basketball team tonight ,■ 
at Amherst, Mass. The Priars have one 
other game scheduled this week against 
Lowell Textile at Lowell. With these 
two games played, the Priars will point 
towards their final and one of the ob­
jective contests of the season against 
the Brown quintet on Saturday, March 
12,
The Priars have high hopes of win­
ning these remaining contests and end 
their season with 19 victories in 24 
games. Barring unforeseen happenings, 
the Dominicans will enter all three 
games as favorites. The Lowell team 
was easily downed by the Priars in the 
first of them two-game series here. 
Mass State lias a fairly good team but 
the locals should emerge victorious.
Both the Providence College Freshman 
and Junior 'Varsity quintets have con­
tests scheduled this week. Tomorrow 
evening the undefeated yearlings will 
play a return game with St. John's Prep 
at Danvers. Mass. The Friar Presliman 
have won seven straight games. Satur­
day evening the Junior 'Varsity will 
journey to Worcester for a return en­
gagement with the Becker College quin­
tet. The Friar Jayvees have played five 
games, winning four and losing one. The 
loss was received at the hands of. the 
Bridgewater Normal five, but the Priars 
avenged this defeat in a return game.
The Friar 'Varsity showed some good 
basketball last week in defeating 
Worcester Tech. Seton Hall and the 
Holy Cross Independents. The latter 
team gave the Dominicans the hardest 
game but McClellan’s charges had 
enough reserve power in the second half 
to emerge victorious.
The change in the line-up involving 
Ed Reilly and Dick Bracken has worked 
well. Reilly’s stellar play in recent drills 
and games last week have won him a 
regular guard position. Dick Bracken 
was shifted from guard to forward and 
he is continuing his stellar play at his 
new berth.
Tlie other Friar regulars also played 
good basketball last week. Sam Shapiro 
continues to display his flashy basket 
shooting. Ed Kosiowski and Capt. Chick 
Gainor also have played to advantage.
Bracken and Shapiro Lead 
Attack Against Mass. State
iFriars Score 17th Victory; Ed 
Koslowski Receives Ankle
injury.
(Special to the Providence Journal.) 
Amherst, Mass. March 1. Flashing a
strong scoring combination in Dick 
Bracken and. Sam Shapiro, rangy for­
wards, the Providence College Varsity 
basketball tea m scored its 17th vic­
tory of the season by downing Massa­
chusetts State College here tonight, 36 
to 21. The Friars led throughout the 
game and’ were never seriously threat­
ened. ,
Bracken, at his new left forward as­
signment where he was moved to make 
way in the lineup for Eddie Reilly, was 
the high scorer of the fray, featuring 
with his sensational one hand shots i 
from under the hoop. Shapiro with nine i
... ......... 1
points aided the Frail- cause in. addi­
tion to continually feeding Bracken on 
a double pivot play inside the foul line.
The tilt was marred by one mishap 
tor the Rhode Islanders, however, as 
Ed Koslowski, veteran centre, sustained 
a slight ankle sprain midway in the 
second stanza and as a result had to 
give way to Ollie Roberge. The latter; 
turned in some fine work at the pivot 
post and aided the visitors to maintain 
their commanding lead. Providence 
scored first, when Bracken scored a foul 
shot. Fletcher of the State ou'tfit 
counted on Koslowski’s foul a minute 
later, and then the Friars broke loose 
to run up a sizable lead. Bracken and 
Shapiro led in this scoring spree with 
seven points apiece and as a result the 
Friars left the court at themidtime with 
a lead of 19 to 10.
Louis Bush, the locals clever forward 
; and high scorer of the nation in foot­
ball last fall, turned in the best work 
for the State collegians, with a total 
of ten points. In spite of his efforts 
to narrow the lead of the invaders in 
the second half, the Friars continued.
,tlieir scoring activities and ran their 
string to 30 points before the reserves 
were rushed into action. In action, in 
the Waning moments of play.
The summary:
PROVIDENCE MASS.
COLLEGE (361 STATE (211
’ , i G. F. P. a. F. F-
: Bracken, lf.,„ 5 5 15 Lojko, If.... 1 1 3 
Welch, lg.... o o 0 Hanson. If... 0 0 0
Shapiro, rf... 4 l BBush, rf.... 4 2 10
McCormac, rf 0 0 a Fletcher, c.. 1 2 4
Koslowski, c.. 2 0 ^Reynolds, lg. 0 0 0
Roberge, c... l o 2 Ahlstrom, lg. Oil
Rew,-ey e.........0 o OFoley, rg... . 1 1 3
1?........ 0 0 0 Foster, rg... S3 0 0
l.Gainor, lg.... 0 0 0
Hydte, lg...., o 0 0
Reilly, rg..i. 2 0 4
IDromgoole, rg 1 0 2
Totals .... 15 6 36 Totals .... 7 7 21 
Referee—-Winters. Umpire—Feldman. Time
—aOrminute periods. .
Game played: 
March 1,1932
.7.1 .-- , . •
Providence College Freshman Basketball Squad
Front row, left to right: Gordon F airbrother, f; Paul Healy, t; Paul 
Power, f; Captain John Madden, g; Austin Smith, f; John Tesoro, g. 
Back row, left to right: Charles A. Murphy, assistant coach; Edward 
.Stanisiewski, f; A1 Feit, g; Bergin Leahy, c; Albert McClellan, coach; 
Joseph Adamlck, c; Joseph Swift, g; John Glennon, manage”
St. Johns Prep Five Subdues 
Friar Freshman Team 32-39
i^ame played: March 2,1952
DomitMcan Yearlings Lose First 
Game of Season,—Brooks
' Scoring Deciding Points.
Danvers, Mass., March 2.—St. Johns] 
Prep basketball team by staging a strong 
second-halt rally snapped a seven-game 
winning streak of the Providence College 
Freshman five here this afternoon, the 
locals coming through with a 32 to 30 
verdict. Play was nip and tuck through­
out with both teams flashing some 
strong work on the defence.
The Friar yearlings were forced to 
swine into action without- their regular , 
centres, as both Leahy and Adamick are ■ 
on the sick list. Taking over the centre 
post for the first time, Bill Kutniewski 
turned in a good exhibition on tne de­
fence. . ,
The Friar yearlings were slow in start­
ing and st the end of the first period 
were trailing, 12 to 8. In the second. 10 
minutes or play, however, they spurted, 
with all the players contributing snores 
to give them a 20 to 14 lead at the hall- 
time.
The St. John’s hoopsters came back 
strong at the start of the third period, 
with McDermott leading the attack, and | 
at the end of five minutes of play had 
whittled away the Friars’ lead to move 
ahead, 28 to 22, as the fourth period 
I started. Capt. Johnny Madden of the 
visitors dropped in two long tosses from 
mid-floor to put his team back in the 
running, and less than two minutes be­
fore the end Feit knotted the count at 
30-all. With a minute to play, Brooks
caged a rebound shot to turn the tide 
to the locals.
The summary:.
ST. JOHN’S 132) I PROVIDENCE (30)
G. P. P. G- F- H-
McDermott, If 5 0 10 Stan’w ski. If. 2 0 4
Brooks, rf.... 3 0 6 Power, rf.... 2 1 5
Hughes. If.... 0 0 0 Bostick, rf... 0 0 0
Cunningham, c 0 0 OKutnwski, c* 3 0 6
Canty, lg........ ♦ 0 8 Madden, lg., 3 3 9
Jorgenson,1 rg. 3 2 8 Feit. rg.........
Total ........ 15 ~2 321 Total......... 12 « 3°
Referee—Devlin. Time—10-raifiute perieas.
CAPT. JERRY SAVARD.
All-Lowell Lineup Starts 
for Textile Against Friar
Quintet at Crescent Rink
Local Athletes to Take Floor Against 
Providence College Tonight in 
Season’s Final Game
aaC anX 'Rusty Tarnall plans to start 
ProvidX°WeU lineuP against the 
the Pr!?Ce colleSe quintet tonight at
«>* Vnk- The Lowe11 Tex-
Mikr- -J , hoop team will include 
Jerry X,®ka’ Joe Sullivan, Capt. 
Walter Toar,d’ J?bn Baranowski and 
ceive(j th -ek’ of' these boys re­
tag i, eat'Uer bi«ketball train-
IlightschoolsgrarUmat'’ 3unior btah and
by the^ocni t'X is beir“g sponsored 
will be the Lodge of Etas. The clash 
Textile Season’s finale for Lowell 
! Parting ,of fact that the
POsea strict^ X™ wlU be ™m- 
also becan..-,?+, C Lowell players, and 
clash their who! ^'ks are givi(ls the 
. banner crowd i?® hearted support, a 
at the Hurd -.a S axpected to turn out 
Will Start attoeet,emporium- Action 
also b6 a prelim?clock- There will 
ta’o of the sehom11?1'^ satae between 
The latter clash ftaternity quintets.- 
atJ-SO 0’clolX^ get, underway
Textile quintet ^n^ WiU lead tlle 
Providence. Savardh® floor ftaiftst 
Reason as a meXhd 13 in his third 
/■cstiie basketball X °f the varsity 
been Playing » wh?3"* He bas 
p® rated as on^Xf a game' and 
Severest offensive nL® fastest and 
EhS'land collegiate hPUyers in Ntw 
’ °ut to wind nr, X°P circles. He 
®°n with a recoiX Present sea- 
against provldencd number of points
war/^tw: uTd J°e Sulliyan 
&• Seth Co hUSUaUy fine f°r- 
stlrt si«ce the X Btarring for
his ^°koska R J)resent season
Tho Seasop as aXxXayi“S.in 
van i ,h°uSh only a X X varsity.
Waited X'^ive oTXh ’ ‘o'”’" 
both of £arek and John -r the floor.
‘ flown +htheni flrst-yearXBaranowski. 
athwtIle S'uai-d noL« toen’ wiU hold
fen« CS hsiVE been n, nS- These tw0 etls,ve garno eep Playing a flne de.
the Lowell team.
While Coach Yarnall will start a 
strictly Lowell quintet against Prov­
idence, he will probably send reserve 
material to the floor as action goes 
along, Solly Mamber, Freddy Diehl, 
Eddie Morse and Fred Moran are 
clever performers and should help the 
local club's cause along a whole lot.
With a record of 15 victories in 20 
starts this season, Providence col­
lege will take the floor as a favorite 
to win. However, the local college 
hoopsters are conceding the visi­
tors no advantage whatsoever, blit 
will start the game intent on stag­
ing the season’s bitterest fight.
Providence is coached - by Albert 
McClellan, former Salem, Mass., and 
St. John’s Prep mentor in this sport. 
McClellan has now been coaching the 
hoop game to the Friars for four°sea- 
sons. He has developed some fast 
teams and this year’s club is on a par 
with any of those turned out in re­
cent time.
Bill Gainor, who is well known as 
a boxer in New England simon pure ' 
circles, is captain of the Providence ! 
quintet. He plays a guard position > 
and can little be bettered at this 
work. Jimmy Welch came to Prov­
idence from St. John’s Prep, where he 
was leading scorer in New .England 
schoolboy basketball. Sam Shapiro 
is a former Lynn English basketball 
star. He is a fine offensive player. 
Eddie Koslowski, centre of the Friars 
is in his second season at this berth. 
He stands six feet in height, and has 
a great “knack” of outjumping the 
opponents. A1 Bracken, varsity guard 
on the visiting club, won all-New 
England honors at this position last 
season. He stands out as one of the 
finest defensive players to come to 
Providence in recent years.
Most unusual on the starting Friar 
team’s lineup is the fact that every 
player is at least six feet in height. 
Among the substitute players 'is 
George Tibbetts, former Nashua high 
oaseball, football and basketball star,
. r ....... . ‘----------——. .
TONIGHT’S LINEUPS 3e 
LOWELL PROVIDENCE
Kokoska, rf............. .........ig, Gainor
[Sullivan, If....................rg, Braoken
Xava™’ 0......................... c, Koslowski
Baranowski, rg.................... If, Welch
•Jai'ek’ >9..............................rf, Shapiro
I Game at Crescent Rink, 8 o’clock.
Providence-Textile Game
Tonight Should Draw 150C
FRIARS RATED 
THE FAVORITE
Yarnall to Start All-Lowell! 
Lineup Against Invader at 
Crescent Rink
Year’s Biggest Game Needs 
Support—Enormous Guar­
antee Given Visitors
TONIGHT’S LINEUP - 
I LOWELL PROVIDENCE'
Kokoska rf ....... ;.............lg, Gainor
Sullivan, If ......................rg, Bracken
Savard, c ........................c, Kosiowski
Baranowski, rg ................. If, Welch
Jarek, lg ................ ...........rf, Shapiro
Game at Crescent rink, 8 o’clock.
AU up for Textile tonight at the 
Crescent rink! That’s the cry of the 
fans, and the plea of the management, 
as the brilliant basketball club gets 
ready to take positions against the 
great Providence college quintet.
There will be a preliminary game 
between the CYML Juniors and the St. 
Joseph’s Polish club, two of the city’s 
front ranking amateur teams, at 7.30, 
it. was said today by these clubs. The 
Providence-Textile headliner starts 
at 8 p. m,
1 Support Needed
A plaintive note was struck in the 
; last-minute enthusiasm this afternoon, 
when it was learned that the advance 
sale was not as large as the Lowell 
Lodge of Elks expected it to be. The 
Elks are backing this game and “want 
to make a tremendous success of it. 
Plenty of hard work has been put into 
• the event by a lodge committee which 
j includes Coach Jim Liston of Lowell 
; high, Edwin Markham, local official,
; William H. Keenan and others, and 
i since );the Elks never promoted a 
‘‘flop, they appeal to the fans of 
Lowell to unite tonight in one last 
salute to Rusty Yarnall and 
Lowell Textile. It is Textile’s last
LESTER H. CUSHING 
Faculty Manager
City Amateur Title
Prospects In Prelim
The preliminary game to the 
Providence-Textile encounter, be­
tween the CYML Juniors and St, 
Joseph’s Polish club, is exciting no 
little interest. The result will be 
of much bearing on the 1932 city 
amateur championship, a title that 
was sought last year by 46 teams 
and in 193'0 by 52 clubs. Because 
no NEAAAU tourney will be held 
here this year, youthful fans fig­
ure the St. Joseph’s and the CYML 
teams the front-ranking contend­
ers for the honors. It will start 
at 7.30.
L«
W. W. (RUSTY) YARNALL 
Textile Coach ___—
game. Faculty Manager Lester H. 
Cushing has guaranteed a big sum to 
.Providence in order to bring this 
game to Lowell.
All-Iowell lineup
, The club that will start against 
Providence is strictly all-Lowell in 
makeup. _ Every player was a star at 
Lowell high. They are Mike Kokoska
___ ____ textile tjoacn ____
rf, Joe Sullivan If, Jerry 
John Baranowski rg, and ' c,,p- 
Jarek lg, a former Lowell bJg“ jS a 
tain. Incidentally, every pl»ye, 
former football star of the F® co!- 
Grey. This makes the event sjg- 
lege game of real proportions &n 
nificance to all Lowell. . ’ F ■■
Providence comes here j:
vorite, but not by a great w ya[e. i) 
The team has beaten Harvard- i;
New Hampshire and a host 01 ejt3h 
foremost college teams to P1'®bts a31 
record of 15 victories in 20 
it takes the floor tonight. Ko®1 ajid . 
who will play opposite Savaru- t« I . 
Welch, a left forward, are ■
watch. Gainor and Bracken at -
are brilliant defense me.11 p/;' 1
Shapiro, the other forward, is *
velous one-hand shot maker. ; f - 
let’s Go! ]'1
The biggest basketball SaC1Lil)er’ 
a Lowell crowd should be re“ieliell j 0 
for a long time. Fans will do gf o 
make it their business to 3®®-,-’^, S| 
1000 fans are assured but tP ft 
the Textile Institute and EuSW!” 
nail want 1500 fans to help 
win. Let’s go!
; Textile Loses Finale
to Providence
Providence College Beats 
Textile bg 42to23 Score
Local College Quintet Loses Its Final 
Game of the Season Before Laige
Crowd at Crescent Rink
The score:''
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE.
As the second half got under way, 
Textile started playing the brand of 
basketball that it is capable of pur­
veying. The Friars were forced to 
fight hard to keep In step with the 
flashy work of the locals. While Tex­
tile scored 19 points in this half, this' 
was not good enough to better the 
visiting team’s point total for the 
same period. Twenty-two points 
came the visiting club’s way in the 
last 20 minutes of play.
John Baranowski, playing a guard 
position, was high scorer for Textile. 
He sunk
Three Bulls-Eyes
from the floor, all.of them hard shots 
and also one from the foul line for a 
total of seven points. Capt. Jerry 
Savard was far from his usual form 
Though the Lowell leader tallied 
twice from the floor and as manv 
times from the .foul line, he failed 
to reveal the spectacular work which 
he has developed in all of Textile’s 
games this season. After missing 
three or four heartbreakers at the 
backboard, Savard appeared to have 
lost his knack at passing and shoot­
ing. He made only a few tries for 
the basket. Walter Jarek, Mike Ko­
koska and Joe Sullivan looked quite 
impressive for Lowell in the second 
half.
Sam Shapiro, A1 Bracken and Jack 
McCormack’ were all tied for high 
scoring honors for the Friars. All 
three contributed
Half a Dozen Points 
to the team’s total. Eddie Reilly, , 
George Tibbetts and Capt, Bid Gainor I 
were also conspicuous in the flashy I 
exhibition of basketball that brought
vintnrv tn Pmuidonpo
U J? JrtS.
Shapiro, rf ............ 3 0 6
Welch, rf ........................... 2 0 4
Perrin, rf .... ........................0 0 0
i Bracken, If ......................... 2 2 6
! McCormack, If .......... 3 0 6
| Roberge, c ........................2 0 4
I Hyte, c ..........  1 0 2
Greavey, c ............  0 1 1
Reilly, rg ........................... 2 0 4
Cody, rg ................ 0 0 0
Tibbetts, rg ..........................2 b 4
Gainor, lg .............. 0 2 2
i Dromgoole, lg .................. 1 1 3
Totals ..............................18 6 42
LOWELL TEXTILE.
Baranowski, Ig .................3 1 7
Jarek, rg ............... 2 1 5
Moran, rg .........................o 0 0
Morse, rg .............. 0 0 0
Savard, c ............................2 2 6
Sullivan, If .........................o 1 1
Mamber, If ......................... l o 2
Kokoska, rf ............ l o 2
Totals ........................  9 5 23
Referee: George Clarke,, Quincy.
Umpire: James Parker, Everett.
Time: Two 20-minute halves.
I - , • i
I ’’ -------- ------- - "
u, ence college ran roughshod 
tmintet^ Cowell Textile Institute 
clash a,/11' I'lr£’T half of the hoop 
ideal,, Creseent rink last night. The 
half. h''ltQS back 1° life in the second
aon„the da-mage had already i 
J’ete (0 e, and the Textile athletes 
/t;W. -rhp a to accept a 42 to 23 de- 
£rescnt Textile’s final of the i
■ te fir«aSon.’ drew a large crowd.
I J. tavur 'Perl°d competition was all 
tt Second i?','? Providence quintet, 
calf developed much ac-
a^ a whirlwind pace,
’ in |^ave Lowell team no 
W^Qting 20 minutes of play.
■ > ? sPeea ana passin§‘ with bewilder-
I n ttle &hort^CCUracy’ the boys from 
R W much hf-aa the Lowe11 athletes 
' S8able to Sea most o£ the time.
| Textile Player^® th® real stride’ the '
| for the .•iS39d Their Shots
»aSkhLrepeatedly’ The local 
class S Was also far below its
Sor?F;ncewith®81®3 the scorlng for
: j Of after a neat shot from the 
Jar^cnt twn 6 ,same had been on 
Lo^k Allied ?inutes- Then Walter 
Tr,k!1 acci thp0111 the foul !ine for 
tC^ce nlvt score was 2 to 1. i 
Bal'ouid hoi\ u“c°rked an, attackj
shootl1 taUowe/T brins results. 
Sa'Tng ti-,.., d basket, the visitors 
i ease and aU angles with the
PoiJS team assuran“- Soon the
hSOlnta AtXteJXftrailinS by 10 
fi^tThe Wi,d OW
Stere1® sh°tt1£’ende Lowe!1 teatn was' 
re, end of the 20 to 4
" .... ' i
OU AfP 
& o
FRIARS TRIM LOWELL 42-23
Dominicans Show Brilliant •
S Game to Top Lowell Textile
Game played; 
March 4,1932
(Special to the'Providence Journal) 
Lowell, Mass., March 3.—Before a rec­
ord. crowd the providence College ’Var­
sity basketball team ran wild here to­
night to score their 18th victory of the 
j feeason. by defeating Lowell Textile 42 to 
!*3. The Friars led all the way and gave 
a smart exhibition of pass work and so 
effective was the Friar defence that only 
pne field goal, a shot from under the 
hoop by Savard, was scored by the local 
pagers during the entire first half. The 
^Dominicans were at their best in this 
stanza and completely monopolized the 
£lay with ' all the players breaking 
through for scores. The Rhode Islanders 
left the court at the half time with a, 
'SO to 4 lead. .
At the start of the second half Coach 
McClellan sent in his strong reserve 
forces into action, and even this con­
tingent proved capabale of holding the 
locals well in check, outscoring the Low­
ell men 17 to 23'.
? In the waning moments of the game 
$he first string array was rushed back 
into action and as a result the score was - 
rolled over the 40 mark.
i Ollie Roberge, rangy Sophomore, start­
ling his first college game, turned in a 
fine exhibition at centre. He took the 
place of Eddie Koslowski, veteran per­
former who sustained an ankle sprain in 
the Mass. State game and as a result 
shattered his record of having started 41 
successive games for the Friars. With the 
entire squad drawing action for Provi­
dence the scoring honors were well dis­
tributed. Bracken, McCormac and Sha­
piro lead the offence with six points 
each, while Baronowski, hard working 
Lowell guard, took the individual honors 
with seven points.
The summary:
PROVIDENCE l LOWELL
COLLEGE (42) ; TEXTILE i23VJ
Ci- P- P-i G. F. P.
Bracken, If.. 2 2 6iMorse,-lg.... 0 0 0
J’Cormac. If.. 3 0 6.Sullivan," if. 0 1 1
Shapiro,, rf.., 3 o 6lMamber, If.. 10 2
Welch, rf ...... 1 o 2 Kokoska. rf. . 1 0 2
Perrin, n ., ■ o 0 0 Savard. c .. 2 2 6
Roberge, c ... 2 o 4 Aj,.ek ie.. .. s 1 5
D'goole, 0.... 2 1 5 Moran, lg... 0 O 0
Reavey, c.... 0 1 1 B’onowskl, rg 3 1 7Oainor, lg .. O 2 2
Hyte. lg .......  1 0 2
Tebbitts, lg... 2 0 4
Reilly, rg.... 2 0 4
Cody, rg ..., 0 0 O'
Totals....... 10 6 42 Totals .... 9 5.23
Referee—Q, A. Clarke. . Time—20-minute '
periods. Ump:re---J.' Parkers,
Roberge Stars in First Starting 
, Assignment at Centre 
! for Winners.
Game played: March 5,1952
FRIAR JAYVEES WIN 
s OVER BECKER FIVE
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
Worcester, Mass., March 5.—The
Providence College-Junior ’Varsity bas- 
i ketball team proved too strong for the 
; Becker College quintet here tonight and 
: as a result scored a 36 to 24 win for 
its fifth triumph of the season. The 
Friars led throughout the tilt.
Play was fairly close in the . first half 
until the visitors’ offence started to 
function, after which the score was 
rolled up to 18 to 9 at halftime. In 
the latter half the Friars continued 
their superior .play with Capt. Tebbetts 
leading the attack which piled up a 
lead too long for the locals to over­
come.
PROVIDENCE I BECKER
COLLEGE (36) COLLEGE I2<»
G. P. P. G. F. F.
Morrison, If. 2 0 4 Sogers, If. .. 6 3 15
Powers, If.... 3 0 6 Jragen, rf... 2 0 4
Wright, rf... 1 0 2(Wright, c... 0 1 1
Madden, rf... 1 0 2|3’lk’wski, lg 0 0 0
Davis, c....... 2 1 5|Hayden, lg. 0 0 0
SutneskI, c.. 1 0 2iBllsw’rth, rg 2 0 4
Rea-vey, lg... 1 0 21 • — .
Tebbetts, rg.. 3 1 7'
Feit, rg.........  3 0 61
Total......... 17 2 36| Total ,...10 4 24
Referee—Down. Time—Four 10-mlnute
periods. . ' • - '
I
BMMDM 
UUINTERTO PHY
Dominican Varsity Favored to
Down Bruins Tomorrow 
on Latter’s Floor.
The basketball teams of Brown and 
Providence College, ’Varsity and Fresh­
man, will clash at Brown gymnasium to­
morrow night in their annual contests.
The games will mark the close of the 
season for the four teams concerned, 
with the Friars a one-sided favorite to 
run away with the victory in the feature 
contest. Coach A1 McClellan’s team has 
won 18 games, while the Bruins have 
not shown anything resembling the form 
that would enable them to chalk up a 
victory over the Dominicans.
FRESHMEN NEARER
AN EVEN-MATCH
The Freshman game should be more 
of an even battle, for Brown has a cred­
itable first-year club, while Providence 
has an aspiring squad of yearling play­
ers.
Providence probably will have Dick 
Brachen, a converted guard, and Sam 
Shapiro at the forward berths tomorrow 
night, with big Ed Koslowski at centre 
and Capt. Chick Galnor and Ed Keilly 
at guard. Reilly gained a place on the 
first string quintet when Brachen was 
moved up to forward to take advantage 
of his accurate shooting.
If the .Bruin forwards, Captain 
Caulkins and Hank Malkowski, can get 
their eye on the basket, the Brown team 
will be more of a threat than its record 
indicates. The Brunonians missed some­
thing more than a dozen shots from 
under the basket before caging the ball 
in the Rhode Island game last week, and 
twice made good rallies to cut down the 
Rams’ margin.
Tom Sawyer probably will play centre 
for Brown, with Ed Phillips and Oscar 
Hammer at guard.
The Brown Freshmen, who have had 
a good season, will use Capt. Roy Smith 
at centre with Carl Floren and probably 
Hal Tucker at the forward berths. Coach 
Wally Snell probably will start Roger 
Offen and George Morin at guard.
For the Providence yearlings, Ed 
Stanisewski and Paul Power will play 
forward, with Bill Kutniewski at centre 
and John Madden and A1 Felt at the 
guard berths.
Bruins and Friars End
Seasons Tonight-
BB BBS FOUR S0S88S, 
BEB OPEN WITH SOPHOMORES
Dominicans Boast Far Better Record; 
Freshmen Also Playing
BY ROBERT M. HOWARD
Four Seniors playing their last game 
Of college basketball will be In the start­
ing lineup for Providence. College to­
night when the Friars oppose Brown in 
/ their annual game at Brown Gymna­
sium, while Coach Arthur Kahler, direc­
tor of the Bruins, will rely on a quartet 
of Sophomores to work with Captain 
Jack Caulkins.
The Freshman teams of the two col­
leges will clash in the preliminary game 
starting at 7:30 o’clock, with the main 
coiltcsf getting under way about 8:30.
(’.KOSLOWSKI ONLY 
JUNIOR ON FRIARS
Ed Koslowski; high-scoring centre, is 
the only member of the starting quintet 
named by Coach A1 McClellan who will 
not complete his court career for the 
Dominicans topight. George Cody of 
Woonsocket, a reserve for three seasons, 
will' pair with Captain Chick Gainor at 
the guard positions. The Friar forwards 
will be Jim Welch of Woonsocket and 
John McCormac of Webster.
Besides Caulkins, the only man to hold 
a regular position on the Brown team 
for the entire year, the Bruin lineup will 
Include Hank Malkowski at forward, 
Dick Morse at centre and Ed Phillips 
and Oscar Hammer at guard.
The Friars will be a one-sided favorite 
o win tonight, with Brown possessing 
+uy whatever advantage goes with being 
tne home team.
„®?J?teen victories in 23 games is the! 
record of the Providence ’Varsity this
^th^Dartmouth the only New Eng­
land quintet to win over the Friars. The
I AT BEOWN gymnasium
„ BROWN FROV. COLLEGE
lnS’ r’ 1.............................r. f„ Welch
Malkowski, 1. f...................L f McCormac
p°^e’ c”--............,............c., Koslowski
Phillips, r. g..................................r. g„ Cody
Hammer, l, g........................... i. g., Gainor
. Freshman game at 7:3o o’clock.
other defeats were administered by New 
York city clubs, two being sustained at 
the hands of St. John’s College and one 
each from City College of New York and 
the Brooklyn Columbus Club.
The record of this year’s is almost as 
good as that of the 1928 team, which fin­
ished the season with 18 triumphs and 
: only three defeats.
BRACHEN LEADING 
PROVIDENCE IN SCORING 
I The Friars have scored 824 points to 
624 by their opponents, and Dick Bra- 
i chen. the tall guard and forward , who 
I handles the ball on pivot plays, leading 
with a total of 250 points. Koslowski 
ranks second in the scoring with 170 
points, and Sam Shapiro, first-year for­
ward, is third with a total of 151 points. 
Of the three, however, only Koslowski 
will start tonight, Brachen and Shapiro 
giving way to the seniors on the squad.
Brachen started the season at guard, 
but has played at forward for the last 
five games, and has climbed steadily in 
the scoring. Brachen, Shapiro and Ed 
Reilly, who took over Brachen’s guard 
berth, will be ready for reserve duty to­
night.
Tom Sawyer, centre, and Cy ManteH, 
who has played three positions this sea­
son, will be on the Brown bench to­
night. with sophomores taking their 
places. With Caulkins, they make up 
the senior delegation on the Bruin team 
this winter. , , «
John Leahy, six-foot-six-inch centre, 
will return to duty with the Providence 
Freshmen tonight, allowing Bill Kut- 
niewski to resume his guard berth, and 
he will-pair off with A1 Felt. Ed Stani- 
sewski and Capt. John Madden will be 
in the forward positions.
The Brown Freshmen will have Carl 
Floren and Hal Tucker at forward. Capt. 
Roy Smith at centre and Roger Offen 
and George Morin
OPPONENTS TONIGHT
'lorn Sawyer right will be closing h is basketball career at Brown when he appears against Providence college 
tonight. Chick Galnor, captain and guard, will complete his term with the friars.
FRIAR FIVE TRIMS BRO WN
Providence College Holds
Commanding Lead All Way
Bruins Put Up Best Fight of
'-'X' «z
' Season.—Caulkins, Malkow- 
ski Leading Scorers.
Providence College and Brown closed 
their basketball season with their An­
nual game at the Bruin gymnasium on 
Blmgrove avenue last night with the 
Dominicans scoring a 51 to 34 victory. 
In the Freshman game the Providence 
College yearlings staged a last quarter 
rally to beat the Brown first year five 
31 to 22.
In the 'Varsity game the Providence 
quintet held a commanding lead all the 
way with the exception of the first seven 
minutes of play. The score at half time 
was 24 to TO in the favor of the Friars.
The Brown five played it best basket­
ball of the year. Twice in the second half 
the Bruins went on scoring sprees only 
to be stopped by the injection of fresh 
men in the Providence College lineup.
Dominican Reserves Start
The Dominicans started a reserve team- 
but after the Bruins had jumped out 
1 front 5 to 2 and showed promise of run­
ning up a big lead, Coach Al McClellan 
rushed his first club of Shapiro, Brach- 
en„ Koslowski, Reilly and Hyte into the 
game. Tills quintet soon tied the score 
and began to pile up a margin which 
Providence College held to the end,
Brachen, star right forward of Provi­
dence College, was the high individual 
scorer of the game with six field goals 
and a foul shot for a total of 13 points. 
Jack Caulkins and “Hank" Malkowski, 
who led the Brown attack, tied for the : 
runner-up honors, each netting 12, 
points.
In all Coach McClellan used three 
teams against Brown. At the start of 
the second half the Dominican third 
club was on the floor: They gave way to 
the regulars after seven minutes of play 
and after the Bruins had started a scor­
ing drive.
Brown was very weak in caging the 
ball inside the foul lines. Numerous 
times the Bears passed the ball through 
the Friars’ defence only to shoot wide 
of the hoop.
■ When the Dominican regulars were in 
the game they completely featured the 
play. The Bears tallied then only at 
brief intervals.
Gam© played:
March 12, 1932
’TjutV -
. • .'(75' -r—--------- . | "........... ------
51-34 IN SEASON’S
Koslowski Overcomes Lead 
After tile Friar .first team had taken
the floor for the first time in the open­
ing period- Koslowski overcame the three 
point lead of the Bears by sinking a foul 
shot and a field goal. Shapiro scored a 
basket from the side and Morse dupli­
cated a, few seconds later for Brown. 
Then Shapiro, Hyte and Brachen ran 
the score up to 16 points for Provi­
dence College before the Bears tallied
^Malkowski broke up the Providence 
College rally on a field goal and. tallied 
the last point of the first half on Brown 
on a foul. Reilly and Brachen each 
scored two field goals for Providence be­
fore the period ended.
When the Black, and White first team 
went into the game In the second half 
the Bears were only behind 32 to 23. 
Caulkins, Malkowski and Tom Salyy€L 
had caged the points for Brown which 
had cut down the lead held by Provi- 
! dence at the half.
I Oscar Hammer, stellar Brown guard 
: left the game on fouls with eight min- 
i utes left to play and Providence lead­
ing 37 to 25. The second Brown rally was 
uncorked shortly afterwards, seven 
points being registered before the Friars
could tighten up their defence,
Bruin Defence Fails
In the last four minutes of play the 
Bears’ defence fell to pieces. With the 
count 40 to 31, Reilly and Hyte. caged 
the ball from inside of the foul line. 
Caulkins scored on a field goal and Mai- 
kowski on a foul for the last Brown 
points. Hyte, Brachen, Koslowski and 
Brachen all tallied in a row for Provi­
dence while Brown was being held score-, 
less.
The Freshman game was keenly con­
tested. At the end of the first half the 
Providence yearlings led 17 to 16 but at 
the end of the third quarter the score , 
was deadlocked at 19 to 19. Leahy, tall 5 
and rugged centre for the Dominican j 
first year team was the leader in the last 
period rally scoring three field goals.
Tire summaries:
PROVIDENCE BROWN (34)
COLLEGE (5D p- G F p
McCormac. if. 1 0 2 Caulkins. if. 6 0 12 
Shapiro, If... 2 1 5 Malkowski, rf 5 2 12 
Perrin. If.... 0 0 0 Morse, «.... 1 1 3
Welch, rf-.-- 0 1 0Sawyer, «... 1 1 »
Brachen. rf... 6 1 13 Phillips, lg.. . 0 0 0
Dromgoole, c.. 0 0 OlMantell. lg.. 1 0 2
Koslowski, c.. 3 2 S Hammer, rg. .1 0 2
Roberge, c.... 1 0 2 Ttll’ghast, rg 0 0 0
Codv, lg..........1 2 4
Reilly, 3 3 9
Gainor. rg... 0 0 0
Hyte, rg........ 3 0 8
Reavey, rg.... 1 0 J! _ __ _
Total........ 21 -7 51 Total ... . 15 4 34
Referees—McGuiness and Parker.
PROVIDENCE BROWN
COLLEGE '35 (31) ’35 (221
G. F. P.| G. F. P.
Rtanisewski, It 1 2 4lFloren, If ... 3 1 7 
Fairbrother. If 0 0 0|Marshall. rf . 0 2 2 
Madden, rt .. . 4 2 10 Tucker, rf .. 1 0 2
Healey, rf . .. 0 0 0 Smith, c ... 2 1 5
Leahy, c........ « 0 12 Sandperil, lg 1 0 2
dkiCP. c .... 0 0 0 Offin, lg ... 1 0 2
Kurniewski, lg 1 0 2 lose, lg........  0 0 0,
powers, lg .. 0 1 1 Morin, rg . . . 6 2 2
Smith, lg .,.. 0 0 0 Armstrong rg 0 0 0
Bostick, lg .. 0 0 0
Pelt, rg ........ I 0 "
Total .... 13 1 31 Total ..... 8 6 22 
Referee—Haughey, Time—4 10-mmute pe-
riods. ■
DOMINICANS SCORE 
OVER IIHIIH'N FIVES
. ' I
’Varsity Wins 51 -34 After Regu- 
tars Overcome Early Brown 
Lead; Freshmen Win 31-22.
Providence College twice unleashed 
the full strength of. its power on the 
basketball court to conquer Brown 81- 
34 in their annual game at. Brown gym­
nasium last night. Coach A1 McClellan 
worked his best team for most of the 
first half and for 10 minutes of the sec­
ond period, keeping his regulars in the 
game after Brown had worked up from 
1.3-30 to 23-32.
Tire Providence College Freshmen 
mad? the evening a complete success 
for supporters Of the Friars, by boost­
ing their total of, points in the last quar­
ter to defeat the Brown yearlings, 31-22. 
FRIARS WIN 19 GAMES .
IN SCHEDULE OF 24
Last night’s games were the last of 
the season for all of the ■ teams. The 
Providence College ’Varsity closed its 
season with a record of 19 victories and 
five defeats^ only one at the hands of a 
New England team, and the Freshman 
quintet won seven of its eight contests.
Brown succeeded in winning but two 
’Varsity games, the season’s record being 
the poorest in years, while the Bruin 
Freshmen won 10 games and lost four.
Providence started with Francis Drom­
goole at centre, three seniors, who have 
been doing reserve duty, and Capt. Chick 
yainor. it was only Brown’s inaccuracy 
in shooting, prevalent throughout, the 
?^™e' and mistakes in handling the ball 
that kept the Bruins from going farther 
B'a leacl which they es-
!play hed ia the flrst eight Hllnutes of
Friar regulars went in 
»rown was left behind', and the same 
was true again in the second, half, after 
« Bruins had made a good comeback. 
fo + ^Rfihlcan first-stringers ' Were" 
“ter, more accurate in their shooting 
ana smarter in handling the ball and In- 
executing their plays.. JL.. I
<Bw-
brown forwards
TIED IN SCORING
The Brown team played good basket­
ball in spurts, and had Capt. Jack Caul­
kins and Hank Malkowski had three 
others as good as themselves, they would 
have made an interesting evening for; 
Coach McClellan’s best quintet. Mal­
kowski played his best game of the year, 
and with Caulkins led the team in scor­
ing, each getting 12 points.
Dick Brachen. clever Friar forward, 
who was especially adept at taking re­
bounds off the board and converting 
them into goals, was out ahead of Caul­
kins and Malkowski, -with the remain­
der of the Providence scoring well dis­
tributed among the other members of 
the team.
friar freshmen
PILE UP LATE MARGIN
The two Freshman teams played on 
almost even terms for three periods of 
their preliminary contest. Providence 
led 7-6 at the end of the first quarter 
and 17-16 at the close of the first half. 
A goal by Nat Sandperil tied the count 
at 18-19 near the close of the third 
period, but Johnny Madden gave his 
team a two-point lead with a long shot 
as the quarter ended.
The Bruins were unable to continue 
the pace during the final quarter, being 
outscored 10. points to 2 on goals by 
Leahy, Power. Feit and Stanisewski. Bill 
Kutniewski starred for the,Friars until 
he went out on personal fouls in the 
third period.
meeting of the H lettermen yesteru 3 .
on the Friar team during the past campaign, making P
Friar - Hoop Captain
BRACKEN TO LEAD , 
DOMINICAN FIVE
Guard Led Team in Scoring 
, Last Season.—-Only Junior 
Next Season.
Allen'Or Bracken of Portchester, N. 
y.. was unanimously elected captain of 
the Providence College basketball team 1 
for next season at a meeting of the 
lettermen yesterday afternoon. Bracken 
who Is a Pophnn-iore and a miard ulayegx _ 
stellSr-bftetarttrSTr forthe Priars during 
the past campaign, leading the team m 
scoring with 225 points. The election 
of Bracken to the captaincy was popu­
larly received by the Friar students as 
he is one of the most active members 
of his class. .
When Bracken assumes his captaincy 
next season, it will mark the second 
time in two years that the Friar hoop­
sters will be led by a Junior. Dur­
ing the past season, William C .hQhicfc- 
Gainor, a Junior, captained thejeam. 
IrrciCtShfaUjb tfw’nior wiH iiOtTie Eligible 
for the team nexty season as he already 
has played four years of ’Varsity basket­
ball, although he will be in college.
Eleven players were awarded letters 
yesterday, comprising the largest num­
ber to receive insignia in the history of 
basketball at Providence College.
Players awarded 'Varsity insignia, in 
addition to Captain-elect Bracken, were 
Captain William C. Gainor of Troy. N. 
Y.; Edward Kosiowski and Edw’ard 
Beilly, both of Bridgeport: George Cody 
of Woonsocket; James E. Welch of Hart­
ford, Conn.; John E. McCormac of Web­
ster,’ Mass.; Francis J. Dromgoole of this 
.city; Samuel Shapiro of Lynn, Mass.; 
William Hyte of Roxbury, Mass.; Oliver 
Roberge of Bristol, Conn., and Student 
Managers Thomas J. O’Brien of New 
Haven, Conn., and John J. Glennon of 
New Bedford, Mass.
Bracken’s team next season should 
have a successful campaign as only three 
players on the ’Varsity besides Gainor 
will be lost. They are James Welch, 
John McCormac and George Cody. The 
’Varsity will be augmented by star mem­
bers of this year’s Freshman quintet, 
which lost only one game in eight played
Providence College Varsity Hoop Squad
The Friars finished its season with a record of 19 wins in 24 starts and was the outstanding college team 
in New England. Front row, left to right, Assistant Manager John J. Glennon, Edward Koslowski, Capt. 
William C. Gainor, Allan Bracken, coach Albert McClellan; second row', Francis Dromgoole, Oliver Roberge, 
Samuel Shapiro, George Cody; third row, Edward Reilly, Frank Reavey, William Hyte; fourth row, Geofge 
R. Tebbetts, Oscar J. Rerrin; back row, James E, Welch, Manager Thomas, J. O’Brien, John E. McCormac-
friar Hoop I earns Achieve 
Enviable Record for Season>
’Varsity Claims N. E. College 
Title; Jayvees, Yearlings Lose 
but One Game Each.
The Friars turned out some star indi- j 
vidual performers. me outstanding new- 
comer was Sam Shapiro, ex-Lynn high 
star. Shapiro quickly made an impres­
sion with Friar fans by his stellar play 
in the early season games and he con­
tinued his star performances throughout: 
the campaign. Capt.-elect Dick Bracken 
also showed to advantage^ as did Ed Kos­
lowski, the big centre. Bill Hyte, a, guard, i 
gave indications that he would prove a i 
valuable member of future ’Varsity 
quintets.
Prospects of the Friars next season are 
exceptionally bright as only four play­
ers will be lost. They are James Welch, 
Chick Gainor. John McCormac and 
George Cody. Of this quartet Gainer was 
the only regular, the other three hold­
ing down reserve roles. The ’Varsity 
will be strengthened next season with 
players from the star Freshman and Jay- 
vee teams. Capable material on these 
two teams is plentiful.
Following are the records of the three
teams:
’VARSITY i
providence.............. 28 Dartmouth ....... 41
Providence.......... .  .62
Providence...............32
Providence...............28
Providence...............25
providence...............38
Providence...............35
providence...............37
providence....... .34
Providence........ 26
Providence...............20
providence...............37
providence...............23
Providence...........   ,40
providence...............52
Providence...............2'3
providence...............20
Providence...............35
Providence........ ; .,54
Providence...............51
Providence...............46
Providence........ 36'
Providence...............42
providence...............51.
Won...................19
JUNIOR
Naval Train. St....22
Yale ........................26
Seton Hall College.24 
St. John's (Bkiyn) 33 
Coast Guard Acad. 27 
Holy Cross Inds... .31
Harvard.................. 25
Springfield ...,,.,31 
St. John’s fBkiyn.) 30 
Columbus Club
1 Bkiyn) 31 
Pratt Institute..19 
Manhattan .......22•
Lowell Textile ....24
Boston University .40 
New Hampshire ... 7 
C. C. N. Y. ...... .37
Alumni ..................... 31
Worcester Poly. ,. .24 
Seton Hall College 21 
Holy Cross Inds.....33
Mass. State ........... 21
LowelLTextile........ 23
Brown ......................34
Lost .................... 5
VARSITY
Providence J. V.......... 29 Bridgewater
Normal .... 28 >
ProvlSen've J. V..........33 Bridgewater
Normal .,,, 36 ;
j Providence J. V... .35 Providence
Boys’ Club.. 24 ’
Providence J. V.......... 37 Becker College. 24.
Providence J. V..........41 New Bedford
Textile .... 26 f 
Providence J. V.......... 36 Becker College. 24
Won............................ 5 oLst........ .. 1
FRESHMEN
providence Freshmen. .28 St. John’s Prep 20 
Providence Freshmen. . 37 Assumption
College .... 17
Providence Freshmen. .55 Boston Univ.
Freshmen .. 21,
Providence Freshmen. ,39 Dean Academy 32 
Providence Freshmen. .36 De La Salle
Academy.... 29
Providence Freshmen.. 51 Bryant-Strat-
College .... 29
Providence Freshmen. .30 St. John’s Prep 32 
Providence Freshmen. .31 Brown Fresh­
men ............ 22
Won7 Lost 1
SrouP of Providence College 
forrn®tbaI1 Players has put away uni- 
gonri .l0r the season satisfied that a 
have i°b was done by all. The Friars 
court , n unusually successful on the 
1931.,, the past five years and the 
share 2 aggregations gathered their 
first f°J tbe s»u® of war. For 'the 
leap ,,1E in the history of the col- 
Junin/L?6 basketball teams—Freshman, 
ed and varsity and .’Varsity—were field- 
were inX!U,°"g „them °nly seven games 
lost five „ ? r Played. The ’Varsity- 
one out ?? 24; the Junior ’Varsity
out of o- ,4S x and the Freshman one- 
the Freer? ' B°tli teams that defeated 
tested bv??” and Jayvees were also de­
ments tr,,, Friars in return engage- 
' cah auirrtoi® giviug; these two Domini-
ords? . “ comparatively spotless rec-
rankint?1??’Varslty 15 worthy of high 
East, dpsJ?4°ng the college teams of the 
were lowered^ thT fact that lts C0l01's 
axceptionau,, „ tIlues. The team played 
Jority Of ? g°od basketball in the ma- 
which si-,r„L?ames and the only team 
Perlority 0Vp d any real degree of,su- 
c- C. n. v. a the iocafs was that crack 
Perts rater, which some of the ex- 
ever assemhas. the best college quintet 
J?6 best in +?’ Tbs Lavender five was 
the mythic, 6 East and awarding it 
Would not , national championship 
m the estima®4‘COn6eding it too much 
Who saw tho3^011 of the writer. Fans 
and- the u? g?me between the. Friars 
ha7? treated 'at th<! Auditorium 
n,? eVer' sthl°dS°m-e 01 ‘he best. basket- 
Payers. L°e^ ln this city by. college
;■8t- John.<‘ce Met Defeat 
bn?Vtwice to* ?rooklyn was the only I 
WaL,oth timV°wa Dominicans,! 
a dthrn. lts margin of victory
in th?°Uth handad the locals 
bact? at Hanot,°Pe?!ng "ame the 
Club fivT reosived' ?? f?er ?et‘ 
Of pbVe.of Bronifi, r m the Columbus 
GradStge stare.” & team comPosed
^inh/N«wa&_Joh» E- Farrell 
claithiP for the t -gland college cham- 
v»a t vlctorJesB?lars- Farrell bases his 
ErottySJv ®b°rea over Yale, Har- !
Ehglan'rt1^ °Wsethe’'.MfefleW and I 
hicuth a games Wa ack received in New !
For the e °ne fr°m Dart-
the the Audi?®, ?ollege basketball 
t succesAand the vp?? Were staged by
4 the a^h'- Tl'-pfi X? ?111'5 Proved fair- 
aild attran?a Producpt^0 games Played 
°°htest w?d iarge g00d basketball 
also ?h the Horeh?mgs- The third 
f?1’ bh?N °Ught otuy ° SS Independ- 
below watront®0?® g00d basket- 
h^ely ttxthat of”??® at this game was 
the Aud?? c°’lege two. It is
fixture. ori,-un win i?ketball games at. 
t become an annual
Rymph Selected 
for Center Post 
on All-N. E. Five
N.U. Captain Edges Koslowski 
of Providence for First
Team Berth !
All Newcomers
Not One Player Selected Last
Year Repeats; Brachen Moves 
Up; Conroy His Guard Mate
ALL N. E. SELECTIONS
FIRST TEAM 
Cox, R.I., forward 
Caulkins, Br’n, forw’d 
Rymph, N.U., center 
Conroy, N.H.,guard 
Brachen, Prov., guard
SECOND TEAM 
Crutch, Spring,, forw’d 
Robison. Tufts, forward 
Koslowski. Prov., center 
Markoski, W’ms, guard 
Asp, Wor. Tech., guard
By Edward Bulger
The 1931-32 college basketball season 
was productive of few outstanding center 
players. In fact it is hard to recall when 
there has been such a scarcity of them. 
As a result the letters received from the 
coaches the past few weeks have brought 
about a merry race between Captain 
LeRoy Rymph of Northeastern and Ed­
ward Koslowski for leading honors on 
the All-New England quintet selected 
each year for the Transcript. The final 
vote turned the tide in favor of the 
Husky leader, and so he winds up three 
seasons of playing, two as captain of 
the N. U. quintet, as the outstanding 
pivot man of the section.
Many changes are noted in the 1931 
and 1932 lists. Of the 1930-31 first team, 
Arthur Cochran of Tufts, who had been 
an all-star forward the past two seasons, 
and Walter Sheehan, Williams stellar 
guard and captain-elect, both failed to 
place, mishaps playing a part on both 
occasions. The misfortune that has fol­
lowed the ex-Tufts captain is too well 
known to repeat, while Sheehan was 
handicapped by a bad knee. A knee in­
jury also was responsible for Conrad 
Good, Williams captain of the past sea- 
son, failing to keep his place even on I 
the second team, while Robert Cragan, i 
who shone so brilliantly as a sophomore ; 
guard last winter, fell down in studies 
during the middle of the past season. 1
Allen Bracken, whose appearance at ; 
Providence a year ago brought so much j 
favorable comment, is the lone remnant ■ 
of the first two teams of a year ago. The ; 
Dominican guard has stepped up from ' 
the second to the first aggregation where I 
he is pairing with Captain John Conroy 
of the University of New Hampshire. The 1 
forwards on the first team are Edward 
Cox of Rhode Island State and Captain 
Jack Caulkins of Brown. Thus, for the 
second successive year Brown’s leader is 
on the all-star quintet, as a year ago 
Raul Snyder was selected.
A® AH-Around Quintet
Rymph, Cox, Caulkins, Brachen and 
Conroy—what an aggregation that would 
be if placed together on the floor! Every 
one of them is an offensive threat; in 
fact the two guards gained much promi­
nence through their scoring ability. At 
the same time they have done some ex­
cellent work oin the defense. The same 
also is true of the other players. With 
the exception of Cox, all are big boys. 
At that the R. I. State player has not 
been forced to grant anything to his op­
ponents, for he has wrought considera­
ble damage while his team was winning 
thirteen games and losing three. Many 
times the Kingston quintet put on a last- 
half rally that just submerged the oppo-, 
sition, with Cox being a leader in the up­
rising. In the Northeastern game at 
Kingston, with the Huskies enjoying a 
nine-point lead with eight minutes re­
maining, Cox personally conducted the 
home team to a victory by scoring thir­
teen points before the final whistle. The 
other big moment of the R. I. season was 
the Brown game. The fSrums led at the 
end of the first half, 15-12, yet lost 54-27. 
won only two games should have a rep­
resentative on the all-star team, but 
there is no doubt that Caulkins de­
serves the rating. The past two sea­
sons his value to the Brown quintet has 
been bvershadowed by the presence oi 
Snyder. This year the Bruin material 
was below normal, yet the Brown cap­
tain carried on magnificently. An ex­
cellent ballhandl'er and team worker, he 
has been the center of Brown’s valiant 
efforts to stem the tide of suprior oppo­
sition. The victories that were scored 
were due principally to his work, espe­
cially as a scorer.'
Some might question Rymph's right 
to placed above Koslowski, but those 
who have watched the Northeastern cap­
tain during his career are well aware of 
the continual progress he has made. 
The backbone of the Huskies, particu­
larly on the defense, he has been a great 
leader both in action and conduct. 
Though a guard,when he first reported, 
Rympii has proved most capable at the 
pivot position, using excellent judgment 
in jumping and placing the tap-off. In 
addition he has the stamina to go 
through forty minutes of play. It must 
be remembered, too, that he was not 
surrounded with such stellar players as 
represent Providence. If he had been, 
it is hard to tell just how brilliant he 
might have been.
Nine Colleges Included
The voting for the forward and center 
positions were close, but such was not 
true of the guards. Brachen and Conroy 
were outstanding nominees, with the lat­
ter gaining more votes than any other 
member of the first team. A three-year 
regular, during which time his play has 
been high grade, this is the first time 
he has broken into the all-star group. He 
was the principal cog in the Wildcat 
machine during the early season, when 
it scored eight straight victories, and lie 
would make an ideal captain for the all- 
star quintet. As has been said before, 
Brachen earned a second team guard po­
sition a year ago and is likely to con­
tinue his fine work until his college 
career closes. He is one of the finest all- 
around players in New England. The 
all-stars are a versatile group. Conroy 
played center last year, Rymph could be 
used at guard, and Brachen played for­
ward late in the season when Coach A1 
McClellan sought to add a greater scoring 
punch up front.
Others receiving votes from the coach­
es were:
FORWARDS
Arthur Cochran. Tufts; Samuel Shapiro 
Providence; William Fowle. Williams; Engine 
O’Brien, M. I. T.; John Smith. Worcester Tech- 
Joseph Lojko, Mass. State; Raymond Ashdown’ 
Middlebury; Louis Bush. Mass. State; Howard 
Myers, Springfield; Conrad Goode. Williams- 
Raymond Goughian, Northeastern: Allan
Brachen, Providence; Fred Keustei M I t’ 
Jack Fine, Tufts.
CENTERS
George Seewagen, Springfield; Everett Fletch­
er, Mass. State; Reginald Horseman. R. I State- 
Jerry Savard. Lowell Textile; Richard Sweet 
Middlebury.
GUARDS
Walter Sheehan, Williams; William Fowle 
Williams; Winfield Huppuch. Harvard; Richard 
Cochran. Tufts: John Foley. Mass. State; 
Harold Sipsey, Middlebury; Herbert Semino, Ros­
ter! University; Arthur Cochran, Tufts; william 
Cullen, Worcester Tech; Jack Fine, Tufts; Wil-
; Jard. Quirk, Springfield.
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